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Introdu:tion 

This 4th International Symposium "Geodesy and Physics of the Earth" was arranged 
jointly by the Central Earth Physics Institute Potsdam and the National Comnüttee of 
Geodesy and Geophysics of the G.D.R. and co-sponsored by the International Association 

of Geodesy of the I.U.G.G. As to its tenor it conti.1ued the series of the symposia of 
1970, 19'73 and 1976 dealing v1ith the same basic topic. Accordingly it was mainly 
devoted to the close links between geodetic and geophysicnl research studying the 
geodynamical behaviour of tn� .Barth. 

Taking place only short time at·ter the XVII. General Assembly of I.U.G.G., Canberra 

1979, the symposium also reflected the relevant highlights as well in papers as in a 
special evening session under tbe cbair of the President of the I.A.G� Prof. H. Moritz. 
Reports were give.n by the General Sec:r.•etary of the I.U .G.G., Prof. P. Melchior, and 
the Secretaries of the I.A.G. Sections IV ('l'heory) an V (Physical Interpretation), 
Prof. E. Grafarend and Prof. H. Kautzleben respectively� 

The scientific programme p�epared by members of the Scientific Committee -
3. Kautzleben (G.D.R.), J.D. Boula�ger (U.S.S.R.), E. Buschmann (G.D.R.), H. Moritz
(Austria), R. Rapp (U.S.A.), Ya. Yatskiv (U.S.S.R.) - included contributions to the
following items

- Global and Planetary Dynamics of the Earth,
- Figure and Gravity Field of the Earth,
- Geodynamical Frocesses,

which are kept in the structure of the Proceedings. 

The Hel.mert c·ommemorative lectu.re "Earth Rotation and Nutations in Regard to 
Liquid Core-Mantle and O.::ean-Lithosphere Tidal Interactions" given by P. Melchior 
(Belgium) within the series of the annual Helmert-lectures of the Central Earth 
Physics Institute is also included in these Proceedings but will be distributed 
additionally together with the preceding ones in a special issue. 

The symposium was attended by about 160 scientists from 17 countries. 59 papers 
were read _and further 12 only distributed for want of time. All are included in 
these three volumes of the Proceedings. 

It's a pleasent task to thank again very heartily all authors for their 
contributions and to thank also my colleagues engaged in the editorial and technical 
completion of this publication. 

Potsdam, May 1981 

H. Kautzleben

r 
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4th International Symposium 

Geodesy and Physics of the Earth 
Karl Marx Stadt - 13 May-16 May 1980 

"He 1,mert Leature "

EARTH ROTATION AN□ NUTATIONS IN REGARO TO 

LIQUID CORE - MANTLE AN□ OCEAN - LITHOSPHERE 

TIDAL INTERACTIONS 

by 

PAUL MELCHIOR 

Observatoire royal de BeZgique 

Universite aathoZique de Louvain 

1. INTRODUCTION

When, in 1884, F,R. Helmert, at that time Professor at the Technischen 

Hochschule in Aachen, published the second part of his monumental treatise 

"Die mathematischen und Physikalischen theorieen der H5heren Geod�sie, he gave 

to it a sub title as follows : 

"Die Physika?.isahen theorieen mit untersuchungen ilber die 

nr:zthematische Erdgestalt auf Grund der Beobachtungen". 

which shows that the great master fully realized how important for the develop

ment of advanced Geodesy were the physical aspects of the earth's internal 

constitution as well as the observations of related phenomena. 

As a matter of fact 120 pages □ver 610 of the second part of the 

Helmert treatise were devoted to a discussion about earth tides, precession and 

nutations, the free Chandler motion and the internal distribution of densities. 

To day Geodesy is at a turning point in its History. With experimental 

measurements reaching the centimeter level new interests - scientific, economic 

and, most important, humanitarian - appear with the possibility to control slow 

or sudden small surface motions resulting from internal thermodynamical processes 

which are dominated by dissipation effects. 

Associated with a tectonic model such measurements seem to offer a 

way for predicting earthquakes, a difficult objective indeed, but so important 

for the safeguard of so many human lives that it justifies the efforts presently 

done in this direction. 
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To correctly refer the time varying positions of their network points, 

Geodesists and Astronomers are presently in search for a well defined frame of 

reference, an extremely complicate task as, at this level of precision, every 

point fixed with respect to the Earth's crust is moving. 

As lang as we consider the Earth as made of a perfectly elastic mantle 

containing a perfect fluid core we have no serious difficulty to provide correc

tions for tidal movements and precession - nutations despite the existence of 

some paradox i-n the liquid core equations. The problem for this model may be 

considered as theoretically solved and sufficiently verified in view of the 

present still low experimental performances. 

But such a crude model does not help to treat the new questions of 

major interest which are the plate tectonics motions, creep in the mantle, con

vection in the mantle and in the core, dissipation in the mantle and in the core, 

formation of the inner core by precipitation and crystallisation, all phenomena 

which influence the Earth's rotation characteristics. 

All these movements are controlled by the viscosity internal distri

bution which unfortunately is still the less well know rheological parameter. 

As a matter of fact we have to consider the planet Earth as composed 

with very high viscosity material like the lower mantle, low viscosity layers 

like the asthenosphere and extremely low viscosity mediums, the liquid outer 

core and the oceans. 

The perturbations in the Earth's rotation - and consequently the 

deflections of □ur basic system of reference - are controlled by the interactions 

between these media. This raises formidable problems of elasticity and magneto

hydrodynamics. 

The internal friction can be characterised either by the classical

f . 2 -1coe ficient of kinematic viscosity v expressed - as a diffusion - in cm s

(stokes) or, more often in the recent litterature, by the quality factor Q which

is defined as the ratio between the peak elastic potential energy W stored

during one cycle and the power dissipated, dE/dt, by hysteresis into heat during

this same cycle (fig. 1) 

-1
Q 

1 

2'1TW 

T is the Kelvin temperature 

dE 
dt 

dt sin e: f/2'1T ( 1 ) 

ÄS is the density of entropy generated in an irreversible way during one cycle

,. Tli.S 
21rW 
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E is the phase angle of the deformation or lass angle 

f is the internal friction. 

Relation (1) is valid for viscoelastic bodies with small positive E only. 

The linear relation between stress and strain rate which characterizes newtonian 

viscosity is valid if the deformation is produced by creep by diffusion of ions 

(oxygen ions) or vacancies through a crystal lattice. 

as 

There is of course a rapid variation of diffusion D with temperature 

D = D 
0 

* exp (-H /kT) (2)

k being the Boltzmann constant and H* the activation enthaJ.py for creep, 

H* = E* + pv*, where E* is the activation energy which is the energy required 

for a local rearrangement of atoms or vacancies to break the attractive bonds 

and pass through the barrier of repulsion. The dependence of creep on pressure 

is represented in terms of the activation volume v*. 

However an increase of density caused by crystallographic phase changes 

as it occurs at about 650 km depth - increases the activation energy (from 4 

electron volts in the upper mantle to 6 electron volts in the lower mantle) and 

hence decreases the diffusion. This explains why the viscosity is about five 

orders of magnitude mors in the lower mantle than in the upper mantle. 

The quality factor then depends from temperature as 

Q * Q exp (H /kT) 
0 

(3) 

which shows that ideal elastic behavior is approached only �t very low tempera

ture. At temperatures approaching half the melting point or mors, the creep 

plays a mors and mors important role. 

As in viscous solids v is inversely proportional to D, one can show, 
-1 on thermodynamical grounds that vQ is a constant. This of course does not

apply to a perfect fluid (v=O) which has a Q equal to infinite. 

Dne has indeed 

Q 100 for V = 1022 stokes 

Q 1000 for V = 1023 stokes 

As shown in the Table I there are many geophysical events which allow in prin

ciple to determine the quality factor which seems to be frequency dependent. 

However all these observable geophysical events do not penetrate the Earth's 

body to the same depth. 

a: 
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periods fl'om about 1 to 20s 

body waves 

periods up to 54 min 

TABLE I 

P, S, PnKP and Pc P, SnKS and ScS 

surface waves and free oscillations 

Love waves and Toro!dal oscillations 

Rayleigh waves and Sphero!dal oscillations 

periods from severa'l hours to some months 

body tides and tidal loading 

a period of 432 days 

Chandler free nutation 

secu'lar effects 

isostasy 
non hydrostatic equatorial bulge. 

For example ScS and Torordal oscillations sample the entire mantle 

and not the core while isostatic effects correspond to a loading effect which 

penetrates to a depth equal to about the radius of the applied load. 

The values of Q for compressional waves are consistently higher than 

for shear waves. lt appears therefore that attenuation is due virtually entirely 

to the shear component of strain, even in compressional waves. 

Thus values of Q for fluids, including sea water, are exceedingly high, 

reflecting the fact that tha stresses associated with wave motion in fluids are 

purely compressional. 

Fig. 2 represents an estimation of Q in the Earth's Mantle. 

2. PHYSICO-CHEMICAL STRUCTURE OF THE CORE

As the coupling mechanism between core and mantle is the key of the 

problem of many Earth rotation perturbations, the rheological behaviour of the 

core appears to be the most important topic for our purposes. 

This behaviour can be described by three basic parameters : the modulus 

of rigidity µ, the coefficient of kinematic viscosity � and the squared Brunt 

Väisälä frequency N
2
. 
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□iffracted waves require that the rigidity will be in any case less

than 108 dynes cm-2• A value µ=0 would be equally satisfactory,however there is

a small systematic disagreement which could mean that µ is not strictly zero 

(Sacks 1966) but in any case extremely small. 

On atomic grounds Gans has proposed a viscosity 

\1 "'  10-2 stokes

(which, by the way, corresponds to the water's viscosity). 

(4) 

Seismic results based upon a comparison of amplitudes of P7KP and P4KP

rays indicates 

5000 < Q < 10 000 (5) 

while a Q"' 3.106 can be calculated for the fundamental sphero!dal mode of the 

Earth model DG579. 

Analysis of PKIKP waves indicate that in the inner core Q raises from 

200 at the surface to 600 at 400 km to remain lower than 2000 in the deepest 

part (Ooornbos 1974). 

The Brunt-Väisälä squared local frequency which is a well known para

meter in Oceanography and in Meteorology gives direct information about the 

stability of the density stratification in the core. 

Let us consider an infinitesimal element of mass in a fluid and let us 

displace it from the level r to the level r + t, the difference of hydrostatic 

presswre is dp = -p g t from which results, by adiabatic dilatation, a change 

of density inside the element 

(dp)int p dp/k 2 
- p g t/k

while the density of the surrounding fluid has changed by 

(dp)ext = t dp/dr

the element is thus sollicitated by a restoring force 

(6) 

( 7) 

Equating this restoring force to the inertial reaction of the element gives the 

equation of movement 

. 2
- P t N ( 9)

= 

i ~ 
p -- = 

dt 2 

~ g [E.~ + / ß.l = 
dr k."J 

2 
-p ~ N (8) 
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where 
(10) 

is the square of the frequency caJled Brunt-Väisälä frequency. The equation of 

movement (9) shows that 

if N
2

(r) > 0 the core is dynamically stable 

if N
2

Cr) < 0 the core is dynamically unstable 

and if N
2

Cr) 0 Adams Williamson equation being satisfied, the core 

is in neutral equilibrium and in that case the resto-
ring forces are only Coriolis and �orentz forces. 

The local Brunt Väisälä frequency is obviously a dominant factor in 

the spheroidal gravitational modes of the liquid core. Some profiles of N
2

(r) 

for different models of the Earth's interior presented by M.L. Smith (1976) and 

by Crossley and Rochester (1980) are reproduced on Fig. 3. Irregularities are 

due to the problems in evaluating dp/dr. 

To have a clear idea upon the limitations of the present investigations 

on the core-mantle interactions and their relations with astrogeodetical obser

vations, it seems appropriate to summarize in a few words the present current 

status of speculations upon the outer core and inner core constitution and 

b8haviour. 

It is unanimously agreed that the outer core is made of a electrically 

conducting liquid binary alloy composed of a heavy metal (Fe) and a light non 

metal (S or Si). Oensity considerations show that this alloy is not far from its 

eutectic composition (fig. 4) but one can consider that it is slightly more 

metallic than the eutectic. In such a situation the core rnay be cooling, some 

part of the heavy metal crystallises to continually accrete the slightly more 

dense solid inner core. The mixture is enriched into its light non metal going 

slowly towards is eutectic composition while temperature decreases. This process 

requires rearrangement of the matter's distribution by buoyancy, which releases 

gravitational energy and leads directly to Tluid motions which provide an effi

cient driving process for the geodynamo. 

The gravitational energy is transformed into magnetic energy by dynamo 

action and then into internal heating by ohmic dissipation.-

We should observe a slow growth of the inner core and we should have 

an unstably stratified outer core. 

In this modal the jump in density at the inner core-outer core boun

dary is an extremely important parameter as it determines the conditions of 

2 -1 dp ( r) 2 ·· 1 
N ( r ) = -g (r) p (r) dr - g (r) p (r) k Cr) 
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crystallisation. If there was no density jump we should have to consider that 

the composition of the alloy is eutectic and the same in the liquid outer core 

and in the solid inner core. In such a situation crystallisation do not make 

gravitational energy available for driving the geodynamo. However latent heat 

of crystallisation concentrated at the inner core - outer core boundary could 

perhaps still provide the necessary energy for a thennal convection. In this 

respect there is an alternate mechanism which can not be discarded. Geochemical 

arguments make it well possible that Potassium is associated to Sulfur in the 

outer core, if Sulfur is the light element associated to iron and not Silicium. 

There is now a marked tendency to believe it is so. In that case the radioactive 

K40 could provide the necessary energy to drive the geodynamo but this mechanism 

is lass efficient than the gravitational one. 

3. ELEMENTARY MODELS USED FOR THE CORE IN THE 1957-61 TREATEMENT OF THE TIDAL

AND NUTATION PROBLEMS. 

The first approximation of the figure of a fluid planet is obtained by 

assuming hydrostatic equilibrium with respect to its gravitational self-attrac

tio� and the centrifugal force. When the speed of rotation is not too fast, the 

equipotential surface8 may be considered to an excellent approximation as ellip

soids of revolution. It is easy to show that these hydrostatic equipotential 

surfaces are surfacas of equal density (p). 

Clairaut obtained under these conditions a differential equation of 

the second order describing the flattening (e) of the equipotential surfaces as 

a function of their radial distance (r) from the center of mass. In the last 

century, when no information was available from seismology, great efforts were 

made to investigate the internal constitution of the Earth an the basis of the 

Clairaut equation. In particular, Rache showed that the equation was integrable 

if one chose a polynomial law for the distribution of density of the form 

p p (1 - a r2
) (p : density at the centre) 

0 0 
( 11) 

which evidently has no experimental basis. 

Radau introduced a new parameter In= (r/e) (de/dr)I which proved to 

be useful in the analytical development of the Clairaut equation. One has indeed 

the relation 

with q w2 a3/GM.

2 
1 - -

5 F
= 

C-A -1

c 
(e - .9.) 

2 
(12)
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This parameter varies between two limits : 

n = o

n = 3

for a perfectly homogeneous fluid 

for an envelope with a dimensionless heavy particle 
at its centre. 

1.3 

As examples, at the surface of the Earth n = 0.576, while for Saturn 

n = 1.711 (at the surface). 

At the time when Jeffreys and Vicente (1957a,b) and Molodensky (1961) 

published their work on the dynamic effects of the earth's liquid core, very 

little information was available concerning the density of the core. Thus they 

had no other alternative than to use the ellipticities derived from the Clairaut 

equation and adopt different cores made of a perfeat fluid which was either 

(1) homogeneous,

(2) with a central particle,

(3) with a Rache law of density.

With some justification, they felt that if these crude but totally 

different models provided similar numerical values for the Love numbers there 

was a good probability that any more realistic and sophisticated model should 

not give a much different result. Very recent results based upon much more 

realistic models (Shen and Mansinha, 1976; Wahr, 1979) seem to prove that this 

assumption was not too bad. 

There was another limiting characteristic in the models used for the 

liquid core related to their stratification as described by the Brunt-Väisälä 

frequency. It has been noted that when the equations of elastic equilibrium 

where reduced to.the case of a perfect liquid body (by putting the rigidity µ 

equal to zero as well as the viscosity v), a relation between pressure changes 

and density was implied for the zero frequency case (w
i 

= 0) : 

2 
- � öp - .U

p dr ;\ 

(;\=k is incompressibility modulus when µ=O). 

0 (13) 

This relation, which had been assumed by Adams and Williamson in 1923, 

states that the change in density inside the core only depends upon the change 

of pressure with radial distance. It implies adiabaticity and chemical homoge

neity inside the core and it expresses th�t the squared Brunt-Väisälä frequency 

(10) is zero everywhere in the core which has thus to be in neutral equilibrium.
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This artificial Limitation with respect to all possibly mors realistic 

core stratifications is an hydrodynamical paradox resulting from the fact that 

one has taken a zero viscosity which makes the boundary layer at the top of the 

core disappearing (see S 5). 

The first distribution of density in the Earth constructed by Bullen 

in 1936 was based upon the fulfillment of the Adams-Williamson condition in the 

different regions of the mantle and a Rache law. 

The cores in the Jeffreys-Vicente and Molodensky models are "Adams 

Williamson" cores. 

4. MODELS FOR THE MANTLE - THE CHOICE OF VARIABLES.

Jeffreys and Vicente adopted for the mantle a solution obtained by 

Takeuchi in 1950. This was calculated with a spherical, non rotating, elastic 

isotropic (SNREI) model consisting of numerical values of the density (p) and 

the elastic moduli (A,µ) given for 12 points in the mantle, the last nine being 

separa-r:ed by 300 km in radial distance. For computing the displacements, Takeuchi 

had to calculate the first derivatives of the quantities p, A and µ with respect 

to the radial distance, which was obviously a critical operation. A rnore suitable 

choice of variables (Molodens�y. 1953; Alterman, Jarosch and Pekeris, 1960) made 

it possible to avoid this operation, but the Jeffreys and Vicente developments 

have not been recalculated with this new formulation. Molodensky, however, did 

use this approach. Note that the difference is wholly one of formulation; the 

two approaches are mathematically identical. 

However because of the ellipticity, there is application of additional 

stresses at the bottom of the mantle and consequently the solution in the mantle 

should be changed in function of this coupling effect. 

5. INER'rIAL CORE-MANTLE COUPLING.

The coupling mechanisrn between core and mantle is the key of the 

problem of some Earth rotation anomalies which depend from internal processes. 

Three mechanisms of coupling are proposed: inertial and topographic, viscous, 

electromagnetic. The only informations we presently have to investigate the 

inertial and topographic couplings are from geodetic origin. 

lt is clear that if the core mantle boundary was perfectly spherical 

and the core material inviscid, no movement could be transmitted from the mantle 
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to the core and vice versa. The two media could rotate independently. However 

the Clairaut-Radau theory allows us to calculate, by numerical integration the 

ellipticities of the equipotential surfaces inside the earth on the condition 

that the outside surface flattening as well as the density distribution are 

known. Dne finds in this way a flattening 1/392.15 (Denis (1979) for the core

mantle interface,a determination which rests an the hypothesis that the Earth 

is in hydrostatic equilibrium - which is not strictly true. 

Such a flattening corresponds to a difference of 9 kilometers between 

the equatorial and polar radius of the core, a difference which the seismolo

gical technique has not yet allowed to measure. Evidently if a fluid is contai

ned inside an elliptical cavity the motion of the mantle may be transmitted to 

it by pressure effects and resonance may happen when the oscillations of the 

boundary have a period veryclose to the period of free oscillations of the fluid 

in its container. However, and fortunately, there exists no perfect fluid : 

the mixture which constitutes the liquid core exhibits some viscosity which even 

if extremely low cannot be put equal to zero. We thus have to consider the 

existence of a boundary layer in the fluid at the core-mantle interface. Inside 

this layer there is a strong velocity gradient which allows the adjustment of 

the internal fluid flow to the movement of the lower mantle elastic boundary. 

Dissipation takes place inside this boundary layer, the thickness of which is 

proportional to the square root of the viscosity. For v � 1□-
2 

stake, this

boundary layer should be only 10 cm thick but this is comparable with the tidal 

deformations of the boundary. However if there is turbt..;lence in the core the 

thickness of the boundary layer will increase and energy will be dissipated 

internally as well as in the boundary layer. 

This possibility of a resonance has been suspected indeed since the 

time of the discovery of the polar motion and a number of beautiful mathematical 

analyses were constructed by Hough, Sludsky and Poincare. The liquid core effects 

are therefore often called Poincare effect. There is a narrow range of frequencies 

in which core-mantle pressure coupling efficiently connects the core rotation 

to the mantle rotation by the nearly resonant excitation of the fluid core's 

tilt-over mode. This range of frequencies falls inside the diurnal part of the 

earth tide spectrum. 

This problem was considered again under the impulse given by Jeffreys 

and numerous papers by many distinguished authors have been published since the 

Geophysical Year which lead to the conclusion that such a resonance effect is 

indeed observable in the form of perturbations of the amplitudes of some earth 

tide waves having their period close to the resonance period (23 hours 56 minutes) 

and of the amplitudes of the associated astronomical nutations. 
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The value cf the resonance period is cf course essentially determined 

by the geometrical flattening of the core boundary which thus appears as one cf 

the fundamental geodynamical parameters. On the other hand the dissipation of 

energy at the resonance frequency will produce a classical reduction of the peak 

aq,litude as showr. an the figure 5. 

One obvious aim cf tidal and nutation experimental determinations should 

be to estimate this reduction to derive direct informations upon the cors visco

sity. 

6. THE NUTATIONS AS DERIVED FROM THE TIDAL POTENTIAL.

The relation between earth tides and nutations seems to have been 

pointed out for the first time by Jeffreys (1949) with only one short sentence 

"Preaession .nutation arise fl'om diurna,7, aomponents of the tida7, potential,". 

Later on Jeffreys and Vicente (1957) again stated ''The foraed nutations aorres

pond to diurna,7, tides" (page 171) and gave a short numerical table indicating 

the correspondance of four tidal waves 001 , K1 , P1 and 01 with precession and 

several nutations. But they did not made explicit this correspondence. On the 

other hand the numerical results obtained for the Love numbers in this paper 

are in rather streng conflict with the observed values. 

Similarly Molodensky (1961) presented as a result of his theoretical 

investigations a numerical table where some of the principal diurnal tides were 

associated to some wsll known nutations but again without any detailed formu

lation of this correspondence. 

In 1968 Melchior and Georis developed explicitly this relation from 

the expressions of the torques exerted by tidal forces deriving from the 

potential 

where 

00 J/, 

W(A) = L L W
J/,m rR. P; (sin öl P� (sin <j>) cos m.H(A) (14) 

J/,=2 m=O 

w = 
m 

2 (J/,-m) ! GM 

(J/,+m) ! dR.+1 
(15) 

In these expressions d, ö and a are very complicate functions cf time. 

Ta obtain a purely harmonic development Ooodson chose a set of variables which 

can be considered as linear functions of time during a sufficiently short 
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interval (compatible with the duration of the observations), 

The total torque exerted on the planet is 

� • JJ1 lt A � W) p dv, (16) 

This integral, extended to the entire volume of the planet, is trans-

formed to 

� • -ffi rot lp W� l dv -sssv lt A � p) W dv

and, using the Ostrogradsky theorem 

. -ff s 
I� A �J pW dS 

- sss lt A � pJ

V 

W dv, 

( 17) 

(18) 

where R is the vectorial radius at the external surface and n is the external 

normal. The first term is zero in the case of a spherical Earth (�,�parallel) 

(geometrical ellipticity) while the second term is zero for a density distribu

tion with spherical symmetry Ct parallel to � p) (dynamical ellipticity), A 

surface integral term exists for every surface of discontinuity of p. 

The tidal potential has to be introduced into the expression for the 

torque. Choosing as system of axes the direction of the vernal equinox (Ox ), 
0 

the direction of the North pole of the Earth (Oz ) and the axis perpendicular to 
0 

the plane X
0 

Oz
0 

(Dy
0

), Melchior and Georis demonstrated that the projections cf 

this torque are 

N = + I: J,i WR.1 
p1 (sin ö) sin a xo .e, 

.e,

(19) 

N - 'E J;_ w.e.1
p1 (sin ö) cos ayo .e, .t 

where 

J
t 1 R,(R.+1) a J .e,2 

(20) 

The torque is zero if rrv'1 and the J .t 
are the zonal coefficients in the 

Earth's gravity field, In particular 

J' 
2 

3 a
2 (C-A) / Ma

2 
(21)

,. 
R. 

= 
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Introducing the variations of distance, declination and right ascen

sion of the external body with time, we develop the perturbing potential in the 

form of a sum of simple periodic terms 

Wim p; (sin ö) CDS mH

with 

K � A . CDS rw. t + -2
1 ( i-m) ,r

l ,
i � im1 L 1 'J 

1 

GM/2c 3 • 

(22) 

(23) 

The tesseral tidal frequency spectrum is symmetric with respect to the 

centraZ sidereaZ frequenay w: there are n lines on the left and n lines on the 

right of w. Thus we may put 

(24) 

This leads to the very simple expressions (for i = 2, m = 1)

i=+n 

N = - L K J' A. cos (Aw1t)
XO 1 

i=-n 
(25) 

i=+n 

N + L K J' A. sin (Aw1 t) yo 1 

i=-n 

A first important remark can be made now: precession and nutations 

are movements of the axis of figure of the Earth described in an inertial sys

tem of fixed axes, while tides are observed at points fixed with respect to 

the Earth, rotating with the angular velocity 

w = 

21T 
t' 15�041 069 per hour. (26) 

Thus, the frequency of a nutation (Aw.J can be directZy deduced from

the frequency of the corresponding tide by simpZe subtraction of the "sidereai 

frequenay" (15°041 per hour of universal time) : w
i

-w t.w
1 

as is obvious in

forrrrufos (25). 

But these formulas permit a second statement : Two waves of symmetric

frequency with respect to the siderea-Z, frequency form on-Z,y one and the same wave 

of nutation; the sum of their amplitudes (major axis) appears in N and theirxo 
difference (minor axis) in N ,

yo 

-b.w • = w w w1 - 15°041 0691 
-i i - . 

J. 
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i=+n• 

N = -L K J' (Ai+ A . ) cos (Aw1t)
xo -1 

i=O 
(27) 

i=+n 

l'J = 
+ L K J' (A - A . ) sin (Aw1t)

yo i -1 

i=O 

ConvePseZy �e TTk:ly aonsideP an eZZiptia nutation as equivaZent to two 

aiPaulaP nutations of equaZ and opposite veZoaity aoTTesponding to the two 

symmetPiaaZ tidaZ waves. 

The rotations of the system of axes are givsn by 

e 

N 
+_:t,E._ 

Cw 
C sin e J • � = 

N 
xo +--
Cw (28) 

and using (27) ws obtain the nutations in tsrms of the development in tidal

waves : 

Then 

ä I: 

sin e . 1jl 

Let us introduce a dimensionless constant 

E 
3 GM C-A 

2 c3 Cw2 
KJ'

Cw
2 

Its value, expressed in seconds of arc, is for the Moon 

E 0 �016 442 7 

e = +E
( 

w I: (A - A .) sin (ßw1t)
i i -1 

� sin e = -l' w I: (A - A .) cos (ßw1t)
i i -1 

(29) 

( 30) 

(31) 

(32) 

The K
1 

tidaZ fieZd of foroe is distributed according to the cos(T+s) 

function, i.e., the cosine of the sidereal time or hour angle of the vernal 

equinox. It therefore perrmanentZy points towaPds the VePnaZ equinox (8 axis), 

~J' (Ai - A_i) sin (~w1 • t) 
1 

Cw 

• -L ~J' (Ai+ A_i) CDS (~wi t) . 
i 

Cw 

= - - --
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and the torques produaed have no resultant aomponent along the ä azis. Obliquity 

z,emains aonstant. Instead, they act along the direction 90° away; i.e., 1j, sin 6. 

and from 

we obtain 

The equations for K1 give

E 

-E
(.

wA(K1)

sin 6 

0�016 4427 

-1
sin 6 = 2.512 

Ei 

w 

A 

0 

7.292 X 10:--5 
s-1

0.530 5 

$ = -50�38 per year, the luni-solar precession constant. 

The nutations are obtained by integration of equations (32) : 

AS -E L
w (A. - A ) (ßw.t) = CDS 

� ßw. 1 -i 1 
1 

sin 6 ßij, -E E
w (Ai + A ) sin (ßw.t)

ßw. -i 1 
i 1 

(33) 

(34) 

The presence of ßw. in the denominator shows that the waves give rise 

to nutations of an amplitude which becomes lower as their frequency diverges 

from that of the sidereal day (wave K1), even when the amplitude of the tide is

comparable to that of K1 (this is the case with □1 versus P1).

We observe that tidal waves symmetrical with respect to K1 and of

equal amplitude (A. = A .) da not cause nutations in obliquity (86=0) but only 
1 -1 

nutations in longitude. This is the case for waves generated by the ellipticity 

of the orbits : 

N□1 and J1 for the Moon,

s1 and ij,
1 

for the Sun.

The periods of the nutations associated with the ellipticity of the 

orbits are evidently a month and a year. In the sense of mechanics it seems 

unsuitable to classify these components among the "short-period nutations", as 

they da not practically alter the angle 6 and show only a variation of ij,, that 

is a precession. The two components produced by the �llipticity of the orbits 

should logically have been named "short-period precessions". 

• 

= 

= 

1 

( 

1 
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The forced diurr3l nutations described inside the Earth and associated 

with the precession-nutatiJns in space (often called Oppolzer terms) may be 

deduced as a function of the tidal components by introducing the expressions (32) 

in the Euler kinematic relations. lt is found that they have the same f requencies 

as the corresponding tidal waves and amplitudes equal to those of these tidal 

waves multiplied by the factor (w2 a3/GM) / [CC-A)/C], which is nearly unity. 

7. THE NEW NUTATION TABLES.

Formula (34) shows in a very simple way how the magnitudes of the 

axis of every elliptic nutation are directly related to the magnitude of one 

pair of diurnal tidal waves having their frequencies symetric with respect to w. 

On the basis of these formulas, Melchior (1971) constructed a detailed 

table of nutations (see Table II) taking into account the experimental results 

he had derived from very precise earth tide measurements. 

This table published in Celestial Mechanics, was used at the Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory for the reduction of Lunar Laser Ranging by Williams (1976). 

Harris and Williams (1976) King, Counselman and Shapiro (1978) as well as for 

the reduction of VLBI measurements at the NASA by Chop□ Ma (1978). 

Chop□ Ma gives some details about the improvement of the VLBI results 

he states that when using this table for the recent observations (since 1973) 

the root of weighted mean square delay residual always decrease, the improvement 

in the most recent data ( 1976-77) being "quite start"ling, 37 %". 

Simultaneously "the diurnal polar motion scale factor is reduced in 

every data set when the nutation corrections are applied ... the phase angle is 

also chAnged by nutation corrections and the scatter in phase is reduced. 

But even the classical techniques of Astrometry clearly indicate that 

the IAU nutation tables are not satisfactory. McCarthy, Seidelmann and Van 

Flandern ( 1977) have shown that "discrepancies with observations can accwrru"late 

to O"l in right ascension and significantiy affect the determination of UTl and 

nu.teria"l"ly inf"luence the derivation of the new fundamental oata"logue of star 

positions and proper motions FK5". 

These authors suggested that in the absence of a non-rigid-Earth modal 

which can satisfy all requirements, the coefficients found from the investiga

tion of solid-Earth-tides should be adopted as a working standard and they 
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concluded : "StatistiaaUy, there is no signifiaant differenoe in the fit of 

Melahior's aoeffiaients, Molodensky I, Jeffreys Viaente I or Pedersen modeZs 

to the astronomicai obsewationai resuits, aitho'U{Jh the Melahfor aoeffiaients 

are the best overa i i 11• 

Dne has been therefore very disturbed by the fact that in august 1979 

IAU choose the Molodensky model II (1961), a model with inner core, but against 

which the following theoretical criticism has been raised by Jeffreys and 

Vicente: "For the diurnal waves, the differential equations are hyperbolia. 

With an inner aore there are new boundary aonditions and the oomplementary funo

tions needed are of a totally different form. For this reason, Molodensky solu

tion for Model II may not be so reliable". 

More critical even is the fact pointed out by Pariiskii (1978) that 

the Model II of Molodensky has been calculated with an earth flattening equal 

to 1/297 which makes it particularly unsuitable for nutation problems. Model I 

was calculated with 1/29B.3 flattening. 

For these reasons the International Centre for Earth Tides (ICET) had 

chosen since several years the Molodensky model I as a provisional standard of 

comparison for earth tide analysis. This model I slightly better fits the earth 

tide measurements, typically for the fundamental wave 01 (model I: ö = 1.160; 

model II : ö = 1.164). 

It also appears that Molodensky model II nutations diverge from the 

rrore recent theories by up to 0"002 at six months period and 18.6 years period. 

Such differences will be significant with the new astrometric techniques (VLBI, 

Lunar Laser). 

Therefore IAU would have been wise to consult IUGG or simply care

fully look at more recent models as those presented by Po Yu-Shen and Mansinha 

(1976), Sasao Dkamoto and Sakai (1977) and principally those of Wahr (1979). 

Po Yu-Shen and Mansinha, Sasao et al have considered other structural models of 

the core than the Adams Williamson one but still use a spherical non-rotating 

mantle. 

Wahr considers for the first time a rotating slightly elliptical 

mantle. 

Rotation and deformation are computed simultaneously. Elliptical and 

rotational effects are considered throughout both the core and mantle and at 

each internal boundary. 
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TABLE II 

Nutation coefficients (units are arcseconds) 

Astronomical 
Term Woolard Observations 

Princieal 

9.2050 ± 0.0017 ( 1 ) 
Obliquity 9.2100 9.1990 ± 0 .0035 (2)

6.8584 
6.8409 ± 0.0025 ( 1 ) 

Longitude 6.8360 ± 0.0035 (2)

Annual 

Dbliquity 0.0000 -

Longitude -0.0502 --

Semi-Annual 

Obliquity 0.5522 0.578 ± 0.002 ( 1 ) 

Longitude 0. 5066 0.533 ± 0.002 ( 1 ) 

Semi-Monthly 

0.0925 ± 0.0014 ( 1 ) 

Obliqui ty 0.0884 
0.0897 ± 0.0007 (3)
0.0893 ± 0.0022 (4)
0.0898 ± 0.0016 ( 5)

0.0853 ± 0.0010 ( 1 ) 
Longitude 0.0811 0.0818 ± 0.0022 (4)

0.0824 ± 0.0016 ( 5)

(1) McCarthy, Seidelmann, Van Flandern (1977)
(2) Yumi, Yokoyama, Ishii (1978)
(3) Gubanov, Yagudin, (1978)
(4) Iijima, Fujii, Niimi, (1978)

Rigid Earth 
with N=9.2050 

( 1) 

9.2050 

6.8547 

0.0000 

-0.0503

0.5528 

0. 5072

0.0844 

0.0811 

(5) McCarthy (1976) : results of Washington and Herstmonceux PZTs

Melchior Wahr 

1971 (6) 1979 

9.2014 9.2035 

6.8386 6.8430 

0.0056 0.0055 

-0.0580 -0.0567

0.5724 0 .5708 

0.5237 0.5215 

0.0910 0.0910 

0.0831 0.0834 

(6) four models were given in m y  1971 paper. I should have selected this one in 1979.
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The Coriolis term ard the boundary conditions on an elliptical inter
m face have as a consequence a coupling between the toroidal (Tn) and spheroidal

(Sm) modes of deformation of different degree n but same order m which involvesn 
an infinite system to be solved. Thus truncature is unavoidable to obtain a 

numerical solution. 

In the Wahr modal the solution is truncated to 

+ s1 

2 
+

in the mantle as well as in the core. (x). 

Wahr has used five different recent (1975) models of the Earth's inte

rior of course with liquid outer core and solid inner core. The first three 

models have squared Brunt-VMisäl� frequency fluctuating rapidly around a �ero 

mean (because of the 3p/ar which is not well determined - see fig. 3), He has 

also slightiy modified one of the original models to produce a neutral core and 

a stably stratified core. 

The numerical results for these five models are so similar that it 

leaves unfortunately no hope to improve our knowledge of the core µ, 2 v, N para-

meters with the commonly available instruments. As an exemple we should point 

out here that M.L. Smith found a difference of 1.4 sidereal day in the Chandler 

period predicted from a neutral core or a stable core. 

It is thus clear that only completely new techniques (VLBI, Laser, 

Cryoscopic gravimeter) could allow us to infer these properties from nutations 

and tides. 

Dne can also conclude with Wahr that with such coherent results from 

the models, one can remove almest perfectly the body tide from the observations 

and study with more confidence the other geophysical phenomena affecting tilt, 

strain and gravity. 

(x) T� mode is a rigid rotation of the whole core. Its associated centrifugal

potential produces a deformation which results in a displacement field of

S� form. On the other hand, in an elliptical body S� torques produce a T�

mode.

•

• 

T1 
1 

T1 
3 
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8. EARPH TIDE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

The first decisive experimental proof of the existence of the Poincare 

effect was obtained around 1965 with four quartz VM pendulums installed in two 

mines in Belgium (Melchior, 1966) from the following amplitude factors of the 

three main tesseral diurnal waves measured in the East West horizontal component 

TABLE III 

Theoretical models
First_experimental_result_(1965) Mol. I Mol. II Wahr 

y(01) 0.666 ± 0.005 0.687 0.686 0.689 

y(P1) = 0.712 ± 0.005 0.700 0.697 0.700 

y(_K1) = 0.745 ± 0.004 0.733 0.72:-d 0.730 

In the vertical component, it has lang been difficult indeed to obtain good 

results for the P1 wave because the at that time widely used Askania GS11 gravi

meters were seriously disturbed by barometric effects in the diurnal band f re

quencies. 

Since 1966 the number of experimental results has considerably 

increased, all of them only reconfirming this first dermination. 

We will therefore refer here only to some series of high quality which 

allow to determine the more critical wave �1 which is the nearest to the reso

nance frequency but which, very unfortunately, has a very small amplitude. 

These series are those for which the spurious component s1 has a very

low amplitude. These are the series obtained by Abours and Lecolazet (1977) 

(gravity), Levine (1977) (strain), Melchior (1977) (gravity, strain, tilt), 

Warburton and Goodkind (1978) (gravity). 

Dne of the most important points in tidal observations is the cali

bration of the instruments. What we are doing indeed is to compare amplitudes and 

phases measured by dynamometers (pendulums and gravimeters) with a model of tidal 

forces which basically depends upon the value given to the mass of the Moon. 

The calibration of the Verbaandert-Melchior quartz horizontal pendu

lums is presently achieved to 0.5 % by the use of the special device which 

allows to tie the instrument's sensitivity to a well known spectral line. 

When calibrating the gravimeters it is more difficult to avoid syste

matic errors and they may be more important than the accidental errors. 

.. 
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Nevertheless we compared in Bruxelles some 35 instruments from different makers 

(Geodynamics, Lacoste Ramberg and Askania) calibrated in different ways and we 

defined for each instrument a fraquency dependent rheological model which is 

then used for all the reduction operations. (Ducarme 1975) 

Another important point for the separation of the critical diurnal 

tidal waves is that the instrument must be made independent of the barometric 

effects. The gravimeters are more or less free from that effect because there is 

a compensating capsul fixed on the beam (opposite to the mass with respect to 

the rotating point). Df course they must always remain sealed. 

The pendulums however are very sensitive to deformations of their

support. To avoid the spurious tilts due to the effect of pressure changes on

their base, the instrument's box should not be sealed which is erroneously often

the case. The VM pendulums are constructed in such a way that this barometric

·effect is completely avoided which appears indeed in their very small s
1

compo

nent.

Moreover experience shows that pendulums must be installed at a 

minimum depth of 50 meters. Unsatisfactory installations are obvious when the 

results of analysis exhibit a large spurious atmospheric component (called wave 

s
1

J. When this is the case all diurnal components are spoiled and can not be 

used for □ur purpose. Topography and cavity effects may also spoil the measured 

tilts but this does not appear for the diurnal components observed in □ur sta

tions Oourbes and Walferdange equipped with VM quartz pendulums where very long 

series are available. Anyway cavity and topography must affect in the same way 

□
1
, P

1
, K

1
, w

1 
and the other diurnal waves. 

Finally, it is clear that to separate very narrow tidal frequencies, 

langer and langer series of observations are needed. 

We present in the Table IV the results of the analysis of the langest 

series obtained with tiltmeters and gravimeters. They fit very well the theore

tical models but the error bars are far too large to allow us to make precise 

quantitative evaluation of the dissipation effects which should be the most 

interesting feature to try to observe and measure : phase lags, damping of the 

core free nutation and reduction of the resonance effect mainly on the w
1 

wave, 

the nearest to the resonance frequency. 

We have presently no real possibility to measure phase lags with suf-

ficient precision but the amplitude factors observ d t· 1 1 (,") h e ,  par icu ar y y �
, 

, s ow 

no reduction with respect to the models. 
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This should mean that the viscosity of the core is very low and that 

there should be no observable deviations of the nutation amplitudes frorn the 

dissipationless values. 

The darnping factor introduced by Sasao Okarnoto and Sakai (1977) is 
-1 -1

probably rnuch less than what they propose (0.2 year instead of 1 year ).

But, as said before only cornpletely new techniques could allow us to 

measure these effects with the needed precision. 

TABLE IV 

Conclusion frorn experimental results according to ICET 

ö y 

Q1 1.1532 ± 0.0112 0.6182 ± 0.0153 

01 1.1570 ± 0.0063 0.6603 ± 0.0088 

N01 0.7210 ± 0.0236 

p1 1.1600 ± 0.0091 0.7227 ± 0.0113 

K1 1.1467 ± 0.0098 0.7530 ± 0.0079 
- -- --------------------------------------------------

1P1 1.2606 ± 0 .1570 0.5515 ± 0.0324 

<l>1 1.1888 ± 0,1189 0. 6346 ± 0.0643

J1 1.1682 ± 0.0325 0.6792 ± 0.0330 

001 1.1587 ± 0.0473 0,6086 ± 0.0748 

10 SERIES 3 SERIES 

201.972 READINGS 242.256 READINGS 

(x) position of the resonance line

(x) 
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9. Ocean-Lithosphere tidaZ interactions

The main obstacle encountered in our search for the liquid core effects 

in the observed tidal amplitudes and phases comes from the interaction between 

oceanic tides and body tides. 

It was known since Hecker's work that the oceanic tides were producing 

the so called "indirect effects" (attraction, load, change of potential) which 

the instruments were measuring simultaneously with the pure body tide. Much 

mors recently it was realized (Hendershott 1972) that the oceanic tides also 

can not be correctly calculated if the tidal vertical displacements of the 

bottom of the sea are not introduced as a second member in the Laplace tidal 

equations. 

At about the same time J.T. Kuo expressed the idea that tidal gravity 

measurements on the continents provide efficient constraints for the construc

tion of improved oceanic cotidal maps. With this objective in mind Kuo has 

installed a number of Geodynamics gravimeters along profiles in the USA and 

Canada, in Europe and more recently in South America. 

Since 1973 the International Centre for Earth Tides (ICET) has initiated 

Trans World Tidal Gravity Profiles to fullfil the gaps in the observations 

of earth tides. 

There is indeed no problem actually to produce the correction for the 

global solid earth tide to a precision better than one microgal by using a 

sufficiently good earth-tide modal and taking into account the hydrodynamical 

effects of the liquid core, However, we are lass sure by far about the i-nterac

tion effect of the oceanic tides upon the earth tide, which are acting by 

their direct attraction on the instrument itself and by their loading effect 

upon the crust which is additionally deformed by it, A procedure allowing the 

calculation of these effects has been developed by Farrell (1972) by using 

Green functions but it evidently rests upon the precise knowledge of the 

distribution of the tides in the open oceans and seas all around the world. 

Something like eight world maps describing the tidal ascillations of the 

water masses in the oceans have recently been constructed by different authors 

by numerical integration of the famous Laplace tidal equations but their 

solutions diverge considerably from each other because of the introduction 

of different boundary conditions, friction laws or simply grid interval (1°, 4° 

or even 6° ). Dne of the objectives of the Trans World tidal gravity profiles 

is to check if one of these cotidal charts permits adequate correction of the 

observed data (Oucarme and Melchior, 1978), Such a chart could then be used 

as a working standard for every kind of tidal correction (Laser, VLSI, .•• ). 
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It is already clear that amongst the existing maps two (the Schwiderski and 

Parke maps) are satisfactory for the European gravity net while another one 

(Hendershott map) is more satisfactory for Australia and the South Pacific, 

What is surely remarkable is that all the obtained loading vectors (defined as 

the difference between the observed tide and the computed solid earth tide -see 

figure 6) are of the same order of magnitude over very large areas and that 

this magnitude fits very well with the loading computed from the oceanic tidal 

maps. The discrepancies with oceanic maps is in general in the phases. 

The world cotidal maps da not give a sufficiently detailed description 

of the tides in the nearby sea or ocean for the stations which are very near 

to a coast. These stations therefore need additional corrections but unfor

tunately detailed tidal maps are not yet available in most of the concerned 

areas. 

To-day ICET hai completed the measurements in 48 stations for a duration 

of about six months at each place, using seven different equipments (three 

Geodynamics and four Lacoste Ramberg, each one being associated to a quartz 

clock). The structure of this network is shown on figure 7. It may appear 

as not optimum but it is not difficult to imagine the nature of the practical 

problems to overcome and that in the tropical countries there are few places 

where such equipments can be properly installed. 

In the Tables VI and VII, we give two examples of our results obtained 

for the main tidal wave M
2 

(period 12 hours 23 minutes) which concern two 

very widely separated areas: Western Europa where the amplitudes are around 

3 microgals and East Australia - New Zealand - South Pacific where the ampli

tudes reach 10 microgals. 

The coherency of the phases for such small vectors give an impressive 

idea of the performances of the gravimeters used (Geodynamics and LaCoste

Romberg). This demonstrates that these instruments, which have not a suffi

cient precision for making new progresses in the investigations about the

Earth's deep interior, can still make an useful contribution if they are 

installed at places where the oceanic interaction has an amplitude larger 

than one microgal, 

Fig.7 The ICET Trans World Tidal Gravity Profiles 1973 - 1980. 
(can not be printed) 
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A sln a 

A cos Cl

Fig, 6 R is the theoretical elastic body tide of frequency w1
A is the observed corresponding tide 

then 

Bi cos(wit + ßi) = Ai cos(wit + n1) - R1 cos w1t
-+ 
L is the calculated oceanic load and attraction 

Xis the unexplained part and E the estimated error of measurements. 
-+ -+ 

In the Tables VI and VII we compare B to L. 

-
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Table V-M
2 

tidal load vector 

observed calculated 

station B p L A 

Cambridge 2.45 68 2.93 60 

Bruae 2.65 70 2.14 69 

Bruxellcs 2.01 64 2.09 63 

Witteveen 1.90 41 1.48 51 

Walfcrdange 1.84 56 1.95 61 
Strasbourg 1.37 so 1.78 60 

Paris 2.73 60 2.83 " 

Oermont F. 3.22 58 2.72 71 
Grasse 2.02 58 1.97 66 

Bordeaux S.19 74 4.08 80 
Porto S.10 110 7.26 110 
Bonn 1.52 S1 1.74 59 
Hannover 1.28 SI 1.31 51 

Frankfurt 1.09 S2 1.63 58 
Cllur 1.83 52 1.64 58 

Torino 1.60 37 1.87 64 
Graz 1.98 25 1.20 47 
Pecny 1.06 32 1.16 48 
Obninsk 0.95 -7 0.43 -3
Bergen 1.61 -133 1.30 -134
Trondhcim S.00 206 3.24 206 
Bodoe 3.69 179 2.92 179 
Helsinki 0.41 30 0.45 ss 

Sodankyla 0.47 105 0.65 106 

Table VI - M
2

tidal load vector 

observed calculated 

Station B p L ). 

Java Bandung 6.63 -17 5.51 3 
C.Clebes Ujung Pandang 4.69 -26 3.12 10 

Manado 6.47 - 2 S.63 8 
N. Guinea Jaya Pura 5.51 -17 5.82 -15 
Papua . Port Moresby 4.93 -6 3.55 - 8 
Australia Darwin 3.55 24 3.03 3

Charters T. 4.02 -57 3.27 -11 
Armidale 3.62 -51 S.85 -43
Canberra 3.42 -43 5.54 -43 

Tasmania Hobart 3.96 -65 3.12 -42
N. 2.c:aland(S) Lauder 1.68 -62 2.29 -88
N.2.c:aland(N) Hamilton 8.28 -42 9.63 -59

N. Caledonia Noumea 13.06 -36 8.91 -27
Fiji Suva 11.66 - 5 11.03 -22

Samoa Apia 14.42 -27 7.80 -22 

Tbc "observed vector" (B, amplitude; P, phase) is obtained by subtracting from the observed tidal compo
nent a "tbeoretical" component calculated for a model eartb composed by an elastic mantle and a liquid 
core (Molodensky model). 

The "calculated vector" (L: amplitude; ).: phase) is obtained by the Farren method on the basis of the 
Parke cotidal map for the European stations but on the basis of the Hendershott map for the Pacific area. 

In these tables Band L are given in microgals, P and i. in degrecs, the minus sign corresponding to a lag. 
Reference: P. MELCHJOR, M. MoENs, B. DucARME, M. VAN RUYMBEKE-Tidal loading along a profile 

Europe - South Asia - Australia - Soutb Pacific. In: Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors, 1979 
(in press). 
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Variations of the Geographical Latitude at J6zefos�aw -

0bservatory and their Comparison with Gravimetrical 

Determinations 

by 

Marein Barlik, Roman Galas, Jerzy B. Rogowski 1/ 

Abstract 

Permament astronomical determinationa of the geog.raphical 

latitude have been made by Horrebov-Talcott method at J6zefo

alaw since 1959 using VZT. Perio dical gravity meaaurements 

bave bee.n made since June 1976 along the observa tory meridian. 

0ur gravimetrical ba.se-line contains 7 gravity points. Centra1 

one is situated at J6zefoslaw. The others are situated symme

trically from observatory to the North and the South, separated 

about 3, 6 and 12 lmls. Between gravi ty sta tiona, good stabilized, 

the gravity differences using some quartz gravity meters bave 

been measured. We ueed Worden, Sbarpe CG-2 and Scintrex 

inetruments. Every time they �re calibrated by laboratory 

apparatus using method of inclination to determ.ine the coef

ficient of gravity meters. Results of gravity observations 

point out that the plumb line direction hae periodical and 

secular variatione. The comparison between the results obtained 

by astronomical and gravimetrical way will be presented in our 

paper. 
11 Institute of Higher Geodesy and Geodetical Astronomy

Warsaw Technical University. 00-661 Warsaw. Poland 
Jednosci Robotniczej Sq. 1 

-
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1 • Introductioa 

The pexmanent obaervations of the latitude variations bave 
been executed at the J6zefosa:aw - Observatory since 1959. The 
12-th group programme of Horrebov-Taloott pairs [1] is the
background of the latitude determinations at J6zefoslaw. The
observations are carried out by means of Vizual Zenith Telescope
/VZT/. The results of the observations are used by BIH and IPMS.
System of declination corrections bad been determ.ined by the

use of the cba.in method of Observations adjustment from the

period of 1961-1969 consisting 1010 H-T pairs [3] • In 1972
abcut 30 H-T pair were subeti tute by new onee becau� •f'
precession effect.
That way the new 12-th group programme, foreseen foroperation

from 1972 up to 1984 has been formed [4] • The declination
corrections of star - pairs of the new prog:ramme have been

determined using observations of 44 H-T pairs cornmon for both
programme in the period 1972-76 [5] •

For geophysical interpretion of the latitude variationa 
starting from 1976 the gravimetric measurements along meridian. 
base - line have been done. 

2. Gravimetrical works

Variations of the plumb line direction connected with

the mass dislocations inside the Earth's crust can be

estimated by permament gravimetric observations. Such 
determinations have been performed since June 1976. Variations 
of the horizontal gravity gradient at J6zefoslaw - Observatory 
have been detennined. The total length of our gravimetric 
base line is of 30 kms. It consists of six pointsJthree 
points to the North and three points to the South along the 

meridian of J6zefoslaw. Gravity sta.tions are located on 
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r
3 

= 2,a kme, r
2 

= 6,3 lans, r
1 

= 13,2 km.e from the observatory. 

Each pair of points situated at the same dista.nce allORs to 

estimate some mass displaoements occuring at different depths. 

Utilising Vening Meinesz formula for meridional component of the 

absolute deflection we can put as follows 

( 1 ) 

where k, 1 are the Love's numbers. Value.11 = 1 + k - 1 = 1,13

we can take first as constant. 

For the gravity changes one can obta.in 

4 g = (1 + h - Z k) J_!_ = G • }_!_ =2 'or c)r 
c)T 1,20 ---
c)r ( 2) 

Next relation between Llg and .Cl� can be found. This way th8 

periodical gravimetric measurements can be used for the latitude 

changes determination. 

Taking into accowit our meridian base-line we could utilize 

Gauss - Czebyszew formula to calculate the Vening Meinesz integral 

value up to 15 kms for meridional component. Radii of rings in 

that zone are equal to the distances of gravimetrical sta.tions 

from astronomical observatory. In that case the common formula 
bas a shape 

.6�=.6�= 
--�11 

15kms ( &.6gr1 + 
2 o 3 13,2 kms 

dA9r 
-------=-2 +6,3 kms 

A 
G (3) 

where öl!.. g meen the gravi ty differences cha_16es during the ri. 

time interval between �vo stations separated of r1 from J6zefoslaw.
Introtucing the Love's num.bers value we can obtain at last the 
formula 

lD II ( 
�,= -0,241 0,015a oti.g + o, 161 &11g + 0,351 St1g J 

r1 r2 r3 (4)

~~= (1 + k - 1) J~ . __ ! __ - -~-- -~!-
o'f g.r - g.r o'P 
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The mean error of the local latitude changes obtained by tha.t 

method from gravimetric measurements up to 15 .kms from observatory 

we can 6et from formula 

(5) 

Both in (4) and ( 5) formula c5' .6 g. must be expressed in miliGals. 
l. 

The gravity changes determinations have been already done 

several times and the precise Worden, Sharpe and Scintrex gra.vity 

meters were used. Each serie of our measurements was preceded 

by an e.xamina.tion of gra.vity meters in th� laboratory. Using 

the inclina tion method of calibra tio.c1 the coefficients of their 

equations were determined with an error of the order �1-10-4•

Each resul t of Ag measurement consists of three independent 

rides and it is characterised by mean error of the arithmetical 

mean about �1014Gls. The obtained resul ts of measurements and 

calcutions are presented on the gra.ph /Fig.1/ showing A � changes. 

To get actual situ�tion in the regional gravity field we have

calculated average value of the gravi ty gradient and i ta changea 

/D 8 g/. Those values we can transform to the changes of meridional 

component of vertical deflection /D 5 / using formula 

II .lI. C:- II C:-
D � = 0,0525 --- D o g = 0,0494 D og (6) 

Figure 1 shows both A � and D 5 gra.phs. 

3. Comparison of the latitude variations with the gravimetrical

results

On the basis of the observational material, normal points

of a latitude were determ.ined under following assumptions: 
. . 

a/ desirable number of star poirs for one normal point - 45 

G 
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b/ time interval between wo successive normal points should 

be not longer than 35 days, 

c/ tiJile interva between the last and last but one sta.r pairs 

in normal point should be not grea ter than 15 days, 

d/ the grea test number of groups in one normal point should be 

less than 10. 

These normal points were smoothed in behalf of determination 

of mean latitude variation. We took adventage of the Vondrak 
algori thm [7] wi th uptimum value of the smoothi.ng coefficient 
c= 0.2. This coefficient was chooaen according to assumption 

that mean error, estimated from differences between smoothed 

and observed values of latitude, should be equal to unity RMS 
error of normal point, which am.ounts about 0.03. Next values 

of latitude for equa.l intervals of 0!1 were interpolated using 
the third order Lagr.a.age polynomal. Obtained this way Orlov's 
mean la.titude curve is plJ:ttted on li'ig. 2. 
In an earlier author's paper [6] some disadvantages of the 

Orlov's filter were discussed and a new approach of the deter
mination of mean latitude was suggested. In present paper we

give another third way of the evaluation of filtered latitude 
so that comparison between variations of the plumb line obta.ined 

by latitude observations and gravimetrical ones will be succesful. 
This simple method it is filtering by uae of the Vondrak smo
othing procedure /see [8] /. For this purpoae, a value of the 
coefficient € = 10-8 was addopted in accordance to the frequency

characteristics presented on Fig. 1 in [ 8] • On the base of tha t 
figure we can expect tbat all short periodical term.s doesn't 
appear in the filtered latitude curve obtained in such a way. 
We hope, this filtered latitude curve can be also interpreted 
as variation of the plumb line direction at the station. 
It can be easily noticed from Fig. 2 that two collapses occured. 
The first appeared in the moment of 1965!5, and another one, 

II 
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somethl.ng smaller, in 1975! Therefore, we bave expected tbat these 

collapses could bring a deformational effect to filtered latitude 

obtained by u.se of Vondrak's algorithm. To avoid this our observa

tions only from time interval 1975!05 - 1980!3 have been accepted 

for determination of filtered latitude. In the same interval our 

gravimetrical illeasurement have been done. The past of mean 

latitude curve, fiitered latitude as well as the curves of plwb 

line variations are presented on Fig. 1. 

4. Conclusion

Obtai.ned resl.Üts of gravimetrioal measurements and calcl.Üations

give clearly one conclusion that the plunb line direction -deviates 

towards th� equator, which is in accordance to the astronomically 

obtained results. Gravimetrical determinations don't explain 

the 1978 - collapse, unfortunatly. ',7e don' t exclude a possibility 

to the coincidence wi th the earthquaces. To find the sources of 

other variations we need to take into account geological and 

byclrolot)ical co.ndi tious around 'the a;::tronomical observa tory. 

It was given by J.Byl [2] that the mostly influence have the

ground water level changes, the air pressure and other meteorolo

gical conJ.i tions /rain, snoH/. 
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Beobachtungsmethoden der photographischen 
Astrometrie für Zwecke des fundamentalen 
Referenzsystems - Einfluß des Kassettentyps 
auf die Genauigkeit der Resultate 1)

von 

D. BÖHME 2)

45 

Genauigkeitsanalysen von Testprogrammen der photographischen 
Astrometrie mit Schmidt-Teleskopen verschiedener Observatorien 
zeigen genauere Positionen bei Verwendung einer Kassette mit 
ringförmiger Andruclanaske als bei einer mit quadratischer. Zur 
Bestimmung des Einflusses des Kassettentyps au.f die Genauigkeit 
der erhaltenen Positionen wurden überlappende Platten des Feldes 
um Alpha Persei mit dem Ta.utenburger Schmidtspiegelteleskop 
unter Verwendung beider Kassettentypen aufgenommen. Die Aus
gleichungen der Positionen von 187 Sternen, die auf 12 Platten 
mit je 2 Expositionen gemessen wurden, zeigten Katalogfehler, 

lt 

die in einer Koordinate im Mittel bei 0,2 liegen und in einigen 
" 

Fällen Maximalwerte bis 0,5 erreichen. Nach einer von DIECKVOSS 
und DE VEGT vorgeschlagenen iterativen Methode zur Verbesserung 
der Positionen und Eigenbewegungen von Anhaltsternen in einem 
mehrfach überdeckten Feld (Astron. Nachr. 290. 125, 1967) 
konnten die auf die Beobachtungsepoche übertragenen Katalogörter 

lt 

mit einer Genauigkeit von 0,05 verbessert werden. Diese Methode 
wurde auf beide Kassettentypen angewandt. Eine erste Analyse 
zeigte keine signifikanten Unterschiede zwischen den mit beiden 
Kassettentypen erhaltenen Resultaten. Eine detailliertere 
Analyse wird gegenwärtig durchgeführt. 

1)Kurzfassung. Der Originalbeitrag erscheint zusammen mit den
Resultaten der Schlu.ßa.qalyse in den "Astronomischen Nachrichten",
Akademie-Verlag Berlin, Ende 1980. 

2)LOHRM.AI'Uf-Obse.rvatorium, Sektion Geodäsie und Kartographie der
Technischen Universität Dresden, DDR-8027 Dresden, Mommsenstr e 13 

-
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SUmmaty 

Spectral Analysis of Modeled Latitude 

Variations 

by 1/ 
Aleksander Brzezinski, Barbara Kotaczek 

In the paper application ar the MAXIMUM ENTROPY spectral 

analysis to investigation ar latitude variations is tested on 

the base o:f model :f\metions. Ftmctions·including main periodical 

terms of latitude variations together with ehanges of parameters 

o:f theee terms, it means periods, amplitudes and phases were used. 

Parameters o:f periodical terms in the polar motion /Chandler 

and annual mainly/ change in time /Jef:freys 1970 [3], Iijima 1971 

[4], Roehester 1975 [7)/. Besides, secular and irregular variations 

occur. In this connexion both polar coordinates and variations 

o:f a station latitude do not fulfil the assumptions of spectral 

analysis. Many tests of theoretical modele approximating latitude 

variations have been done in order to establish the best conditions 

of the use o:f the ?laximum Entropy spectral analysis /McDonough 1974 

[ 2], Andersen 1974 [1], Emec and Jackiv 1976 [8] / for studies of 

the above-mentioned processes as well as the in:f"luence o:f changes 

o:f an amplitude, phase and period o:f some terms on results. Two 

modeled tunctions have oeen used in investigations /Table 1/, 

model II containing periodical terms of variations o:f the J6zefos?mr 

latitude determined with the use o� the harmonic analysia method 

/Kolaczek et al. 1977 [5]/. Data have been generated in 5-day 

intervala„ 

1 / Polish Acadeuzy- o:f Sciences, Space Research aentre, Bartycka 1 s,

00-716 Warszawa
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t • Testing Number of Data 

The number of data necessary for the analysis depends on a period 

of a harmonic in demand as well as on the spectrum image, and on 

an occurence o:f harmonics with a nearing :frequency and similar 

energy especially and on an accuracy in demand. For the model o� 

J6zefos?aw latitude variations at 450 observations 8 among from 

14 given periodical terms at most were determinable, whereas at 

900 observations /13.85 years/ it is impossible to determine only 

one low-energy term with a period approaching the annual /T=1.05 

year, A=0.016/. Numbers or data cannot increase :freely because 

effects occur connected with variation of parameters of particular 

harmonics. 

If we want to obtain good results of �'!ESA analysis for latitude 

variations or similar time functions, data including at least 

12 years should be investigated /see Iijima 1971 [4], too/. 

2. Testing Filter Length

Tbe best filter length depends on many factors, namely on a num

ber o:f harmonics occuring in the model, energy amd proximity of 

periods of' these harmonics as well as on a noise level. The :filter 

has been tested on modeled variations o� the J6zeroslaw latitude 

/Fig. 1/. 

The filtere of' length 33% and 50% have not allowed to detected 

low-energy f'requencies. Only the filter of the length 66% enabled 

determination of all modeled periodical terms except one /T=l.05/ 

of a small energy anä a period approaching one year. A :f"urther 

enlargemen� or the filter length does not improve results. From 

these investigations i t resul ts that :t"or the analysis of real 

observational data a rilter should be used of a length not less 

tnan 60%. A length 1<=4 ß, proposed by :Bmee and Jacki v /1976 [8] /, 

where K denotes a number of iterations and Na numher of data, 

is lowered signifieantly. 

-
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J, festing Accuracv ot Determinations with MESA Method

The accuracy o� determination or particular periods depends 

mainly on what multiple of them is comprised by data, and next 

on their amplitude and proximity of other periods. A number or

data being properJ.y great, even periodical terms below the noise 

can be determined /Fig. 1, T=0.909 A=0.010/. In the model containing 

three basic periodical terms with a noise on the level of 0.025 

/5CIX> of the amplitude of the semiannual term/ having JOO data 

/4.61 years/ the maximal aecuracy or 0.5 a day for the semiannual 

term and about 10 days for the annual and Chandler terms was 

obtained. Having 450 observations /6.92 years/ these values were 

0.5 a day end 2 days respectively. For the model of Jczefoslaw 

latitude variations at 900 data /lJ.85 years/ the accuracy of 

determinations o-r particular periods was 0-2 .2 days for TL:.. l .2 

a year, J days for the Chandler period /1.2 a year/ and to 10 days 

for periods 1.2-2.5 years. The J6zefoslaw model is the closest 

to a real situation wich we have analysing observational data, thus 

similar accuraciea can be expeeted when using ME.SA method in inves

tigations of latitude variations. 

4. Teating �ffects of Phase Changes

Abrupt changes o:f a phase of the Chandler term by 15° • Jo0 and

45° have been inveatigated as well as a linear change by 45° during 

0.5 a year ror the model containing terma with the period 18J, J66• 

440 and 660 days at 900 data, and for the model o:f J6zefos?aw 

latitude variations with the same number o:f data. This disturbance 

has not inf'luenced very mueh the accuracy of determinations of 

particular perioda. In the first case a low-energy term with a 

period approaching the Chandler term has been created /Fig. 2/. 

In the second model a similar phenomen has not been observed. Only 

i:f a phaae changea by J0° and 45° a term with T=0.951 and A=O.OJ1 

carmot be determined, that is with a period approaching the assumed 
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Chandler period what results :from a peak broadening. 

5. Testing Period Changes

49 

An eff'ect o'f a linear change o:f the Chandler period by 10 and

20 days /in the range 1.19'.3-1.221 a year and 1.19'.3-1.248 a year/

during 13.83 years /900 data/ was investigated basing on the model 

of' J6zefoal:aw latitude variations. A strong spectrum broadening 

occured and a number of' determined periods decreased :from 1J to 12 

and 11 respectively. The determined Chandler period is the result 

of averaging its changes /Fig. 3/. 

6. Amplitude Modulation

A change of the amplitude causes eff'ects like a change of the 

period. Still strenger spectrum broadening and decrease of a number 

of determined periods is observed. At the abrupt change of the 

amplitude o:f the Chandler term from 0.131 to 0.2J1, 10 among from 

14 assumed periods were obtained in the model of Joze.fosJ'.aw latitude 

variations. The spectrum image in this disturbance is presented 

in F:i.gure '.3. 
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TABLE 1. r.:octels of· lati tude variations. 

Noise 
reriod-Ampl1tude r:.�ean-Standard Considered 

value dev. perturba1:ions 

1 SJD - o:oJ o.o - 0.025 -

J66D - 0:10 o.o - 0.0�5 -

440D - 0:15 o.o - O.ü�5 Changes of phase 

660D - 0:025 
and ampl.i tude 

1 • 1 9JY - o: 1 J 1 o.o - 0.025 Changes of phase 

0:162 
period nnd 

1.005Y - amplitude 

0.609Y - 0:029 

0.4L7Y - 0::01J 

0.47JY - 0:01J 

O. 568Y - 0:011

0.692Y - 0:015

0.767Y - 0:016

O. 909Y - 0:010

0.951Y - 0:031

1 .050Y - 0:016

1.J12Y - 0:027

1 .9'.39Y - 0!:014

2 .144Y - 0:009

N K 

450 150 

900 J00-500 

900 500 

� 500-700
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Suamary 

,A new determination of the tidal coefficient A from latitude 
observations with the Paris astrolabe 

N,CAPITAINE, F, CHOLLET, S,DEBARBAT 
Observatoire de Paris 

r·rance 

A new determination of the combination A • I+ k - 1 of the love number k and the 

53 

$hida number 1 have been made using latitude observations of the Paris astrolabe, The 
d a ta extend over a longer period than for the preceding determination and have been re
reduced taking into account the variation in the zenith distance of the observations. 
Koreover corrections have been applied to the�e data in order to refer them to the new 
IAU nutational coeffieients. A Vondrak's smoothing of these data have furnished latitude 
re1iduals among which a least-square adjustment of the lunar semi-diurnal term of the the
oretical tidal latitude variation gives :A =I .05 + 0. 15.

Une nouvelle determination du coefficient A = 1 + k - 1, combinaison du nombre de love 
k et du nombre de Shida 1, a ete faite a partir des observations de latitude effectuees a

l'astrolabe de Paris. Ces donnees s'etendent sur une plus longue duree que celle utilisee 
jour la precedente determination, et on ete re-reduites en tenant compte d� la variation
de la distance zenithale d'observation. De plus, des corr�ctions ont ete appliquees afin 
de se rapporter aux nouveaux coefficients UAI de nutation. Un lissage de Vondrak des don
nEes a fourni des residus de latitude a partir desquels un ajustement par moindres carres 
du ·cerme lunaire semi-diurne de la variation theorique de la latitude, due aux marees ter
reetres, a donne la valeur: A = 1.05 + 0.15.
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The combination l+k-1 of the love number k and the Shida number 1 appears as a 
multiplying factor, denoted A , in the deviation of the vertical due to the global 
body tide measured with astrono-ical instruments (Melchior 1978). 

A previous determination o_ this coefficient given at the 8th International Sym
posium on Earth Tides (Capitaine and al. 1979), from the Paris latitude observations, 
from 1956,6 to 1976.5, obtained by the usual method and using 1964-IAU nutational coef
ficients was: A• 1 .24 � 0.21. 

Such astronomical determination of the coefficient A , in spite -0f its weak preci
sion, seems to be useful because of its wholly independence of the classical earth-tides 
analyses and because of its indirect access to the number 1. 

The Paris latitude observations have been re-reduced taking into account the varia
tions in the zenith distance of the observations (Chollet 1979), Moreover, new �utational 
coefficients, especially two ones with fortnightly periods,have been adopted 4t the IAU 
General Assembly in August 1979. 

Ther�fore it was interesting to recompute the A coefficient with those re-reduced 
data that extend over a longer period (1956.6 - 1979.1), and taking into account the 
amelioration of the nutational coefficients, which lessens the noise-level. 

The homogeneous serie of latitude observations used comprises 6770 groups of stars. 
Each value of latitude given by the observation of a group has been corected by the cor
responding group correction. 

In order to remove the variations of periods greater than 60 days, we have computed 
latitude residuals with resp�9t to �moothed values obtained by the Vondrak's method using· 
a smoothing factor of E • 10 (Vondtak 1977). 

The 6770 equations considered were such that their first members are the theoretical 
lunar tidal latitude variations (Melchior 1978) at the date of the observation with one 
unknown multiplying factor for each term (the long period one, the diurnal one, the semi
diurnal one), and the second members are the corresponding latitude residuals. 

The least-squares method was then applied to these equations and the value of A , 
derived from the multiplying factor of the semi-diurnal term, was: A • 1.05 + 0.15, the 
phase-lag being of 5° . 

This value of Ais consistent with other computed and theoretical values, the compu
ted ones being included between 0,40 and 1,70, and the theoretical ones between 1,20 and 
1.22 (Melchior 1978). 

The slightly too low value so otained can be due to the diminuti�n of ttie observed 
effect of the semi-diurnal earth-tide, due to the non-negligeable indirect oceanic effect 
at the Paris station. 
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INFLUENCE OF SOME INSTRUMENT ERRORS ON TIME O:BSERVA,TIONS 

WITH TRANSIT INSTRUMENTS AND THEIR DETERMINATION 

Eng„ Tzvetan Dara.kohiev 
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CENTRAL LA:BORATORY FOR GEODESY • BULGARIAN .ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 

( Abstract ) 

Two instrument errors are subjeot of the study - ellipticity 

and inequality of transit instrument horizontal axis bearing working 

sections. 
The influence of elliptioity and inequality of bearing working 

sections on time observations with transit instruments is defined, 

and it is also shOWl'l that their finding out means to determine the 
value of one parameter N„ 'Wb.ich ma.y lD.e done by astronomical observa
tions specially oarried out for this purpose, i.e. observations of 
star passing over a meridian. Parameter N' thus determined is :free 

from random errors or sta.r right asoensions and, to a gres.t extent, 
from syste:ma.tical oatalogue errors of the type .Ao<� and Ao<� • 

The problem related to selection of stars and to N' determina
tion is studied, and some indications related to carrying out and 
treatment of the observations are given. • 

l3.1l11HHHE HEKOTOPbIX MHCTPYMEHTAJibHhlX OIIM60K IIPM OilPFJCFJIEIDlli 

BPEMEHI1 IIACC.AJKHh!M HHCTPYMEHTOM B MEPM.UMAHE l111X OIIPEJLFJIEHME 

ThDK. llseTaH napaR'Cß1:0B 

UEHTP.AJIIiliAH JIAEOPATOPWI BbICIUEß IBO.llE3HI1 

EOJIT APCKOH .AKAnEMIDf HAYK 

/Pesme/ 

O6�eRTOM HCC�e�OBa!llm RBJIRIDTCR .n;Be HHCTpyMeHTaJll,Hiiie OlliH6KH -

SJIJmllTHlll!OCTl, H HepaBeHCTBO pa6otmX ceqe1nm: u,an� ropH3OHTaJI1:>HOH OCH 

naccrumoro HHcTpyMeHTa. 

Onpe.n;eJmeTCR BJIIDIHHe, KOTOpoe 3.JIJmTITHqHOCTb H HepaBeHCTBO pa-

60'tß!X ceqemm u,anq> oRa3HBaIOT Ha Ha�eHIDI )])IR BpeMeHH naccaJK.HI;lM IDI

cTpyMeHTOM B MepH.AHaHe. IloKa3aHo, qTo BI:rnO.D; 8JTJlliTITH'tlliOCTH H HepaBeH

CTBa pa6otmX ceqeHl!H CBO,ICHTCR K onpe.n;e�emno 3gaqeHIDI IDICTpyMeHTaJll,

Horo napaMeTpa J/'. 3To MOJKHO c�e�aTb nocpe�cTBOM cnenHaJll>HO npoBe,n;ea

llliX acTpoHoMHqecKn Ha6JIJO,IJ;emr� - Ha6JIIO,IJ;eHHli 3Bea.n; qepea MepH.D;Maa. 

-
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I 

Onpe�e�eHHH:H T8IGIM o6pa30M napaMeTp j{ CB06o�eH OT c.nyqaMHHX OIIIHÖOK

n:pmmx BOCXOM,ll;e:mrli 3Be3� H B 3H8'1HT8Jll>HOH Mepe CB06o�eH OT CHCTeMa-

T:K48CKIDC KaTMOJKHblX oIIIH6oK mma .'1 d� H A �°" .
, 

Paspa60T8H TaRJKe BOilpOC O BH6ope 3B83�, CBH38HHHß C BRBO�OMJ/

H �aHli HeKOTOpRe yKa3aIDUI B CBH3H C npoBe�eHHeM H o6pa60TKOß Ha6Jno-

�e:mm. 

Elliptioity 1s the m0st f requent form of fizst approximation 

of the workil:lg seotions of astronomical instruments horizontal axis 

bearing aoquired during their :mantdaoture (7). Further, ellipticity 

is the most dangerou� rorm of suoh seotions, since its influence on 

observat1on resul.ts has a marked systematioal oharacter C, 8) as 

opposed to workillg seotian oorrugation whioh 1s fortuitous. 

�e inrluence ot elliptioity and inequality an the workixl& sec

tion is e:Q>ressed in a direot �orizontal (azura.thal) deviation of 

instrument horizontal axis, when movillg its telescope 1n elevation 

which will oause, if it is not taken into oonsideration, a deviation 

from the results of the az1.mutha1 astronomioal observations, i••• 

tha results of observation on a vertical line. In case of modern 

portable trans�t inst�ents. the i.nf'luenoe of ellipticity and inequa

lity or bearillg working seotions is at. the order td the relative o«r

reotions of obsenations as a result of their treatm.ent as per the 

method of the least squares (4). 

Equatian 0) is drawn up for the influenoe ot elliptici ty on 

bearing working sectians of an astranomical instrument havil:lg 90°

v -eheped bearing, when obeerving a vertical line

(1) 

where 

AJI is azimutbal rotation of instrwnent horizontal axis due 

to working section �lliptioity 

• • 
.. 

r 
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z is instrument zenith distance considered as positive 

from one side of zenith and as negative from other side 

of zenith 

M and ;V are equal to 

M = �Yz t" -!, ) .s,!,, ,i ::,,. sfn. (,i 'f' -.2 y,)

Jf = 
'? VT I ci, -t) ,m ,d ;,_,,, = {,f � -z ,;;)

Here "a" and "b" are the large and small semi-axes of the wor

king sections which are accepted in this case that they are ellipses 

of equal dimensions, but of a random mutual position. The straight 

line connecting the centres of these ellipses represent instrument 

horizontal axis. 

L is the distance between the working sections, i.e. 

ellipses 

Y is the angle between instrument Riming axis and ellipse 

large semi--axis 

/:;. "f is the angle between equal axes of both ellipses 

e is sec ond in an angle of 1 radian 

The equations of M and .,V may be wri tten down in the fol-

lowing way 

(3) 

where "e" is ellipse eccentricity • 

.M. and H are parameters connected with bearing working 

section eccentricity. They are maintained as instrument constant 

values for a prolonged period of time, since the values partioipa

ting in their equations are also maintained for a prolonged period 

of time. 

/ 

too: 
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The number of M and Al' are equa1 to the azimu:thal devia

tion �A of the horizontal axis for given instrument zenith dis

tance, namely 
+ for z = + 45

°

M= ± AA

45 °

(4) - for z = -

+ for z = 0 0 

= ! AA
+ 90°

- for z = -

AA and � are oo ... ordinates in the modified astronomical 

spherical co-ordinate system used by the author and connected with 

the instrument itself. Celestial horizon is acce�ted as the basic 

circle of this system, and the p-oints o:f intersection o:f instrument 

vertical withe celestial horizon are accepted to be the initial 

points. In this case instrument vertical is oonnected with the line 

oonnecting journal bearing top. Equation (1) represents actually 

the equatian of the line traced by instrument aiming axis on celes

tial. sphere, when moving the telescopo in elevation in this co-or

dinate system. 

On the basis of (1) and tracing the mechanism of carrying 

out observations, it is obtained, for ellipticity influenoe of wor

king sections on time-longitude observations by means of transit 

instruments (4) 

(5) AA
e. 

::: Jf. C()-s2:z.

(6) 

where 

1: ::: 
u.c.

l.c. 

AAe is the mean of both position of instrument azimuthal devi

ation, i.e. horizontal axis deviation from perpendicular 

N 

r 
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to the plane including instrument vertioal 

at which the star 1s observed 
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ÄU
e, 

is the correotion to be added algebraically 

to the average moment of star obaervation 

� is atar declination 

Y' is observation place latitude 

Equation (6) is valid for an observation place looated in the 

Northern hemisphere. Here, contrs.ry to equation (1), star zenith 

distance, i.e. instrument zenith distance, 1s always a positive 

figure. 

Contrary to oiroular working sections, the inequality of the 

elliptical onee is in:fluencing the observations with a transit ins

trument (5, 8). Moreover, elliptioty in:fluence and inequali ty influ

ence and the joint in:fluence of ellipticity and inequality of bea

ring working sections on the observations are manifested in the sa• 

me law and are expreased in a direct instru.ment horizontal axis de

viation horizontaly, when moving its telescope 1n elevation. In this 

case, the deduction ot inequality influence and of joint elliptici

ty and inequality influence ot working sections on observations means 

a formal substitution to parameter /( in (5) and (6) o:f parameter 

ll N and /V
1 

f or whioh we have (5)

(7) 

{8} 

(9) 

where 

(10) 

-

A.Jv =: g( 4iJ-Ao.) -s�Z� or

l J,'2
e 

4a ::- a1 - a.1

4 l, - 6
4 

- 1.,
2.
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Here, when considering the problem of working sections ine

qua1ity, it is accepted that such sections are ellipses of diffe

rent dimensions and of a ra.ndom mutual positian, their semi-axes 

and eccentricities being marked by a1, b:
1

, a
2

, b
2

, e1, e
2

•

Working section ellipticity and inequality are determined by 

defined the values � parameters A1 and t1.N' which shou.ld be done 

by special astronomical observations made for this purpose. Howe

ver, by means of these observations, it is possible to find out on

J.y parameter ..II' connected with the joint influence of working sec

tion ellipticity and inequality, but not ;/ and All what is actua

lly necessary. The definition of /Y
1 by observations of stars in a

meridian 1s oonneoted first of all with the selection of stars so 

that it is possible to find out the most accurate possible ;V' by 

their observation. 

We shall deal here with the pToblem of star selectia:>., when 

determining ellipticity and inequality of bearing working sections 

of transit instruments by observations in meridian, and we shal1 

give certain indications related to carrying out and treatment of 

the observations. We shall determine star zenith and respectively 

declinations that shou.ld be inc1uded in the star groups so that )(
1

of the highest accurary could be found out or in other words we 

shall define the oomposition of the best star group. 

Proceeding from the observation equations of the type 

' 

where n,JI is the correction for bearing working sectian elliptioity 

and inequality written down in thie way 
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- star u.c.

+ star 1.c.
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,1u ie chronometer correction 

/. is instrument azimuth obtained from star g,:oup 

bearing the number ,]" 

J4 1s the so-oalled star azimuthal coeffioient of a ca

talogue number l equal to 

X; = s,:n('f T�).s&ö 
• star in upper culmination

+ star in lower cu1mination

1s the oonstant term of observation equation equal to 

the difference between star right ascension and the 

corrected average moment of star observation because 

of different instrument errors and constant chronome

ter errors 

� ia observation relative correction 

The first weight 1s valid for observations '!fth visual tran

sit instrwnent, and the secOlil.d one • with photoeleotric transit 

instrument. 
' Taking into consideration that fi. , =--

;v (133
f t 11/

I 

iSo parame er r1v 
the weight /.At' ,

(14) /'.v'=
[i,

J[,,K� -�KY �]fi,K,t](t,nn] + 2[i,A]V,n][;,k'n] -

where 
V,A]

2

V,n� - �n]
i

[PKK] - lj>][PK�
a

) 

[,PJ = thCdS·� 
i 

r,x1:: l,/4 s/n(Y, +<it). Cd!6t 

(15) 
[i,KK] = tJphtY'l't�) 

d 

, 
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[,,n] = i,ft sm(n 'St) =-Z(n&'i) =�

� 

r �nnl :: � h si-,l·(y ;:�) u?-2.()P +�) Lr � t-=/ 

[j, J<' -n] = l 1� ,,;n '( 'f'+ � e4T 2('1' F '$j

"t" indicates the number of the star in the group, and "g" 

is star qu.antity in the group, 

It is difficult, even impossible te estab11sh anal.ytioally 

by means of (14) for whioh values of S at a given 't' the

weight Pff, will be the maximum one, and how the oompositian of the 

best star group will be defined. Moreover, equatian (14) does not 

take into aooount the influence of systematical cata1ogue errors 

of the type LloG� on the observations, therefore, the weight cal

oulated as per (14) l!Jecomes a fictitious one. Thus the oomposition 

of the best star group may be establish only empirioally by calou

lations, but this would b.e very diffioult, if we had to use only 

equatian (14). 

One of our assumptions oould help, but we have to verify its 

veraoity experimentally. It oonsists in the following: first to de

duot a value from the observations, it is necessary that this value 

has an in:fluenee on them, and seoond, the greater its inf1uenoe on 

the observations, 1.e. the greater oorrection ex.pxessed as a module 

beoause of the influence of this value, the more aoourate this value. 

In the pnotioe, it means tbat parameter N' will be deduoted most 

accm-ately from the observations of stars for whioh the correcticm 

for learing working section elliptioity and inequality adopts ex� 

treme Talues of a :funotion whioh ara not zero. This wou1d b·e true, 

if anly one value bad an in.fiuenoe an the observations, 1.e. il GIÜ1' 

one oorreotion partioipated in observati<m. equations, and namely the 

• 

"" 
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correctian for working section ellipticity and inequality. However, 

two more corrections are included in them (11) � ohranometer correc.

tion and instrument azimuth oorreotion which represent another oon• 

dition1 namely that when selectillg star groups, stars for which there 

is a proportionality between coefficients preceding N' and k on the 

one han.d, and N' and Au on the other hand, shoul.d be avoided, and 

in any case no groups should be formed of stars for which there is 

a proportionality between such coef:fioients. This would be also true, 

if star right ascensions bad not been charged with systema.tical oa8 

talogue errors being a function of " � ", i.e. errors of the type 

AoG� • So the assumptian put forward ?ijr us is approximate in a sen

se·, and therefore it should be complied with approximately.

The :problem of !inding out the extreme va1ues o:f the correc.

tion ot b.earing working section ellipticity and inequality with res

pect to " d "is actually the problem of finding out the extreme 

value of the functi an 

(16). 
star in upper cu1mination 

+ star in 1ower oul.mination

whioh •Y be made analytically or graphically. The results of the 

graphical solution are shown an fig. 1. They relate to V' = + 438
•

Fig. 1 shows that, in the area of star observation, F has four ex

treme values • one :maximum and three minimums located near z = 25•, 

&
8 

= 90° , � = 25° and � = 90°; or nea:r � = + 18
°

, -47° and + 68°

for stars in upper culmination and � = + 47 ° for stars in Iower cul ... 

mination. 

To verify the veraci ty of our assumption and to determine the

composition of the best star group, we form different variants of 

star groups including stars of declinations located near and far 

s 
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from the extreme values of F for whioh we calculate Pw, as per (14)

accepting tbat ft = 1. The resul ts are shown on table 1. 

Taking into consideration arguments related to instrument azi

muth constancy du.ring observation of the star group, we accepted that 

the group oonsists of 12 stars. Such a group 1s observed for one hour 

during which it may be assnmed that instrument azimuth is practica

lly 1mchanged. 

For further understandable reasons oonnected with l.ateral ref

raction, we limited our observations to stars of zenith distance 

up to ao
0

•

ihe results shown in table 1 confirm completely our assumptions 

and prove that the groups should oonsist of stars located approxima

tely uniformly in the whole zenith interval (from ao
0 North to ao

0

South of zenith) and at the same time grouped around extreme values 

of F. Suoh a location of stars in the groups is to be preferred, and 

it is easier to be realized in comparison with a ooncentrated loca

tion of stars in extreme values of F. Only in this case, it 1s pos

sib1e to consider that the parameter N' thus obtained will be of a 

high aocuracy and at the same time free to a great extent from the 

systematical oatalogue errors ..1d& • Variante Nos.11, 18, 23, 30

shown in table 1 turned out to be the most suitable of the va.riants 

studied. Their star group oonsists of stars of the following zenith 

intervals and declinations: 

No. 11 - ZN = so0
, 10

°
, 35°, 30°, 25,0, 20° and zs = 20°, 25°, 30°,

35°

1 10
°

, ao
0 or � = +-57°, +67

° 
in lower oulmination and �=+78° ,

+13
°

, +68.0, +63 ° , +23 °, +18 °, +13°, +8° . -zr
0

, -37° in upper oulmi-

t. N 18 800 35 0 3 o o o o o o na ion; o. - zN = , , 0 ,  25 , 20, 10 and z
6 

= 10 , 20,

25°, 30° , 35 ° , ao0 or S' = +-57 ° in 1owe:r nruminati.011 and � = +78-0,

+73 °, + 68 °, +- 63 °, + 53 °, + 33°, + 23°, + 18°, + 13°, + a0
, .. 37° in upper
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=
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15°, 25 °, 30°, 35° , 70°, 80° or a = +57°, + 67° in lower culmination 

and � = +78°, +73°, + 68°
, + 58°, +28

°, + 1a
0

, + 13°, + s
0 

, ... 27
°,

�7 ° in 1 i ti n 30 80° 40° • 30°, 25 °, 20°, •.1 upper Oll m Dll an; JJtO. • ZN = ' , 

10° and z - 10°, 20°, 25
°

, 30°, 40°, so
0 or � - +57° in l.ower oul• s 

minatian and a c:: + 83°, + 73°, + 68 °, + 5, o, + 5.3°, + 33°, + 23'o, + 18 °, 

+1J0
, + 3°, •37° in upper eulmination.

A special programme of observatian (in groups) has been estab• 

lished to obtain N'. Every group consisted of about 12 stars located 

at an interval of about 1h - 11½5m along right ascensian. An 

interval of about 1 Om - 15m has meen left between the groups. Se• 

veral groups have been observed every evening. 

The treatment of the observations of all nights has been ms.de 

simultaneously by adJustment by the method of the least squares. 

One obaervatian equation of the type 

where q = 1, 2 ••• m is the nu:mber, and "m" is the number of nights 

of observation, has been established for every night of observation. 

To mmimize the number of parasitic unknowns and to 1mprove 

in this way parameter N' aocuracy, first it 1s necessary to have 

an accurate ohronometer of a stable Operation whioh will allow to 

reduce the observations of the different nights to a given epooh

selected about the middle of the period of observation. As a result 

thereof we shall have only one unknow.n value of chronometer oorrec

tion, namely Au for this epoch. In this way the number of unko 

will be reduoed by (m-1). Second, it is necessary to have at least 

one stable mark placed at a su.:fficient distance from the instrument 

which will allow to control instrument azimuth ohange during 

-
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the night of observation and du.ring the total period of observa

tion. Therefore, hefore and after observation of every star group, 

the instru.ment should be directed to the mark, and the relevant mea

su.rements should be made with the miorometer. The observations of 

the stars of the whole group are corrected with the results obtai

ned and reduced to a determined value of instrument azimuth, i.e. 

of mark azimuth. It is this value "k" of instrument azimuth that 

is obtained from the treatment of the observations. Thus the number 

of unknowns is reduced by (r-1) wh.ere "r" is the number of all ob

servations expressed in groups or the number of th:� so-called goups 

of nights. 

On the basis o:f (17) are drawn up 3 normal equations of 3 unk

nowns, where N' is 1ooked for and �u and "k" are �arasitic values. 

The parameter N' thus obtained will be free from random errors 

of star right asoension and, to a great extent, :from the systematioal 

catalogue errora of the type t1o<S and ,1o(� • 

Ey determination of N' it is possible to oorrect the current 

latitude-time observations carried out with transit instruments, when 

the correction (12) is written down in f1gures in the mean moment 

o:f star observation. 
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Table 1 

va r i a n t a 

1 2 3 4 

The group consists o:f star having zenith distances 

80�, 65i, 50,2, 802,, 802,, 75,2, 802,, ao.2,, so,2-, 80$, soi, ao,2,
35i, 202, 52,, 752,, 602,, 60,2-, 25i, 25�;,, 252,, so,2,, 25.2,, 25,2,, 

0 0 0 60J, 0 0 25�, 25J, 25�, 25�, 25f, sof,5s, 20_s, 35_s, 60.5 , 75s, 
50f, 

065_p 80
5°,

0 75�, soJ, 0 80.5, eof, soJ, 0 805 , so;>, aoJ, 0 80.s , 

p_.,, 1,41 0,46 2,27 1,64 

V a r i a n t s 

5 6 7 8 

The group consists o:f star h.aving zenith distanoes

0 15,v, 015/V , 10,2, 0 55,,v, 502,
045k, 

0 90,.v, 
090;v , 

0 35/V, 0 80,.v, 0 80,v-, 0

35;V , 
0 0 4oi, 35t, 30t, 35,2-, 

0 0 0 0 0 
10,v, 5,v, 5,.v, 35,v, 35,v, 35,v, 35,V, 35,v, 

0 0 0 0 35�, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

55', 5 .s, 
10

.s , 30_s, 40.s , 35.s , 355 , 355, 35.s , 35.s , 35..r , 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10,.s, 155' 15.s , 455, 50

5 , 55s, 35.s , 90
$" 1 90

.J , 355 , 80
5

' 80.S' ,

11, 0,03 0,42 2,86 2,58 

va r i a n t s 1 
9 10 11 12 

oo,e, ao.2-, 25° 802,, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

,Nt 70,,v, 60
,.v

, so,..,, , 70,v, 35,.(/, 80,v, 25.v , 25,v, 
0 0 0 30t, 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25,.v, 25,.4,, 25,.v, 25v, 20.,y, 30.,y, 25,,v, 20,v, 25,.v, 25...v, 25..v, 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 255 , 255 , 2R5, 205 , 25s, 30,p 20

.s
, 255' 305 , 2f.is, 255, 25.s , 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2!\, 80s, 805 ' 60_s, 70
.s

, 80
5 ,

0 0
2i:;O aoJ, 35s, ?Os' 805, 25s, .., • .1.5 , 

P;' 2,61 1,84 2,27 2,33 

-

, 

-
0 
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va r i a n  t s 

13 14 15 16 

0 0 0 sot aot
0 80 ° 80� 0 so,t, 0 60� 25

,.<t', 25,,v, 25,.!/, 80,,v, M 
30M 70/0 

0 25° 0 0 25t 25t 0 30� 30t 35t 25� 0 25/V, M 25,,¼ 80,t,f 30,v, 10,v,
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 255 , 25�, 25,.s- , 25,v, 25,A(, 25/1/, 30_.P 30..> , 30

..>
, 10

.5
, 25.> , 3�,

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25_p 25,n 255, 2 5 .Al' 25,.,v, 25 ,.v, 30.....s-, 80
.5

, 80...$ , 60
..f , 70

..S" , 80
..5

, 

P,v' 0,00 0,00 2,74 1,55 

. 
va r i a n  t s 

17 18 19 20 
0 0 0 80° 35t 0 0 35� 0 0 451-, 0 55,,v, 50,.v, 45ivt ;V> 

30,.v, 70v, 30,,,_......, 45,,vt 45,e:.,,, 0 0 
o

o

,
0 0 0 0 201-, 0 0 oo

,
o

o

,
40y, 5,Ar, 25/4,,, 20,A/, 10,v, 25µ 10v, 45,v, 
o

o

, 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

o
o

, o
o , 0 5 >, 40.5 , 105 , 205 , 255, 10.> , 20.5, 25..>, 45.s, 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •50 0 45..S", 505, 55„n 30..5 , 355, 80..,, 30..> , 35_.o 70..s , 45..s-, 4 ::s-, 4�,

P
,..v

l 0,15 2,05 1,53 0,00 

Va r i e. n t s 

21 22 23 24 

70° 60t 35t aot 0 ·O 
80

° 70� 35
° 0 0 0 

,,V, 70,v, 40v, ,V, � 90 ...V' 
50µ-, 50,,v, 

30° 0 1st 30t 2ot 10° 30t 25t
0 45° 0 0

M 25.IV, � 15,v, ,.V, 
35#, 24,AI, 

0 -0 0 10;>, 0 0 0 0 

30.sO, 24� oo
, 

0 15_p 25_p 30;- , 20�, 30
.5 , 15.f , 25..5 , 24.s , 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35
J' , 60.5, 70 _ _;, 40

__., 70_p 80
.>

, 355 , 70
.5 , 80

$
, 24_s, 45_p 90..5 ,

P
N, 

1,53 1,87 2,16 1,81 

1 

1 

1 
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0 0 0 090
,.r

, 90,,v, 50111, 90 ,.v, 
0 0 0 50 ° 50y, 24,il,', 24

,,,,, , #'> 
oo

, 
ao

, 
0 35°24

.5 ,
� 0 0 0 24_p 90_p 90

...5 
, 24_.s,

Pgl 1,8? 

29 

0 90° 

�oo C 90 ..v, IV' � N' 80
,,t,,

, 

25° 0 0 25,2-, M 
25,,v , 20,,i,--,

0 0 0 0 20,, 25,.r , 25_p 10_p 
0 0 0 0 30,P 905, 90

.> , 30.S"'

PH/
2,78 

33 

90° 0 24° 0 90,,v, 90.,v, 
t M 

0 0 21;024.,v, 24#, 24,v-, v_,IVj 

0 2iJ, 0 0 24,f , 24;- , 252, 0 0 0 0 245, 90 ,,s, 90;, 25,;, 

P.,vt 2,77 

va r i a n t s 

26 

OQO 0 0 

„ JV1 60
,.v

, 90,,v, 
0 0 0 35k, 35/V, 35#,

2,1. 0 0 0 

... ..>' ' 24,> , 35..5 , 
0 0 0 905' 90> , 35_..p 

2,48 

Va r 1 a n t s 

30 

0 0 40;v, rr30;n 
0 0 20y, 10/V, 
0 0 205 , 25_;, 
0 0 40_5"' 80 5, 

1,96 

so<? M

35,2., 
0 15,.r ,

00 6 ..5'

va r i a n t a 

34 

0 0 got90
....v, 25y,
0 0 24° 25,.v, 25.,v, ,A,t 0 25J, 24 ° 25

..5- , 
0 0 ,t' 90_ .. P 90

_5 , 90_...r, 

2,84 

71 

27 28 

0 0 90° 90Z,, 35° 90;v, 35 N' M 0 0 0 0 0 35.AI, 35;v, 35y, 35/V, 35/V,
0 0 0 0 0 35 ..s, 35...s , 24

..> , 24
_; , 24.s , 

0 0 0 0 0 90_p 90.J , 24
.,.s , 90

> , 90
..s , 

2,86 2,83 

31 32 

70° 60t 
0 

eo
0 24°

:,V, 80/l,', :,,t,--1 
0 0 24° 24 ° 24° 25µ 15y, 

� 
A,,-1 

0 0 0 0 25;- , 35.f , 24.5 , 24
..s- , 24.5 , 

0 0 0 0 0 70 ..5' 80 .5 , 24..5, 8()i.5, 80,, 

1,68 2,55 

35 36 
0 0 0 90° 30° 90/V> 90,-il', 90,v, ,t,,') A--" 

24° 0 302, 301,- 30� ,IV) 24,1,,, 
0 24:J, soj, 0 0 24,,v, 30

,s:: , 30
...s.: ,

90° 0 0 0 0 
:.ß , 

90_,S-, 30
..s , 90

..5 , 90
..s , 

2,37 3,00 

,111 

1 

. /IA 

M 
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Summary 

Investigations on the Effect of the Resonance of the Liquid 0uter Core 

of the Earth in Gravimetrie Tidal Variations 

1) 
DITTFELD, H.-J. 

Analysis results from GS-15 Earth tide registrations during 1974 - 1979 (1686 re
gistrations days) at Potsdam represent generally the effect of the resonance of the 
liquid outer core in correspondence to the Earth modal M0L0DENSKY II. 

Existing deviations agree with those determined at other European stations. 

The results are reported and discussed especially with respect to the observed 
temporal variations of the diurnal Earth tide parameters inside the resonance range. 

Introduction 

Assuming the validity of the Earth models given by M0L0DENSKY, one can expect a 
significant frequency dependence of the amplitude in the diurnal range of the tidal 
potential. Analysis results of long time Earth tide records with modern gravimeters 
are showing mostly a general agreement with the predicted fine structure of the 
diurnal part of the tidal spectrum. 
But only a very few measured series have a quality, sufficient for an interpretation 
in this direction. To get a resolution of all the waves near the fre·quency of re
sonance (W

R 
= 15.073°/h), there are needed series longer than one year, and their 

inner accuracy must be better than characterized by the mean square error of 0.1 % 
for the cf-factors of the main tidal waves, corresponding to m � + 1 • 10-8 m•s-2

0 - , 

for standard CH0JNICKI-analysises. To exclude the calibration problems, the results 
of different instruments installed at the same or at different stations shall be 
normalized for comparison with one another. 

Results recieved at the Gravimetrical 0bservator:y Potsdam 

The digital Earth tide registration with the gravimeter GS 15 No. 222, performed 
between March 1974 and June 1979 may be charakterized by the results 

001 = 1.1511 + 0.0002 

JM2 = 1.1839 + 0.0001 ; 

JK1 = 1.1400 + 0.0001 

-8 
·-2mo = ± 0.58 • 10 m•s 

obtained by the aid of CH0JNICKis programme employing a data volume of 40 464 hourly 
readings. This data set and its residuale after the analysis are the basis for a number 
15Academy of Sciences of the G.D.R., Central Institute for Earth Physics,
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of investigations, reported also in other contributions during the symposium. The full

analysis result, printed in the standardisized form, ie represented in table I. 

For the diecueeion of the reeonance of the liquid core of the Earth a very intereeting

Parameter ie rf� , becauee the frequenoy of the 71-wave ie the neareet to the re-
r1 � � 

sonanoe frequenoy. But its amplitude ie very small - 0.34 • 10 m•e at Potsdam -

and therefore the mean square error remains greater than for the most other coneti
tuents. 
As estimated by WENZEL ( 1976) there are needed 27 yeare of regietration for a 1 % -
seourity. at Potsdam we found: 

3•m< cf 11> 
,2m r/i..12 

duration of eeries 

rf t-1 
t:f "j,1 

years evaluated hre. ± ±% 

1 .o 7 990 1.3042 0.0877 6.72 

1.4 12 454 1.2627 0.0747 5.92 

3 18 543 1.1920 0.0576 4.s3

4 26 533 1.2227 0.0485 3.96

4 31 130 1.2315 0.0447 3.63 

5 39 914 1.2241 0.0376 3.01 

The stability as well as the oonfidence interval of three times the error given by 
CHOJNICKI-analysises are showing distinotly the diffioulties of a experimental esti
mation of the "f 1-parameter. 

While in the last years the similarity of the results of the measurements with 
the theory of MOLODENSKY essentially was shown, now we have reached in the results 
a level of accuraoy, sufficient for the first steps in the direction of quantitative 
deciaiona. 

Comparison with other results 

In spite of the aufficient inner acouracy of the measurements and of the similarity 
of the shape of the diurnal spectrum to the theoretical predictions, there are sig
nificant differences between theory and e:Jl)eriment as shown at fig. 1. To check our 
result for regional specialities, it was compared with those of 12 series from other 
European stations containing more than 10 000 readings: Sevres, Bruxelles (2 series), 
Walferdange, Frankfurt/M. (3 series), Hannover given by DUCARME and MELCHIOR/1977; 
Straabourg (ABOURS, LECOLAZET 1977/79); Pecny (SIMON 1979) and Zürich (GERSTENECKER 
1979). 
According to the mean square error of the normalized factors weighted mean values 
were calculated. For a better comparableness with the results, which were computed 
at the ICET by the aid of DUCAfüf.Es programme, the errors of the results of CHOJNICKis 
standard analysis were multiplied by three for Strasbourg and Potsdam. 
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At fig. 1 these European mean values were compared with the result at Potsdam and 
the:re are only vecy small differences between the single results but some characteri
stical deviations against the curve calculated for the modal. These deviations are 
obtained for the majority of the stations in Western and Central Europa. 

Comparison with theoretical predictions 

At table II the most important parameters for investigations ot the resonance are 
compa:red with the corresponding values calculated by the formulas ot MOLODENSKY. 
There are only vecy small differences between both the models. On the other band 
resulte at Potsdam are much more close to the European mean than to the values of 
the modele. The measured results for Of/1/ dö1 are about four percent higher than 
expected by the theory and the most significant parameter ( do1 - dK1) amounts to 
lese than 60 % of the. calculated value. 

Symbol (i) d'/do1 - Theocy °il d'o1 - Analysis result 

Mo. II Mo. I Potsdam European mean 

P1 0.9953 0.9951 1.0019 1.0015 
+ .0009 ± .0009 

K1 0.9822 0.9813 0.9903 0.9897 
± .0006 .± .0003 

1-1 1.0706 1.0704 1. 0634 1 .0524 
± .0327 ± .0284 

y71 1.0126 1.0129 1.0484 1.0513 
± .0177 .t .0142 

d'o1 - dK1 0.0207 0.0217 0.0111 0.0120 

± .0006 ± .0004 

Table II: Comparison between normalized analysis results and 
modal predictions 

Using the d-factors without normalisation, the differences between the modele 
are enlarged by a factor of about. ten. So we can better compare the single resulta 
with the predictions (table III). 
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Symbol 

01 

P1 

K1 

cf- thaoretically 

Mo. II Mo. I 

1.1640 1.1593 

1.1505 1.1537 

1 • 1433 1.1376 

1.2461 1.2409 

1.1786 1.1743 

cf - analysis result 

Potsdam European mean 

1.1511 1.1517 

1.1533 1.1534 

1.1400 1.1399 

1.2241 1.2121 

1.2069, 1.210a 
--------- ------------------------�------------------------------

1.0101 1.0190 1.0098 1.0104 

Table III: Not normalized analysis results and model predictions 

Also table III shows that the agreement between Potsdam and the mean result of the 
other stations is much better than betvieen the measured values and the modele. There
fore the deviation against the theory is not local or a peculiarity of a single mea
surement, but i t is valid for the West European region. 

At first we have to assume that the indirect effect of the oceans is the reason 
for the deviations, At our disposal are corrections calculated by PERTZEV for two of 
the upper mentioned stations (Pecny - SIIiWN' 1979; Potsdam - DITTFELD 1980). After 
the corrections towards the ellipsoide, the inertial correction and the correction 
because of the indirect effect we get the values listed at table IV but the:re remain 
again deviations to the theory. 

Symbol !l.o. II Iio. I Potsdam Pecny 

c/01 1.1640 1.1593 1.1573 1.1566 

dK1 1 .1433 1.1376 1.1419 1.1377 

d'N.2 1.1647 1 .1601 1.1579 1.1542 

cfo1 - JK1 0.0207 o. 0217 0.0153 0.0189 

r:/M.2 - d'o1 0.0007 0.0008 0.0006 - 0.0024

d'o1 / J'K1 1 • 0181 1.0190 1.0134 1.0166

Table IV: Comparison between model predictions and fully corrected 
results at Pecny and Potsdam 

11th theee results it is also not possible to decide between the modele. The 
1ifference c/'01 - dK1 is clearly nearer to the theoretical value, but to sniall 

-
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again. The same can be said for 001 and dM2. The nonnalized factor for K1 afte r 
correction 

dK1 / cfo1 = 0.9868 (Potsdam) 

= 0.9837 (Pecny) 1

is situated nearer to the curve of resonance (see fig. 1) but yet greater than expected 
for both the modele (0.9822 and 0.9813 respectively). But because d'o1 equals dM2 
practically PERTZEVs correction of the indirect effect seems to fit the conditions of 
the modal better than the corrections offered by other authors. 

Temporal variations of the characteristical parameters 

In general there are temporal variations not expected by the model. Using a re
gistration of more than five years under nearly constant conditions, we have the 
possibility to check the time stability of the analysis results. Fig. 2 shows the 
results of overlapping shifted periods each lasting about one and a half year 

-8 -2(6400 ••• 12 900 hourly readings; mö = ± 0.50 ••• 0.63 • 10 ID•S ). In each analy-
sis we used a resolution of 19 wave groups, so K1 is fully separated. The temporal 
variation of ( cfo1 - OK1) seems to be significant. Analysing disjunct monthly re
gistration periods with the VENEDIKOV programme �65 we found a periodical variation 
of 001 - 0(P1 S1 K1) with an amplitude of 0.0056 + 0.0015, corresponding to 
about 37 % of the mean difference cfo1 - dK1. The p;riod of the se fluctuation is 
365.0 d, as represented at fig. 3. The nature of these variations, mostly caused perhaps 
by S1-type disturbances, is discussed by ELSTNER/SCHWAHN 1980. For our aim the 
conclusion is important that the re sul ts, charakterizing the re sonance of the 
liquid outer core, at a given station are variing also with time - seasonal as well 
as with a long-term temporal trend. These variations very exceed the differences 
between the modele. - So vre also can not expect the desired decision, because we 
will get different results for different registration periods at the same station. 

Conclusion 

Pictures like fig. 1 were often discussed as a experimental confirmation of 
l\:OLODENSKYs theory. It should be remarked, that already the visibility of the 
effect of resonance in the diurnal spectrum is a sign for very accurate and small 
disturbed measurements. But looking carefully at the results of the European 
stations one can find any contradictions which shall be summed up in the following. 

1. In general the cf-factors are lese than expected by the model. The clearest
expeption is 9='1 with about plus three percent.

2. Also by introduction of the at present known corrections, one can not avoid
significant deviations against the theory of iv'.OLODENSKY.

3. The usual representation of the resul ts (normalized <f-factors d'
i

/ c/'01 or
differences cfo1 - dK1) leads to a more optimistic view than the direct
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comparison of the theoretical and the measured d-factors. 

4, Prom the configuration of the measured points at fig. 1 may be concluded also, 
tnat the resonance is not so sharp as expected by the modal and possibly other 
effects influencing the diurnal spectrum are acting in Western and Central 
Europa. Looking at the painting without the curve of resonance - extremely -
one may be tempted to fit the datas with a curve like the frequency depen
dence of forced vibrations or with curves having more than one singularity. 

5, Por a final discussion corrections of the indirect effect of the oceans are 
needed for all the waves around the frequency of resonance. For a global 
comparison these corrections are to calculate in a similar way for all the 
stations having series of sufficient quality. 

6. Time variations of the tidal parameters inside the resonance range must be
checked carefully in the next .fut-ure.
Eepecially is to clear, whether these effects are regional or instrumental
or of global character. In the latter case the whole theory must be improved.

77 

At preeent it seems to be i�probable that the results concerning the resonance of the 
liquid outer core will come closer to the model values only by prolonging the measu
remente with instruments of the same generation. On the other hand one may expect a 
better fitting with the experiment by a more detailed theory, which perhaps will 
be worked out in the future. At present we are not able to explain whether the rea
son for the distinctions between model and experiment is founded in the uncomple
tenees of the measurements, in the insecure corrections or in the model itself. 
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Examination of some componente of the aetrolabe temperature field at Potsdam and 
their relations to the geodetic-astronomical observations 

by 

j. Oittrich1) 

Zusammenfassung 

Thermische Anomalien, bedingt durch die lokale Topographie, verursachen eine Nei
gu�g der Ieopykenen und damit eine Störung der Normalrefraktion. Es wird über die Er
fassung des thermischen Feldes in unmittelbarer Nähe des Astrolabs DANjON im geodä
tisch-astronomischen Observatorium Potsdam berichtet. Ein graphisch hergeleitetes Tem
peraturmodell dient der Ermittlung horizontaler Temperaturgradienten im Azimut der be
obachteten Sterne als Indizien der wirksamen Störungen. Sie sind je nach Intensität 
der thermischen Asymmetrie mehr oder weniger stark mit den geodätisch-astronomischen 
Beobachtungsergebnissen korreliert. 

Summary 

The local topography brings about thermal anomalies and thus it is the cause of 
the inclination of isopycenics and refraction disturbances. The measuring equipment is 
deacribed for the temperature registration near the astrolabe DANaON at the 
observatory Potsdam. It is reportet on quelity and treatment of measuring dates and 
on design of the graphic temperature-model. Some components of the thermal field are 
analydl!d. The correlation between the horizontal temperature gradients in the 6-meter
plane and the geodetic-astronomical observations are detected. The corrections produced 
on the baeie of the regreeaions equation are computed for significant correlations 
(about 30 percent). An improvement and extension of the temperature recorder is 
discussed with a view to a higher effect of this method. 

1. Introductory remarks

The influence of the microclimate on geodetic-astronomical observations is an un
conteeted fact. It resulte in density inhoaogeneities in the lower•o•t layer of the 
atmosphere. The lawe, according to which density inhomogeneitiee in the atmospheric 
layer adjacent to the earth influence the results were discovered by meana of in
vestigations carried out at different obaervatories using clasaical instruaents for 
the determination of meridian time and latitude from zenith distancee. 

The astrolabe - a modern instrument for the simultaneous time and latitude determina
tion - operates according to the method of almucantarate passage meaaurement. As 
regarda the construction end the method of observation, it has subatantial advantages 
over claseical instru■ents. Thus several error components are completely eli■inated, 
while other componente - even external ones - are partially co■penaated. However, the 
hope that now microclimatic effects could be completely neglected did not co■e true.

i) Acade■y -of Sciences of the G.D.R., Central Institute for Earth Phyaics,

G.D.R.-1500 Potsdam. Telegrafenberg A 17
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A disturbed density field with its inherent heterogeneous optics may produce refrac

tion disturbances also in astrolabe observations, not to mention that the thermal 
esymmetry may cauee thermally induced instrumental errors at the same time. 
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Meny geodetic-estronomical observatories use the DAN�ON estrolabe, and their long
term series of observations are an important data basis for geodynamic investigations 

(polar motion, earth rotetion, recent crustal movemente): therefore attempts to 

improve their quality in order to increase their scientific information content are 

of great importance. 

2. Establishing e temperature measuring field

The •simple" case of uniformly in�lined air layers of equal density as described 

in the literature now and then occurs at greater altitudes, above all in cases where 

air masses of different temperatures end humidities slide one upon another. It is 

also found for typical slope locations, e,g. in high mountains. It is however rarely 

that this type of etratification occurs in the lowermost layer of the atmosphere at 

observatories. The isolines (isotherme, isopycenic lines) describing the temperature 
and density field, respectively, generally are highly structured at the observatory 

and in its neighbourhood, reflecting in a generalized form the different thermal 

capacities of its essential parts. Besides they are determined by the vegetation, the 

wind end the daily amount of solar irradiation. Thus the algorithm for taking into 

account the influence of layer inclinations on the results of observation are 

applicable only in e differential sense. This indicates the difficulties occurring in 

an adequate detection of the temperature field, from which relevant parameters for the 

influence upon the observation of a certain star passage have to be derived. It is 

obvious that such quantities - mostly being gradients of the temperature - can be 

derived with an adequate reliability only on the basis of comorehensive studies and a 

great experience, the more so as economic and technological conditions limit the 

number of measuring points to be installed for the detection of the temperature 
field. 

At the Potsdam geodetic-astronomical observatory, they led to the installation of 
a temperature measuring equipment having 12 sensors at 2 levels, 5 of them being 

located imrnediately above the astrolabe in the observation house, and five others, at 

an altitude of 6 m above ground level, each group of sensors being arranged in the 

form of a diagonal quadrangle (Fig. 1). Two other sensors serve for detecting the 
temperatures outside of the observation house and for the fitting to the thermo
dynamic temperature scale. 

The data were recorded by means of a motor compensator indicating each of 12 

measured values point by point by different colours and measurement marks as a func
tion of time. 

Together with 2 older meridian houses, the observation house for the DANJON 

astrolabe at the Potsdam geodetic-astronomical observatory is located on a small 

plateau, which is bounded in the east by the registration house and the measuring 

laboratory, in the south and west by bushes, in the north by the Helmert tower

located in the north-east, and by bushes. The Helmert tower has a height of 19 m, 
being excelled in height by several trees which stand near the amall plateau. In the 

�eat the timber gets denser on a rising terrain in the immediate neighbourhood. The 
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Fig. 1: Position of the thermal aensors 
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terrain slightly slopes toward� the south and east. At night an intensive radiation of 

the heat-accumulating West walls of the registration house and the measuring 

laboratory - which in the daytime are irradiated by the sun - must be expected. The 

hight broadleaf trees likewise influence the microclimate of the small clearing. 

Meteorological effects on the observations must by all means be expected. 

3. Influence of the slope of the layers of egual density

Although the lowermost 10 m of the earth's atmosphere yield only 1.3 %0 of the

normal refraction, layer inclinations in this zone may resch considerable values, thus 

also inducing considerable disturbances. They have to be considered like a shift of 

the refraction zenith, i.e. the zenith point will have to be reduced because of 

refraction, while the piercing point of the normal to the inclined layers will be 

free of the influence of refraction. According to ZVEREV (1946) and KUNTZ (1975), 
respectively, one has 

( 1) � • - z' • - E, cos ( a - 1),

where t• denotes the apparent zenith distance of the celestial body for a layer
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inclination as referred to the refraction zenith z•; z' denotea the apparent zenith

distance without the layer inclination, t the angular diatance of the refraction 

zenith z• fro• the zenith z, a the azimuth of the obeerved star end i that of the

refraction zenith (Fig, 2). 

Pol 

z z' 

Fig. 2 : Spherical triangle: zenith, refraction zenith, apparent place 

The influence of the layer inclination (refraction difference) is given by 

( 2) R { � ' - z •} = m cos ( a - 1),

where ex. a 60:1 and m a � f; sec2 z, 
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The thermally induced portion of the correction due to a layer inclination can be 
calculated for a known compensation altitude from the horizontal temperature gradient. 
According to ZVEREV (1946) one may start from the fact that temperature differences 
measured in an optimum way indicate de�sity differences and that refraction disturbanc
es determined through the former ones almest compensate the effects of the air layer 
near the ground. 

All attempts to determine the slope and the azimuth of the disturbed air layers 
from the geodetic-astronomical observational data have a practical chance of succesa 
only for the •simple• case.

For being able to take into account the room refraction, local refraction 
dieturbances and the influence of the temperature difference between the instrument 
and the compensation altitude in the normal refraction, the compensation altitude 
together with its temperature must be known. While for the compensation altitude 

-

s· 
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plausible assumptions can be made on the baeie of empirical values and theoretical 

studies, in most cases its �ffmperature is unknown unless it lies within the range of 

direct temperature measurem .nt. 

4. Preparation and processing of the data material

For stable large-scale weather conditions, a temperature field hardly changes its

character (typical stratification) during the period of observation, so that it will 

not be detrimental to dispense with the association of temperature measurements being 

as synchronous as possible to each star observed, Nevertheless the temperature 

conditions as a function of different daily climatic conditions may highly differ in 

their character from one evening to another. These regularities were confirmed a 

posteriori by the available data material, 

Two schedules of star measurements were executed every evening when the sky was 

clear, For each star schedule (about 2,5 hrs) it is entirely sufficient to determine 

a mean temperature model, For that purpose the temperatures were taken from the 

recordings every 20 minutes, and corresponding values were averaged. The character of 

the temperature fie d is displayed not comprehensively, but representatively for the 

given possibilities by the configuration of the graphically determined isotherms in 

the 6-metre plane, if necessary also in selected vertical planes between the 6-metre 

level and the level immediately above the lens of the astrolabe. 

In the 6-metre plane, horizontal temperature �radients were determined in the 

azimuth of all stars observed. They yield direct information about the thermally 

caused inclination of the layers of equal density in the differentially small region 

which �s passed by the beam of light coming from the star, 

For about 50 % of the observations these temperature gradients exhibit correlations 

to the results of measurement, For 30 % of the observation schedules it was possible 

to derive significant and even highly significant correlation coefficients, while for 

20 % the coefficients are close to the limit of significance, 

For observations with significant correlation coefficients, corrections were 

determined by the method of regression analysis, the values of which reach 0�2 for 

the latitude and 20 ms for the clock correction. 

The application of ZVEREV's method of calculation fails due to uncertainties in 

the determination of the compensation altitude. Computations were carried out with 

different plausible compensation altitudes, but in all cases the corrections obtain

ed were too small. 

The values obtained by the regression analysis can be explained only by inversions 

which at least temporarily extend to higher altitudes. Thus there is reason to suppose 

that the temperature gradients in the 6-metre plane are not always representative of 

the dependence of the results of observation on the temperature field. Above all that 

is true when the correlation coefficients are close to the limit of significance end 

their magnitudes are already markedly influenced by one or two inaccurate star 

observations for only 20 - 25 degrees of freedom. 
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s. Evaluation of the investigations and conclusions

Significant correlation coefficients between astronomical results of observation 
and temperature gradients are the only criterion for their correction, which cen be 

carried out by the method of regression analysis. This work meets the objective 

requirements for improving the quality of the series of observations. However, it 
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cannot satisfy to correct only those observations whose correlations to the tempereture 

coefficients are significant, if it cannot be ensured thet in the other ceses the 

observations are not influenced by an asymmetrical thermal or density field. This 
situation is determinative for the present investigetions. The number of values 
detected by means of the given temperature meesuring equipment is not great enough to 
detect possible effects which are not represented et the 6-metre level. T.heir 
existence must however be taken into account. S1nce in this way, for the time being, 
there will be an increase in the inhomogeneities in the seriee of observations, a 
decision on the quality of the corrected results of observation is made more 
difficult. 

To ge� a satisfactory solution, the existing temperature measuring equipment showld 
be extended on the basis of the existing knowledge to include et least 25 to 30 
■easuring points, so that for the evaluation the thermal conditions of e second,
possibly also a third, level (12 m/18 m) can be uniquely detected in addition to
those of the 6-metre level. Finally, a digital data acquisition end a suitable pre
liminary data reduction should enable the evaluation to be combined with that of the
geodetic•astronomical routine measurement.
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On t h e 

Summary 

S t a t e 0 f 

b y 

s. Franck 1) 
and

t h e I n n e r C o r e 

U. Schmit 1)

We explain theoretically the distribution of the seiemic 

wave attenuation coefficient in the Earth's core which was 

found with help of seismic data. It is ehown that slow 

rela �ation processes near to the melting traneition at the 

inner core boundary may explain high valuesof anelaeticity 

very well. 

The inner core material should be very close to its melting 

point. In the deep inner core also other mechanisms of 

seismic wave attenuation, suggesting a quasi-polycristalline 

structure of the material, may be important. 

Zusammenfassung 

Wir erklären theoretisch die mit Hilfe von seismischen Daten 

gefundene Verteilung des Dämpfungskoeffizienten seismischer 

Wellen im Erdkern. Es wird gezeigt, wie die starke Anelasti

zität auf langsame Felaxationsprozeese am Schmelzübergang an 

der Grenze des Innenkerns zurückgeführt werden kann. 

Das Material im Innenkern sollte sich sehr nahe am Schmelz

punkt befinden. Im tiefen Innenkern können auch andere 

Dämpfungsmechanismen, die von einer quasi-polykristallinen 

Struktur des Materials herrühren, von Bedeutung sein. 

1) Central Earth Physice Institute of the Acad. of Sciences of

the GDR. DDR - 15 Potsdam, Telegrafenberg, GDR
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According to our general view the Earth'e oore may be divided 

into a liquid outer core and a solid inner core. This faot 

results from the observation that transveree eeiemic waves

vanish in the 6uter core but not in the inner one. 

Besides such baeic knowledge dermved from the distribution 

of seismic velocities also data of seismic wave attenuation 

may provide us information on the state of matter in the 

core of the Earth. 

The seismic wave attenuation coefficient Q-1 describes the

dissipating part of mechanical wave energy per wave length. 

From seismological observations Doornbos /1/ found the 

distribution of the seismic P - wave attenuation coefficient 

in the Earth's core. 

His results are shown in figure 1, ourve 1. 

It is interesting that there is an appreciable asymmetric 

peak at the inner core boundary (ICB) and that the attenuation 

is higher in the solid inner core than in the liquid ouier 

core. In this paper we look for explanations of such a 

behaviour. 

2. Attenuation mechanisms in the inner core

We use the common idea that at the ICB an isochemical melting 

transition from the solid inner core to the liquid outer core 

takes place. Up to now the microscopic mechanism of the melting 

transition is not completely understood. Therefore we apply 

phenomenological Landau theory of phase transitions /2/.

In this model short-range order and long-range order are 

taken into account simultaneously. Melting is then 

characterized by the vanishing of the long range order para

meter 1Z.
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For illustration we recall that in the framework of Born's 

theory of melting the order parameter 12,oould be identified 

witn the shear modulus that goes to zero at the melting 

point. In the melting theory of Frenkel "11., is related to 

a certain oritioal concentration of defects. 

For the explanation of elastic wave attenuation we use the 

phenomenon of order paremeter relaxation : 

A P - wave, running through tbe inner core, leads to periodic 

compressions and dilatations. So tbe order parameter comes 

from its equilibrium value to non-equilibrium states and 

relaxes back. Usually the processes of relaxation are so 

quickly that the thermodynamical equilibrium turns up 

immediately and the effect is without any significanee. 

As follows from extension of Landau theory /3/,near tc the 

phaae transition point the order parameter relaxes very 

slowly. The relaxation time 1:: is proportional to (Tm - T)-1,

where Tm is the melt.ing point.

Every relaxation process to the thermodynamical equilibrium 

is an irreversible process with increase of entropy and 

conseguently energy dissipation. In this way mechanical wave 

energy, needed for bringing the order parameter into the 

non-equilibrium state, dissipates. 

A quantitative analysis with help of the relaxation model 

of attenuation was given in a paper of Stiller et.al. /4/.

In euch calculatione you need a certain distribution of 

temperature and melting temperature within the inner core. 

Curve 2 of figure 1 was computed with help of the Biggins� 

Kennedy /5/ temperature distribution while curve J refers 

to the thermal model of Stacey /6/. According to Higgins and 
Kennedy the temperature in the centre of the Earth is only 

about 15 deg below the correeponding melting temperature. 

We see that the corresponding curve 2 ap_proximates the data 

of Doornboe very well. 
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In the outer core the mechnaism of order parameter relaxation 

does not work because in the liquid state 1l., is identical 

to zero (no long-range order, vanishing shear modulus). 

In this way we many also account for the low Q-1
-values in

the outer core. 

In the paper of Stiller et al. /4/ also a further mechaniem 

of wave attenuation has been discussed. The effect is based 

on energy lose due to thermal conduction when elaetic waves 

propagate in inhomogeneous matter (quaei-polycristalline,

grained, impurities etc.). A detailed analysis gives highest 

values of Q-1 ( �10-3) when the inhomogeneous matter has a

characteristic size of about 10-3 m. This effect of wave

attenuation can never explain the peak-struoture at the ICB 

but may be important in the deep inner core. 

3. Concluding remarks

From our investigations we may conclude that the whole inner 

core is in a thermodynamical state very near to its melting 

point. The inner core is so to say already "soft" and therefore 

seismic wave attenuation is so high. 

Another meohanism of wave attenuation may play an important 

role in the deep inner core far away from the ICB. This effeot 

hinte to an inhomogeneous struoture of the inner core. 

We want to recall that such a state is the usual state of 

planetary matter. Especially "dirty" matter, like the matter 

in the Earth's interior, is expeoted to have such a struture. 

-
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JOINT USE OF cos:rrrc AND ASTROGEODETIC METHODS FOR 

GEODYNAMICAL INVESTIGATIONS 

N.Georgiev, cv.Gergov

CENTRAL LABORATORY FOR GEODESY 

BULGARIAN ACADEM! OF SCIENCES 

(Abstract) 

A proposal for joint treatement by least squares ad

juatement of astrogeodetic and cosmic meaeurements for deter

mination of the pole movement and Earth's rotatian is made. 

COBMECTHOE ßCIIOJ11,30BAHßE KOCWJNECID1X M ACTPOHOMO-rEO.llF,3WIECID1X 

METO)IOB TIPH rEO,lJl1HANIWIBCiillX l-1CCJiFJlOBAH11RX 

H.reoprKeB, U.reprOB

UeHTpaJIJ:,Ha.H �a6opaTop:wI BHcmeä reo.neso 

EoMapcKOli aKa.n;eMHH HayK....CcxpruI 

( Peame) 

)IaHa M8T0,10ma COBMeCTHOH o6pa60TKH no M8TO.tJY HaHMeHl,JIJHX 

KBa.npaTOB acTpoHOMo-reo.neaHqecKHX H KOcMHqecKHX H3Mepemrli JJ.Jm

onpe,neJieHIDI .ItBIDKeHIDI noJmCa H Bpamemm 3eMJm. 
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1. rntroduotian

A new branoh of soience of the Earth has appeared recently 

aa an interdisciplinary aoience between geodesy, geophysica, asbo

noiey and oceanology. Th.is is the geodynamios. 

The subjeot of geodynamios is to atudy the changes in time 

and space of the location of points on earth surface, e1emente of 

ea.rth gravitational field, Earth rotation and pole motion, and their 

respeotive mathematical and phyaical interpretatian. 

Taking into consideration the large range of the abovemen-

tioned geodynamical phenomena • global, oontinenta1, regional and 

local - we would point out that we shall dieouse here problems re

lated to the Earth as a whole, na.nsly Ea.rth rotatian and pole mo

tion by using classical, astrogeodetic and modern methoda. It shou.ld 

be also noted that these are the only methoda offering quantitative 

oharacteriatics of geodynamioal research work having one or another 

degree of accuracy. At present the aocuracy of the astrogeodetio ob

aervations is of the order of 0."01, when determining the 1atitude,

and 0!001 (O, "015) during time observation obtained afte:r averaging

5-day observaticma. This accUTaoy dependa mainly on the equipment 

uaed in obaervation which will not be oapable to p•rovide for better 

resu1 ts in the near future. 

Using modern methods and equipment in satellite geodeay is an 

innovatian in studying the global geodynamical phenomma. Th.e re

sul.ts obtained repreaent a ground that allows to believe that the 

ooamio methods will inorease the aoc1:Iracy of the values determined 

b.J one order and will allow to study aome speoial in:fluences and 

influenoes of ahort periods, as well as their modifioations. 

-
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Speoifio syatematic errors, the aouroea of whioh are not yet 

oompletely atudied and defined, are inherent not on1y of the astro� 

geodetioal methods, but of the cosmio methods too. This oiroumstanoe 

and the requiremant for an increase of the accuracy of the elements 

to be determined :1.mpose to prooeed to the study of the poaaibility 

to uae jointly astrogeodetio and ooamic observationa. 

2. Joint nse of latitude and time observationa to determine

pole oo-ordinatea

As it ia well known, aince 1967 the Intenmtiona1 Hme Ser

vice (BIH) has started j oint treatment of latitude and time meaimre

nents to determine pole 0O-ardinates (x, y) and uneven Earth rota-

tion '.? = UT1 - UTC, by tu5ing the aet of observation equations for 

the ep·och T (1) • 

(1) 

where 

{ x(T)eo!,J\0i +�(T)sh,l.oi +z(T)=�(T) - �oi , 

[x (T) sin -Äoi - � (T) eos .Ä,i]t� 'J,i +t(T) = [tL TO; - U TC],

are the geographical oo-ordinates of the obaer

vatian statian for the adopted initial epooh T.o 

� (T) is the lati tude obtained from observation duri:cg 

the epooh T

Z (T) and t (T) are terms inoludin& the aystematioal ini'lu

encea a.nd are equal for all stati0l!l8 

The soluticm of the set o� observation equationa (1) 1• made 
b� reapectillg the candition. 

t-4 w� 

(2} [ (\J'i - �oi) 
1 
+ [ (.Ai - �oi) cos2 

\J oi � lllin •

�1 i� 

"aking 1nto cona1deration the method of 'trea1ment o� latitude 

.Äoi, ~oi -
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and time astrogeodetic observationa adopted 'hy Bm, we have nade mo

del investigationa to determine pole oo-ordinates by separate and 

Joint applioaticm o:f the rel.evant ].atitude and time observations. 

The observation equationa o:f type (1) in whioh the materiale o:f the 

five stationa determining pole motion - Mitzuzawa, Kitab, Carlofort.e, 

Gei tersberg and Yukia - were 1il8ed for thia purpo•e• Table 1 ahows 

the mean square erro�s 111:x, Dly- o:f pole oo-ordinatea x, y determined 

by adjustment ll8ing the method o.:f the 1eaat auqares and the mean 

aquare error• ms, � of the additional tmknown va1uea • and t. • 

Table 1 

Mean square e:n-ors �m/ 'mylm/ mz•• 10-2 m;. 10-,
obBerva ti o:na 

Latitude 0,22 o, 18 o,45 • 

time 0,43 0,52 • 0,58

Latitude and time 0,19 0,11 0,45 0,58
(jointly) 

Taking into oonaideration the wel1-lmown oiromnstanoe that 

it i■ not auitable to uae only :time obaervationa, when determining 

pole oo-ordinates, the oommcm treatment o:f latitude and time obser

vations 1eads to a alightly noticeable inoreaae o:f pole 00-ordinate 

acouracy and to a reduction o:f the influence of the systematical 

errora an the va1ues determined, aa illuatrated by the . mean aquare 

errora obtained and ■hoa in Table 1 • 

3. Study of pole motion and Earth rotation by artifioial aatellite■
of the :Barth

lt ia not po■aible to improve at preeent the astrogeodetio 
ob■ermticm aoouraoy a• mentioned abave beoauae of the ayatematical 

-
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and probable errora of obaervation, error• in atar cataloguea, ano

ma.liea in atmospherio refraction„ etc. Thia is 8Jll obatacle to the 

atudy of impor-tant geodyna.mioal phenomena auch aa modifioationa in 

ahort perioda of Ea.rth rotation velocity, diurnal nutation provoked 

b,y .Earth'• liquid oore, eatabliahment of a relationahip between aeis

mic activity and pole Cha.ndler•s motion, drift of the continents,etc. 

The reaulta obtained by meana of the new teohnical equipmant 

and methoda such aa laaer and Doppler observations by artificial ea

tellites of the Earth, optical laser location of the Moon, very long 

baae line interferometry represent a ground to oonsider that much 

more accurate and detailed data my be obtained in th& near future 

for the above geodynamioal phenomena. This is oonfirmed also by the 

accnxaoies of ± 0.02 m in diata.nce determination by meane of laser 

ra.nge finders and by Doppler measurements of the order of ± 0.20 m 

:published in some p_apers„ 

It should be taken into cönsideration further that, wha de

termining the oharaoteristios of global geodynamical phenomena by 

observation by artificial satellites of the Earth, it is neoeasary 

to predict eatellite co-ordinate• at any moment with an acou:racy 

correapondillg to the acom-acy of the measuring apparatua. It ia po

asible to enaure the uae with good resulta of the artificial aate11i

tea of the Earth, when atudyillg geodynamica1 phenomena, only by ea

tabli•hing a corrempondence between observation accuracy and predio

tion. 

When uain8 laser meaaurementa of the diatanoe to the artifi
oial satellitea of the Earth and of pole motion, equation■ of type

[2] are ueed uaually

D. -D., =f. {[( Xs COS'I' 4 ':ls sin 'I') Zp - Zs :t.p) :r. -

(3) 
-[ (X s S in I\' - 'J$ cos 'l' )zp + Zs �rl � -[( :X.p X$-+�, ':15 hin 'V + 

,: 
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where 

De - measured distance from the station to the satellite 

Do - distance caloulated on the baeis of ephemerides 

99 

Xs , 'Js, Zs - oo-ordinates of the arti:ficial satellite o:f 

the .Earth at the moment t in inertial system 

o:f co-ordinatea 

Xp,�p, Zf - co-ordinates of stations in the .Earth's co

ordinate system 

�.� - pole oc-ordinates

W - angular rotation veloci ty of the Earth

- angle between axes of true atar systern o:f axea 

and inertial system

When Doppler observations of the arti:ficial satellites of the 

Earth to be used also for determination of pole oo�ordinates are 

available, it will be possible to use different methods and mathema-

tical models. Here, we shall use the equation [3] • t 

N;i = ¾{l(t�i - � 1-x)' + !ttti-�l-� )' + t1.i -zi• ]1-

(4) 

-(u "S; -� )-X )2+(l'li-�)-'J)2 + ( 'C; -2 J"]t} + �f f>t ,
where 

Nij - is a Doppler integral nmnber 

.6f =f-f O 
- is the diffe:renoe between received and emitted

frequencies 

- ia the time interva1 in which

integration is made

Doppler shifting 

- are satellite co-ordinatea at different moments. . 

X,�.z 
t andJ 
- are co-ordinates of Earth's atation

-

+(~p Xs - :I.p '3s) cos 4'] W , 
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In this case we have oonnected pole oo.-crdinates X , � 

with satellite oo�ordina.tes, accepting that, when determining sate

llite orbit, pol.e motion influence has not been taken into account. 

4. Joint use of astrogeodetic and cosmic measurements in pole

mGtiac. and Earth rotation determination

Here, we sball discuss the possibility of a joint treatment, 

on the basis of the least suqares, of results obtained by using dif

ferent methods of measurement. We think that this method is most 

suitable for use for the time being, since we have a heterogeneous 

infm-matian available cm whioh some unknown and not completely stu

died systematical factors have a certain influence. It shou.ld be 

expected that such a joint treatment will reduce the in:fluence of 

the systematical errors on the geodynamical values determined. 

By using equations (1), (3) and (4) and after the relevant 

linearization, we obtain the observation equations of every station 

L , and of K ar L satellite observations recorded in a matrix:

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

a) equations for latitude

A-!, (f ;) + i + 1':fi = v\Ji , 
1,1 

d,u, 

b) equations for time

ti; (;1) + t + J�; =Vl; ' 

c) equations for laser �easurements to a satellite

Py1e: 
1(.1( 
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(8) 

d) equations f'or Doppler measurements to a satellite

d.x. 
f\��i cl � l.'!I d,w 
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In the equations (5) - (8) are used the f'ollowing signif'i" 
cations: 

A - is the :matrix of' the ooef'f'ioients preceding the correc-

tions dx, d.� , d W of' pole oo-ordinates and .Earth rotation whioh

are 1ooked for ; 2 , t , U. , V ... are unknown values inclu-

ding systematical influences; B • is the matrix of the coef'fi"

cients preoeding the corrections d.R ( d.X., d \J , cl Z } o:f the

co-ordinates of' Earth's stations that are looked f'or; 

C - is the ma.trix of the coe:fficients preceding the unknown cor

rections d.Sj of' satellite orbit elements; f ... is oonstant terms;

V � is the oorrections o:f the relevant measurements; p � is

their weights. 

The observatian equ.ations (5) .. (8) will be written down in 

short as follows: 

(9) , 

where we have as to the matrix of the coef'ficients preceding the 

unknowns 

Ä'Ji 0 0 1 
1,\ 

(10) Äi - A>-.i 0 0 
t,S 

t,\ 
' 

A9i 
\) 

Bqi 
I<.,) 

c�i
lc.,{, 

I
I( 

�ll.9i Bfl�i Ct.qi lt 
t,} l,!i t., t,, 

-

1 
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where t =K+t+2 
stations on the Earth 

Vector of oonstant terms 

(11) F � = 1 J\J 
Veotor of corrections 

(12) V�= 1 V'!

Matrix of weights 

> 

, s = 3n +1?>

}l 
' f J ' f A5' 1 

, V,._ , V� , VA� 1 

' 

, 

, 

c13> P; = { r11 , p). , P9 , P ... 9 } ,

Veotor of unknowns 

(14) t::,." = 1 d,? , cl'R , d.S , C 1 .

As to the symbols in (14) we have

d.p* = 1 dx , d, 'ä , dw 1
, 

(15) dR•= lclR1,d.R1, .... d.Rnl, 

n - number of

cts•=- 1 clu, d.n., d.L, cla.�, ola.�, cln 1 ,
C* = j 2 ,- t, U. , V t

From (9) we obtain the normal equations by means of which

we define the unknowns � 

(16) 

where 

(17) 

N� + W = o 

i=1 

l'\ -� 

w = L Äi Pi Fi
t=i 

' 

" N=L Ä~PiAi, 
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The system {16) may be solved by di:f:fere.nt methods depen„

ding on which group ot unknowns in (14) should be determined. Sinoe 

in this case i t is the UD.knowns Cl P ( d. X. , cl y , d. w ) , cha.raote• 

rizing pole motion and Fa.rth rotation that are essential, they may 

be wri tten down in the last place in the system {16) 1 and during 

the solution it is possible to obtain only these values together

with the relevant estimates ot their average errors. 
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Problems in Definin� a Standard Tidal Correction Model 

by 

Markku Heikkinen 1)

Zusammenfassung 

Die Definition eines einfachen Standardmodells zur Gezeiten

korrektion enthält Probleme, von denen einige erörtert werden. 

Die Genauigkeit der LONGMANschen Formeln wird diskutiert. 

Abstract 

The paper summarizes a number of problems which have to be 

dealt with when creating a simple standard tidal correction 

model. The accuracy of Longman's formulas is discussed. 

1. General

A standard tidal correction model is a set of formulas and rules

which are accurate enough to cover most of the applications and 

which, at the same time, are relatively simple to implement. An 

inaccurate model has little use, and if the formulas and rules are 

exceedingly complicated, hard to use or too subjectively chosen, 

people will simply not use them. 

The tidal correction can be thought to consist of two separate 

parts. First, we have the direct tidal effect, which can easily be 

defined in simple mathematical terms. The direct effect is all we 

would have if the earth were totally rigid. Second, we have the 

indirect effect of the yielding of the earth and the displaced 

water masses. 

1) Finnish Geodetic Institute
Ilmalankatu 1 A
SF-00240 Helsinki 24
Finland
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Prineipally, the direct effect is straightforward to calculate. 

If we bave the coordinates of the Sun and the Moon, the rest is 

simple mathematics. Nevertheless, the computational procedures 

have to be well chosen to make a fit standard. For our purposes 

the coordinates of the Moon and the Sun cannot be obtained by 

observational procedures. They have to be computed or taken from 

a list of precomputed values. The most logical choice for the 

ephemeris (a set of coordinates for the Moon and the Sun) is to 

use the coordinates published in the current edition of the 

Almanac. At present these coordinates are based on Brown's and 

Newcomb's well-known theories. 

The real problem with the direct tidal effect is the amount 

of approximation that can be allowed. The coordinates in the 

Almanac are printed only at regular time intervals and their 

computatio·n for an exact epoch involves interpolation. This kind 
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of manual reading is also laborious and it is often preferable to 

calculate the coordinates independently. However, the formulas in 

Brown's and Newcomb's theories are complicated, and simplified 

computational procedures have definite advantages. Both the inter

polation and the simplification of the formulas introduce approximation 

into the computed tidal correction. An upper limit for this 

approximation is essential for a standard tidal correction model; 

the specification of an actual interpolation formula or a certain 

type of computational method is of lesser importance. In Chapter 2 

we summarize a number of factors which affect the accuracy of the 

tidal model. lt is shown that an accuracy of 0.05 - 0.01 µGal 

(10-8
m/s

2
) can be achieved relatively easily.

The indirect tidal effect is a great deal more difficult to 

standardize. About all that can be done is to give factors (e.g. 

1.1 6 for the vertical component) by which the direct tidal force 

is multiplied in order to get the correction. The actual indirect 

effect depends largely on local geophysical features and the 

proximity of the oceans. The use of a single multiplying factor, 

on the·other hand, seems to leave residuals of several microgals 

(e.g. Duearme, Poitevin, Loodts, 1978.) when compared with actual 

observations. Even the inertial effect which is felt by the 

gravimeter when the earth's crust moves up and down can reach 

-
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0.5 µGal if we assume that a tidal force of 100 #Gal causes a 

displacement of 20 cm. The accuracy of the indirect part in the 

tidal model cannot reach the high precision to wbich tbe tidal

force is comp�ted for a rigid earth. A atandard tidal correction 

model can include a certain multiplying factor. On the other hand, 

the standard may a·llow the separation of the indirect part from 

the direct one; i.e. observers would use the direct standard tidal 

model and, if necessary, formulate the indirect effect as they see 

fit. 

2. Smaller effects in the direct tidal force

2.1. How accurate should the astronomical data be in_order to 
, .. 

achieve an accuracy of 0.10 or 10.01 µGal 

Let us use the simple approximate formula 

F = 2 cos z - 1 )

for the vertical component F of the tidal force. 

Here 

( 1) 

is the gravitational constant of the celestial body, 

0.01230002 X 3.986005x10 14 m3 /s2 for the Moon,

1.32712438x1020 m3/s2 for the Sun,

r is the radius of the earth, approximately 6370 km, 

R is the distance between the center of the earth and 

the celestial body, and 

z is the zenith angl�··of the celestial body. 

Differentiating formula (1) with respect to z we have 

dF = - G � R3 6 ein z cos z dz 

r 
= - G � R3 3 sin 2z dz 

This has a maximum value at z = 45
° of 

dF = - 3 G � 
R3

dz max 

G V1:5 

r 

r 
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By taking R = 3.565x108m for the minimum distance of the Moon 

and R = 1.47x1011m for that of the Sun we have 

dF = - 210 µGal dz for the Moon, and 
max 

dF = - 80 µGal dz for the Sun. 
max

This means that an error of 10 11 (= 4.848x1o-5rad) in the angular

position of the Moon causes a discrepancy of 0.01 µGal in the 

vertical component of the tidal force. For ·the Sun the discrepancy 

would be 0.004 µGal. 

We next keep the angle z constant and differentiate 
with reapect to the distance R.

We have r
2 

dF = - 3 G� -:It'"(3 cos z - 1 ) dR 
R 

F 

= - 3 dR 

R 

Using the approximate formula 

of the Moon and the distance R

We have 

dR 
= -

R 

F 

dF = 3 dIT 

dF max = 23000 µGal 

. 

r 

R = ...., 

we get 

an 

-

IT 

dIT

dF = -160 µGal/AU dRmax 

between the parallax IT 

and 

for the Moon, and 

for the Sun. 

An accuracy of 0.01 µGal thus requires that IT (for the Moon) 

be known to within + 0�1 and R (for the Sun) be known to within 

+ 6.3x10-5 AU (Astro�omical Units, 1.4959787ox1011 m).

It follows from the linearity of the differential formulas that 

the limits for an accuracy of 0.10 µGal are ten times larger. 

-

n 

n 
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2.2. The effect of the planets 

Venus causes a maximum effect of 0.007 µGal, and Jupiter an 

effect of 0.0008 µGal (Heikkinen, 1978, p. 11). 

2.3. The effect of the ellipsoidal shape of the earth 

This effect is detailed in Heikkinen, 1978 (pp. 12-20). 

The linear acceleration of the center of mass of the earth is 

affected by the ellipsoidal shape of the earth to the extent of 

0.002 µGal. 

Considerably greater, however, is the effect of the angular 

acceleration. The attraction of a celestial body on the equatorial 

bulge of the earth gives the earth angular acceleration, gives 

rise to precession and nutation, and causes a plumbline to tilt, 

as seen in Fig. 1. 

PLUMBLINE 

IS TILTEO 

THE MOON 

OR 

THE SUN 

Fig. 1. The attraetion of a celestial body gives the earth 

an angular acceleration in the direction o! the arrow. 

... •· .. 
.. ···· 

1,.c,-====--. •• •• 

.. 

.. ··· .. ·· .. •· 
.. ·•·· . 

.. ·· 

___ O 
.. · .·· .. 

. ·· 
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This can affect the horizontal components of the tidal force by 

0.3 µGal and the vertical component by 0.001 µGal. 
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The ellipsoidal effect cannot be calculated from tidal potential

expressions, which are all based on a spherical earth model, and its

inclusion into a standard tidal model requires special attention. 

2.4. The effect of a change in IAU constants 

A standard tidal model will preferably use the latest IAU approved 

astronomical constanta. Among the changed constants from the system 

of 1964 to that of 1976 are (e.g. Groten, 1979, Appendix E) (SI units) 

G l\roon 

G MS un 

Unit 
Distance 

1964 

3.98603x10
14/8 1.30 

1.32718x10
20 

1.496x10 
11

1976 

143.986005x10 X 

0.01230002 

1.32712438x10
20 

1.4959787ox10 
11 

(1976-1964)/1964 

- 1.46x10-5

4 -5- .19x10 

4 -5- 1. 2x10 

Based on the considerations of 2.1 these three changes can have 

a maximum effect of 0.002 µGal each. 

2.5. Geometrical or apparent coordinates 

Apparent coordinates are published in the Almanac. They are thus 

co:ri-�cted for aberration, which is approximately 2 0�5 for the Sun 

and 0�7 for the Moon. The Sun's aberration causes a maximum 

difference of 0.008 µGal, using the formulas of 2. 1. 

This question arises in connection with the theories stating 

that the gravitational attraction advances at the speed of light. 

2.6. Nutation 

The coefficient of the largest nutational term (which affects 

longitude) has the value 17". The possible omiasion of this 

term causes an effect of 0.017 µGal in the tidal force. 

-
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2.7. Ephemeris Time, Universal Time 

Ephemeris Time is the argument of Newcomb's Tables of the Sun. 

It is the time that has to be given as starting data for 

the Tables in order to get correct solar coordinates. The difference 

between Ephemeris Time and Universal Time is about 50 seconds for 

1980, and as the Moon travels a maximum of 15�4 in 24 hours, this 

difference has an effect of 32'' in the longitude of the Moon. This 

again (formulas of 2.1) causes a difference of 0�03 µ Gal in the 

vertical component of the tidal force. As the Sun moves only about 

one degree a day, its effect is smaller. 

2.8. How many terma should be taken from Brown'a series 

The current lunar ephemeris is based on Brown's series, which 

have over 2500 terms. They are not all necessary when computing 

tidal forces. Table 1 shows the number of terms which have 

coefficients larger (in absolute terms) than 0�01, 0�1, 111 , 

1011 or 100". 

We have also truncated the series at these points and then 

computed the lunar coordinates once every 24 hours for five years. 

The maximum discrepancies between these results and the 'true' 

coordinates given by the complete series are also given in Table 1. 

It can be seen (referring to the results of 2.1) that in order to 

obtain an even and equal truncation effect from all three series, 

it is advisable to include an approximately equal number_of terms 

in each series. For example, taking the 60 largest terms in 

longitude, 45 in latitude and 56 in sine parallax gives us a total 

of 161 terms and maximum errors of 0.011 µGal, 0.009 µGal and 

0.010 µGal , respectively. 

2.9. Longman's formulas 

Longman's formulas (Longman, 1959) have long served as the basis 

for the tidal correction used in practice all over the world. These 

formulas have a very small number of terms and the error caused by 

the approximations can exceed + 3 µGal. 

Fig. 2 shows for 24 hours the difference between Longman's 
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,.. 
Q) 

1 

10011 13 

1011 27 

1" 60 

0.1 11 143 

0.01" 386 

.A.11 1113 

LONGITUDE LATITUDE SINE PARALI...l'X 
J-4 J.. 
Q) Q) 

1970 1972 1974 1976 1978 1 1970 1972 1974 1976 1978 1 1970 1972 1974 1976 1978 
Ä Ä 

240 330 300 200 270 7 170 220 190 190 200 2 77 81 8.o 76 76 

52 82 74 67 53 14 61 90 82 71 61 5 9.4 10 9.1 11 7.5 

7.8 11 9.5 7.3 7.9 45 5.8 9.1 7 .1 6.9 5. 1 9 4.4 4.4 4.3 5.2 5.3 

1.3 1.6 1.9 1.3 1.3 94 1.2 1.6 1.2 1.0 o.8 28 o.46 0.56 0.51 0.61 o.44

0.22 0.23 0.21 0.19 0.20 221 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.21 56 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.08 0.07 

839 643 

Table 1. The table shows the number o! te�ms in Brown's seriee, when the eeries

are truncated at 100", 1011 , 1", 0�1 or 0�01 • For instance, the latitude 

seriea has 45 terms with a coefficient larger than 111
• The table also 

shows the maximum truncation errors which occurred in the yeara indicated.

The truncation errors are expresaed in seconda of arc. 
-' 

-' 
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cn 
..J 
< 
c., 
0 
0:: 
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2 
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0 

-1

-2

-3

total vertical 
component \ 

difference 
I 

-
- - - - - - - -

Fig 2. The approximation error of Longman's vertical 

for latitude = o
0

, longitude = o
0

, from April 

at 11 o'clock GMT to April 12, 1980 at 11. 

component 

11, 1980 

The total vertical component and the zenith angle of the 

Moon are also shown in the figure. The one microgal line 

corresponds to 100 microgals in the total component and 

to 180
° 

in the zenith angle. The maximum error shown 

is 3.6 microgals. 

vertical tidal component and the component given by. the ephemerides 

of the Almanac. The computation place is o
0 

longitude, o
0 

latitude; 

the whole of 1980 was examined for maximum discrepancy (using an 

interval of 2.4 hours); the limit of 3 µGal was exceeded several 

times, and Fig. 2 shows the discrepancy for a day in April 1980. 
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3. Conclusions

It has been seen that the theoretical tidal force includes a

number of small effects within the range 0.001 to 0.03 µGal, 

and while the accuracy of 0.01 µGal can easily be achieved, 

the limit of 0.05 µGal might give an opportunity for a few 

significant simplifications. Among them is the possibility to 

ignore the difference between Ephemeris Time and Universal Time. 
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Variation of the CHANDLER period derived from latitudes observed at Pctsd6m Obeervatory 

3oachim Höpfner1) 

Summary 

Previously the latitudes observad at tha Potsdam Gaodetic-Astronomical Observatory 
had baen investigated by the harmonic analysis with respect to the temporal Varia
tions of the mean latitude as well es of the amplitude and phase of the CHANDLER, 
annual and semiannual wobbles, the CHANDLER period taking conetantly as 1.200 yeare. 
On the base of the eignificantly obtained variation of tha phase of the CHANDLER 
wobble, further etudies were to be made with consideration being given to a variable 
CHANDLER period. - Using the simple and the modified harmonic analysas, the resulte 
were derived for periode of treatment of eix years at intervals of three months. 
According to this, the CHANDLER period varies between 1. 185 and 1.193 years from 
1957.8 to 1978.0. 

PeaDMe 

ITp8lltHH8 HCCJie.noBamm IIIHpOT, Ha6Jm.naeMWC B reo.nealf118CK0-8CTpoHOMH'l8CKOI o6cepBaTOpßll 
IlOTO.ItSMa, B OTHOW8HD BpeMeHHHX HSMeaeHBA cpe,ltHel IIIHpOTli, a TBREe 8WIJ1HTY.ztH H q>aSH 
qau,n;JiepoBCKOI, ro.ztOBOI H no.nyro.noBol BOJIH 6wm npOHSBe.neHH no cnooody rapMOHlfll8CKOro 
8BBJll!Sa c npBIDITHM qaB,1VIepOBCKHM nepHO.ItOM B I,200 ro.na. Ha OCHOBamul SHa�eJil>HOI 
Bap� q>aSH qaJWiepOBCKOI BOJiml �aJll>HelmBe HCCJI8.It0Bamtll .ItOJJEHH $SHTI> c,neJ18.BH, np:BHBMaH 
BO BHBMBHBe nepeMeHHHI qaB,1VIepoBcKml nepHo.n. - Onpe�e�eHli pesyJil>TaTH ,nJm nepHo,noB o6pa-

'

OOTKH B 6 �eT npH HHT8PBa.718X B qeTBepTl> ro�a c IlOMOIJU,ll IlpOCTOI'O H ll))tl'q)J/D:tHPOBaHHOro 
rapMOHlfll8CROI'O aHaJIHSOB. CoOTB8TCTB8HHO 9TOMY qaB,1VIepoBcRd nepHO.zt DMeHJl8TCR Meg;zy 
I,I85 H I,I93 ro.nru.m c I957.8 no I9'78.0 rr. 

1. Introduction

Several papers L2 - g have been published on the etudies of tha latitudes
obeerved at the Potsdam Geodetic-Astronomical Observatory, which refer to temporal 
variatione of the mean latitude and tha amplitude and phasa of the CHANDLER, annual, 
and eemiannual wobbles. Tihe resulte were determined by harmonic analysie and a fixad 
CHANDLER period of 1.200 years. Aa far ae the phaee of the CHANDLER wobble is 
concerned, ita temporal Variation was found tote eignificant (eea Fig. 4 in L"lJ 
and Fig. 2b in L4J). T.his means that tha actual CHANDLER period deviates somewhat 
fro� the assumed value and shculd be variable to a limited extent. It was thought 
desirsble therefore to conduct further studiee including temporal variation of the 
CHANDLER period. 
!)Akademie der Wissenschaften der DDR, 

Zentralinstitut für Physik der Erde, 
DDR-1500 Potsdam, Telegrafenbarg A 17 
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2. Further improvement of letitude values

Previous investigations L2 - iJ were based on the latitude valuee from 1957.B to
1977.0 homogenized and improved by group corrections. It had been shown that the 
OANJON astrolabe employed for astronomical time and latitude determination was not an 
impersonal instrument. Aiming ot further improving the latitude values, corrections 
for personal equations in latitude were derived and applied. These corrections turned 
out to vary temporally, between -0.099• and +0.102•. From then the studies were based 
on homogenized latitude values improved by group corrections and for personal 
equations, particularly for the period from 1957.8 to 1978.0. 

3. Simple and modified harmonic analyses

With the aim of obtaining elso the length of the CHANDLER period it was proposed
to use a modified harmonic analysis method. In the caae of simple harmonic analysis

the functional modal for adjustment with the mean latitude and the pairs of 
coefficients for the CHANDLER, annual, and eemi-annual wobbles has 7 unknowns. If 
modified ha�monic analysis is used the CHANDLER period becomes the 8th unknown. This 
means that there is no longer e linear connection between tha unknowns. Approximate 
values for the unknowns are therefore required in order to solve the equation systema 
which have been linearized with the aid of a TAYLOR series. These must be sufficient
ly close to the actual values to avoid any pronounced inaccuracy which might be 
caused by the neglected terms of second and higher order of the TAYLOR series. 

4. Derivation of resulte

4.1. General procedure 

The variability of the CHANDLER period was investigated as described in LJ.J, 1.e. 
treatments covered a period of six years with time displacements of three months. The 
zero point for time metering is the epoch 1958.0. The 58 treatments have the median 
epochs from September/October 1960 to December 1974/January 1975 at three-month 
intervals. They were based on latitude values which varied in number between 1,329 
end 705. Their results were derived by simple and modified harmonic analyaes. 

4.2. Special procedure 

Simple harmonic analyais was ueed to determine the approximate values of the 
unknowns for modified harmonic analyais, with adjuetmenta perfor■ed uaing a fixed 
CHANDLER period between 1.200 and 1.182 yeara and an interval of 0 0002 years. The 
criterion for the adjustment results that give tha best approximate values together 
with the CHANDLER period introduced into the apecific calculation, should be that the 
mean square error ie ■inimal, i.e. 

•
0 

• min. within the treatmente.

Deciaiona, however, were posaible only in the case of nine treatments, end the 
latitude values ••re either unfavourably diatributed or ineufficient in number in the 
other ca•••• 
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It can be assumed that the phase of the CHANDLER wobble changes at shorter 
intervals than ita period. Tihe treatments for six-year periods give amoothed results, 
end a direct phase change in the CHANDLER wobble is therefore unreal, but what is 
indicated is a change in period. The second criterion therefore was that the phase 
of the CHANDLER wobble must be constant with time, 

<XcH • conat. between the treatments.

Modified harmonic analyeis was carried out uaing the approximate valuea found by 
applying the two criteria. The calculations were repeated with the resulte obtained, 
the purpose being confirmation. It turned out that the results were in agreement with 
the approximate values only in those treatments where m0 � min. 0nly the results of 
four treatments were eventually assumed to be definitive. In one case the result was 
implausible, and in four others better results were obtained using the criterin 

ct.cH • conet. This indicates that modified harmonic analysis requires very good data
material as far as quantity and distribution are concerned. 

Then the question arose what agreement there was between the final results 
obtained from modified harmonic analysis and those from simple harmonic analysis 
using a fixed definitive CHANDLER period. As a first step, therefore, those treat
ments that were suitable were checked to see whether the adjustment results were 
available for the definitive value of the CHANDLER period rounded to three decimals. 
Where this was not the case, a supplementary calculation was made using that value. 
The results from the two analysis methods were then compared, and it was found that 
they were in agreement and thus confirmed one another. 

Concerning the final resulta from the other treatments, the only way to determine 
them was according to the criterion °'cH = const., from the adjustment results
obtained from simple harmonic analysis. In order to define these results, the four 
phase angles of the CHANDLER wobble which were already definitive, served as 
reference values. In this connection it was necessary, mostly as a supplement to the 
adjustments with a CHANDLER period interval of 0.002 yeara, to determine one or two 
intermediate values for the latter. 

0f the definitive results derived for the eight quantities - the mean latitude of 
Potsdam, the amplitude, phase and period of the CHANDLER wobble and the amplitude and 
phaee of the annual and semi-annual wobbles - only those relating to the CHANDLER 
period will be discuesed here. 

5. Results relatin9 to the CHANDLER period

The latitudes observed et the Potsdam 0bservatory between 1957.8 and 1978.0 gave
values of the CHANDLER period from 1.185 to 1.193 years. Fig. 1 ahows its temporal 
variation. The mean square errors related to the results obtained by adjustment are 
also indicated and amount to �0.002 years. 

According to theae investigations, the actual average value of the CHANDLER period 
is 1.189 years. More studies must be made to find out in how far the associated 
te�poral Variation is real. CH0LLET and DEBARBAT LfJ determined a CHANDLER period of 
1.192 years from the amplitude spectrum of latitudes observed at Paris from 1956.5 to 
1970.8. Aa can be seen from Fig. 1 the comparable own values, or their average which 
ie 1.191 years, are in good agreement witn that result. 
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On variations of the period of CHANDLER-wobble 

H • Joch111ann1) 

Summary 
The period of CHANDLER-wobble, calculated by suitable modified harmonic analysis, 

seems to variate in short periods of time with remarkable amounts {0.04 a). These 
variations cannot be proved by the theory of polar-motion. From an input-output
analysis of the system of polar-motion it was found that nonsecular-variations of the 
period do not amount to the value obtained by harmonic analyses. 

Zusammenfassung 
Die mit Hilfe der harmonischen Analyse berechnete CHANDLER-Periode variiert in re

lativ kurzen Zeiträumen um bemerkenswerte Beträge {0,04 a). Diese Variationen sind auf 
Grund der Theorie der Polbewegung nicht erklärbar. Durch eine Eingangs-Ausgangs-Analy
se des Systems der Polbewegung wurde festgestellt, daß nichtsäkulare Variationen die
ser Periode die mittels harmonischer Analyse berechneten Beträge nicht erreichen kön

nen. 

1. Phanomenon and possibility of a variation of the period of CHANDLER-wobble

Several publications concerned with the hermonic analysis of polar-motion express 
a variation with time of the period of CHANDLER-wobble. This variation can be accepted 
being real only if we can stat-e a natural cause for it. Tho model of polar-motion is 
given by the differential-equation 

(1) Ü +..lu „ i ß (u-y,)

referring to a plane pole-coordinate-system. The origin of this system is the mean 
position of the pole of inertia. In (1 ) are 

u the vector of the pole of rotation
� the vector of the excitation-function 
�� o.os the damping parameter, 

and 

{2) /l • 
21)-' 
To

ie the circular frequency of CHANDLER-wobble. 
According to LOVE and LARMOR { 1909) the CHANDLER-period 1s related to the EULERian

period 

( 3) 

by the equation 

!)Akademie aer Wissenschaften der DDR, 
Zentralinstitut für Physik der Erde, 
DDR-1500 Potsöam, Telegrefenberg A 17 
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1 
(4) c.c,2 a 1 - -------,,,-- k 

2 g 6- '°
2 a

Variations of the CHANDLER-period could depend on variations of the parametera of 
equation (4). A variation of Tr means a Variation of the mass-distribution, and a
variation of the LOVE-number k a Variation o the elastic properties of the Earth. In 
the period from 1930 to 1960 the CHANDLER-period variates from 1.16 to 1.20 a 
according to a harmonic analysis (Fig. 1). It is evident that this variation cannot 
be explained by variations of the parameters of formula (4). Further, variations of 
core-mantle-coupling could be mentioned as a sourc� of variations of T

0
, but already 

an approximate estimation of these effects shows that we cannot expect an influence 
on variations of T which explains an amount of 0.04 a.

0 

we must consider that harmonic analysis is not suited to determine T0 on certain 
circumstances, Especially it is not suited to determine a Variation of T

0 
since it 

is impossible to differ period-variations from phase-variations. Therefore a 
mathematical model to determine T0 must be choosen which ie in closer connection to 
the mechanics of polar-motion. 

2, �n input-output-analysis of the system of polar-motion. 

Polar-motion is represented by equation (1). The input of this equation is the 
excitation-function?r, Since the circular-frequency of the CHANDLER-wobble is a 
parameter of differential-equation (1) its value can be determined if an excitation
function and its corresponding part of polar-motion is known. 

We used the annual period of polar-motion and its excitation-function which is 
caused by meteorological events. In our case it comprises seasonal air-mass-mations 
and variations of ground-water-storage. The excitation-function was calculated by the 
following relation: 

(5) 7./(t) • - C � Afi ('f,/, t) sin 2y,exp (il) ds.
s 

By this equation mass-motion is represented as density-variation of a layer at the 
Earth's surface. D ('f',Ä, t) involves the local density-variations and parameters 
depending on the Earth'e shape. From monthly mean values of tf(t) the mean values of 
the annual periods for 1930.0 - 1939.9, 1940.0 - 1949,9, 1950.0 - 1959.9 were derived. 
Introducing this excitation-function in (1) a particular solution is obtained, 
expressing the polar-motion with annual period 

(6) has to be in accordance with the annual period calculated by pole-coordinates of
the IPMS (uA) provided that the circular-frequency of CHANDLER-wobble is correct.
Supposing that the differences uM - uA depend on an error of T.

0
, a correction of its

value can be calculated by minimizing the functional 
2fT 

(7) f (uM (t, To) - UA (t))2 dt.
0

T • T o r 

-- --- ---- -------

--

f 
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From (7) the following values of the CHANDLER-period were obtained:

Period To Accuracy Precision T' 
0 

1930 - 39.9 1.197 a 0.002 a 0.017 a 1.163 a 

1940 - 49.9 1.203 0.002 0.013 1.203 

1950 - 59.9 1.187 0.002 0.039 1.187 

1930 - 59.9 1.190 0.001 0.013 1.190 

T� are the value8, obtained from harmonic analy8e8. The accuracy repre8ents the 
error8 of pole-coordinate9 and a1r-pre8eure-value8. The prec181on 18 a measure for 
the knowledge of natural excitat1on-funct1ons with annual period. 

The values T must be considered as better approx1mat1ons to the real value of the 
CHANDLER-period, since the mathematical model, ueed for 1te calculat1on, 1s in closer 
connection to the physical model of polar-motion. It 18 proved by the obtained 
results that determinable nonsecular-variations of T

0 
do not exist. 

The variations obtained from harmonic analyses ara induced by variations of the 
phase-angle of CHANDLER-wobble. The values T

0 
and T� obtained for the period 

1930 - 59.9 agree very well. From thi8 en9ue9 that the mean of the phases vanishes 
for long time-series. 
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ÜTBOCHT8JihHhI8 rrepeMe�eHl1H Haqa.rr CHCTeM, npHMeHH8MhlX npH 

BbitlHCJI8Hl1H ROop,n;HHaT IlOJIIOCa 3eMJIH 

A.A.Kopcy-Hh, A.M.EMeu; 

/CCCP, KHeB, f�a.BHaH acTpoHoMHtreCRaR o6cepBaTopHH AH YCCP/

I. Koop,IJ.HHaTbI IIOJIIOCa 3eMJIH OO�HO BbitlHCJIHIOTCH B "3eMHoti:" CHCTeMe

KOOp,IJ.HHaT, ycJIOBHhIM o6pa30M CBH3aHHO:ti: C OTB8CHhlMH JI11Hl1.flMH B IIy-HRTax 

Ha6JIIO,IJ.8HHij. C 1962 r. ObIJia BBe,IJ.eHa CHCTeMa ROOp,IJ.HHaT, y KOTOpoti: OCb 

OZ npoxo,IJ.HT trepe3 ycJIOBHOe MeJK,IJ.yHapo,IJ.Hoe Haqa.rro CIO . B sToti 

CHCTeMe B8,IJ.yTCH B�HCJI8HHH KOOp,IJ.HHaT ITOJIIOCa rro Ha6JIIO,IJ.8HHHM IIHTH MeJK,ey

Hapo,IJ.HhlX CTa.HQH:ti: / CJIY)K6a [L S /, a TaIOKe rro BCeM Ha6mo,n;eHMHM CJIY)K6 

BpeMeHM H IllHpoTbI MHpa / CJiy,K6a rPNS /. CMCT8Ma czo 6bIJia rrpHHH

Ta sa OCHOBY rrpH BbIBO,IJ.G Cl1CT8Mb! MeJK,IJ.yHapo,IJ.Horo 6ropo BpeMeHM ,!I968 

fJIH .System ". IloJioJKeHMe noJIIOca fb B aTot1: c11cTeMe 6Wio BbI6paHo 

TaR, tITO ero cpe,IJ.Hee JRJIOH8HI1e OT CIO sa BpeMH C rs.:64.0 rro 1967 .0 

paBHHJIOCh HYJIIO, a cpe,IJ.HHH o6cepBaTOpHH HaxO,IJ.HJiaCb BOJII13H rrepecetieHHH 

l 'pMHB.11qc1wro MepH,IJ.Ma.Ha c SRBaTopoM rroJIIOca Po

K cHcTeMe "I968 O!H System 11 6.bIJia npHBH3aHa CHCTeMa ROOp,IJ.MHaT,

B KOTOpoti: B8,IJ.8TCH onpe,n;eJieHHe ,IJ.BIDKeHHH ITOJIIOCa no ,IJ.aHHbIM ,IJ.OTIITJI8püBCKHX 

Ha6JIIO,n;eHH:n MC3 / CJIY)K6a LJ NA /.

YcJIOBHaR CHCTeMa ROOp,IJ.HHaT ITOJIIOCa H3-3a CHCTeMaTHq8CKHX OillHOOK 

Ha6JIIO,IJ.8HHß He HBJIH8TCH CTa6HJibHOM. IlocROJihey CTl) eCTb TOtIRa 

YCJIOBHhIM o6pa30M CBH3aHHaH C 38HHTaMH Bcero IT.ffTH Me]K)zyffapo,n;HbIX CTaH

u;11:n, TO IDC HeRoppeJIHpOBaHHbie II COOCTB8HHb!e" rrepeMe�eHHJt BJIHHIOT Ha 

pesyJihTaTbI II. S , H B03MO�HO, rrpHBO,IJ.HT K ITOHBJieHmo B STHX pesyJih-

TaTax TOro ·8q>ql8KTa, KOTOpbIM 00:hitIHO Ha3bIBa.IOT 11 B8ROBbIM ,Il,BIDK8HH8M rromoca". 

HaqaJio oTcqeTa CHCTeMH "1968 f!>TH Sy.sfen, " CBHsaHo c seHHTBMH

3HatIHT8JibHO OOJ!blllero tIHCJia 06cepBaTop.11:n. CJie,IJ.yeT OJK�aTb, qTo HX 

HeRoppeJIMpüBaHHb!e rrepeMe�eHM.ff 6y,rzyT npH BbIBO,IJ.e ROOp,IJ.HHaT rromoca B 
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3HalIHT0JibHOM CTerreH.11 B38J1MHO y-HHtITOiKaThC.ff, TaK qTo yKa3a.HHim a�eKT 

6yAeT 3aM8THO cJia6ee. Koop,n.MHaThI rroJIIOca B cMcTeMe ..l>MA , XOT.ff 

rrepBoHallaJibHO 6hIJIM np1.rn.rI3aHhI K c.11cTeMe ßIH , ,n.aJiee BblqMCJIHJIMCh 

He3aBMCHMO oT ölH 11 noaTOMY rrpe,n.cTaBJI.moT 60JibI1Io:ti HHTepec npM 

cpaBHeHHH CTa6HJibHOCTH pa3JIIB!Hb!X CHCTeM. 

BhIJI.11 paCCMOTpeHbI OTHOCHT8JibHhie rrepeMe�eHM.ff cpe,n.Hero nomoca 8IIOXM 

Ha6mo,n;eHM.ff H HaqaJI yKasaHHIDC BhIIIIe cHcTeM. ITo onpe,n.eJieHmo A.H.OpJioBa 

cpe,n;HHM ITOJIIOCOM 3110XYI H8,6JIIO,D.8HHti: Ha3hIBaeTC.ff Taime ero IIOJIOiK8Hl18, 

RaRoe OH 3aHI1MaJI 6hl B 3TY anoxy, 8CJII1 Oh! He OhlJIO ero rrepHO,D.IBI8CKIDC 

ROJie6aHMH. ÜTHOCMT8JibHhI8 rrepeMe�eHM.ff cpe,n.Hero nomoca M HaqaJI ycJIOBHbIX 

C.11CT8M JI8I'KO orrpe,n;eJIMTb rryTeM rrpMM8H8HMH K KOOp,D.HHaTa.M B "-TOM YCJIO-

BHO:tl cHcTeMe / �;·., �: I mrnKoqacTOTHoro qJHJibTpa A. H. OpJioBa - .1nrnett-

F-10ro npeo6pasoBamm c 1msqXp.11u;11eHTai\1H J;· [r] :

Ll X,·= 7 �-�- / AJf',: f�Y,· 
,J..l,JIH. aHaJIM3a 6hIJII1 B3.ff'l'hI pesyJibTaThI IL S c 1962 r. rro 1976 r. 

ölH IC6) 107c· 
c J � r. rro d o r. [ 3], l>MA c 1969 r. rro 1978 r

[2] 
l sJ

IlpoBe,n;eHHhIH aHaJI.113 TIO,D.TBep�HJI rrpe,n;rrOJIOiK8H.118 06 YM8Hbill8H.11.11 BJIH.ffHM.ff 

co6CTB8HHhIX H8Küppem1poBaHHhIX rrepeMeI�8H.11M 38HHTOB o6cepBaTopd rrp.11 

yBeJI.11qemm tn1cJia 06cepBaTop.11Iil:, rrpvrHMMaIOll\MX yqacT11e B orrpe,n;eJieH.1111 

KOop,n;irnaT ITOJIIOCa 3eMJIM / pMC. I /. XOT.ff K03QY)l11J,M8HThI KOppeJI�lrn COOTBe

TCTBYI0�.11.X KpMBhIX ,D.OBOJihHO BhlCOKM / OKOJIO O. 7 / ' 01�8HKM .JIMHettHhIX Tpe.H,D.OB 

OTHOC:MT8JibHhIX rrepeMell�8Hl111 Cl1CT8M OTJIIr-fllaJOTC.ff / Ta6JI • .II. CJie,n;yeT OTMe

TaTb, �TO 3TH OD,8HK.11 3aBMCHT OT M36pru-IHOPO :MHTepBaJia ocpe,n.HeHH.ff, qTo 

CBH,D.eTeJibCTByeT O H8CTa6:MJibHOM xapaKTepe JIMHetiHhIX H3MeaeHMM • 

l1pe,n;cTaBI1B �aJiee Ä x.,, A y � dv�

a „ 6 (i-/o) + z..,17c � [ f;.[- (t-to) + c1.c],
IC' 

' 
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MbI o�eHIDIH 7I:. M8TOAOM crreKTpaJibHOro B.HaJIH3a C MaKCMMaJibHOH 3HTpo

rrneß / rrpH qHcJie oT6emmarorqmc K03<pq>�HemToB M: 1/,0 I, M � .... �<

no M8TO,rr,y HaMM8HblIIIDC KBa,n;paTOB / Ta6JI.I /. 06�MX AOJirorrepHOAJiq8CKMX 

KOJie6aHHß B HHTepBaJie BpeMeHH AO IO JieT He o6HapYJK8HO. 

2. C I979 r. 6/H BhlqHcJIHeT KOOPAHHaThl rroJIIOca B HOBOH ycJIOBHOß

cHcTeMe "1979 öIH Sy.sten1 ", KOTopaH OTJIIDiaeTC.f.f OT cHcTeMbI "1968 ßI# 

S y.sten1 " cJie.IJ,YIO�MMH rrorrpaBKaMM: 

:x : c:,r = o:02A s;� 2� (-t -o. /�) +0�007 �,, �::r-/r - o. PJ9)� 

0TH nonpaBKH 6WIH no�eHH Ha OCHOBaHHH cpaBH8HHH KOOPAHHaT nomo

Ba cHcTeM l3l'I-I H .l) MA . IIpoBeAeHHHß Ha.MM cneRTpaJihHHM aHaJIM3 

pa3HOCTeß x
ßZ

HX.bN,4> Jlßi-H -Y�,f(A 3a BpeM.f.f c I969 rro I9'78 rr.

ITORa3aJI, qTo ITOMMMO YRa3a.HHbIX BbIIIIe CMCTeMaT:111I8CRIDC pacxo�A8Hl1M rro 

ROOPAMHaTe .::C , MM8IDTCH rrepMOAJIIq8CRM8 BapMa.IJ;MM pa3HOCT8M ¼z-H -

c rrepHOAaMM 2.5 l1 '7.b JI8T M aMITJIMTYAaMM, COOTB8TCTB8HHO, 
„ K 

paBHhIMH: 0.0I8 H 0.0I4.

IlOJIIOCa rro AaHHHM l3l'H C I'OAOBhlM M rroeyrOAOBbIM rrepMOAaMM 

MO�eT 6hlTb H8COBepmeHTCBO M8TOAHRM BHqMCJI8HMH, rrpMM8HH8MOM ßZ-H. 

3Ta M8TO.IJ,HRa BRJIIOqaeT KaK aJiropMTM BhfqMCJI8HMH ROOPAMHaT ITOJiroca TäK H 

reoMeTpHID C8TM CJIY]K6 BpeMeHH M illMpOThl, rro HaOJIIDA8HH.HM KOTOphIX Be,rr,yTC.f.f 

BHqMCJI8HMH. 

BIH M3 pemeHMH CMCT8M YCJIOBHbIX 

ypaBHeHMH B�a 

..:c cos.l. � usrd, � z -=- �- - 9fi::)" er· ' 
-.:x s/�-{.i9;f,,. y�11R,:� c -- urq-urc {I} 

CyAHTb O ROppeKTHOM pemeHMM CMCT8Mhl, a CJI8AOBaTeJibHO, O xopomeM 

Pa3A8JI8HHM H8I-i3B8CTHhIX .:C,J/,.. Z/ � MO�HO ITO KOppemru;imHHOH MaTpH-

�e, 3JI8M8HT1i 'ROTOpoß pa.BHI:l 

Ü~HOH H3 B03MO~HhIX rrpHqMH CMCT8MaTHqecRl1X: pacx:o*~8HHM ROOp~HHaT 

H .PNA 

onpe~eJIHeT ~ ~ 2,, ?!-
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0� =ol·,:. /✓ol� � 
e,IJ,e 3JI8M8HThl o6paTHOH MaTp� CHCT8Mhl HOpMaJibHhlX ypaBH8HHß. 

KoppeJifill;HOHHaJI MaTpH�a 'AJIR CHCT8Mhl B�a {I) , KOTOpruI pemaeTCR 

B ß[f/ rrpl1B8'A8Ha B Ta6JI. 2. CJieBa H BHH3Y OT rJiaBHOM 'AHaroHaJIH 

npHB8'A8HbI z,� 'AJIR c;zyqaJI, KOP'Aa ycJIOBHhIM ypaBH8HHRM rrpMIU1ChlB810T-

C.li Beca, corJiaCHO onpe'AeJieHHBM ß[H , cnpaBa M BBepxy - c 

e,IJ,HIDfqHHM B8COM, COOTB8TCTB8HHO. H3 Ta6JI.2 BM'AHO, qTo 113 BC8X H8H3B8-

CTHhIX Ha.HM8H88 ITOJIHO pa3'A8JI.ffIOTCR H8H3B8CTHhl8 .Z H ,j3- ; BB8'A8Hl18 

B8COB �opMaJibHO ynyqmaeT 3TO Pa3'A8JI8HM8, O'AHaKO, ITOB�MMOMY, He 

ITOJIHOCTbID OCB060)K,Il,a8T OITP8'A8JIR8Mhl8 KOOP'AHHaThl .,Z OT BJIKRHMR 

o6�ero HerronRpHoro -i? -qJieHa. 

IIpoBe'AeHHhIB aHaJIH3 o6rqero z -qJieHa 3a BpeMR c 1968 r. rro 

1976 r. IlO3BOJIR8T TIP8'ACTaBHTb er.o B BH'Ae: 

� :: o.'0011- oooos f-1-c"J � o.''o?rCD.s [ ?:.r/1-6;,J; /oo°] � 
„ o."003 Cb1 [ 3/J-(l-/t,J 1/6'oc:] .. 0. OOj Cr.![ .a (l♦-lo),,. XJ<'1 T 

�� 

r o.'oot; �{�-7;:
0

(-1-/o) � /g3 °] 

O6p�aeT Ha ce6R BHßMaHHe TOT �aKT, qTo o�eHKH aMITJIHTY'A PO'AOBO� H 

nonyrO'AOBO!1 BOJIH 

nonpaBKH 

-7? - qJieHa 6JIH3KH K COOTB8TCTBYJOJ.qMM o�eHKaM 

• IIp11cyTcTBHe o6rqero -,? -qJieHa B ypaBHeHMRX 

B11,IJ,a(1) CB�eTeJibCTByeT O TOM, qTO 3KBaTop MrHOBeHHoro rromoca p

CMerqeH Ha B8Jittqlltty· .p' , nepMO'AMqecKM M3M8H.ffIOiqYJOCR BO BpeMeHH, 

OTHOCHT8JibHO ycJIOBHOro 3KBaTopa rromoca f'o H RBJIR8TCR Ma.JihlM 

KpyroM. PemeHHe CHCT8Mhl B�a {I) He ITO3BOJIR8T ITOJIHOCTbID HCKJIIOqHTb 

aroT 3(pp8KT, H rrpoHCXO'AHT 3TO H3-3a HepaBHOMepHoro pacrrpe'AeJieHHR 

CJIY)KO BpeMeHM H illHpüThl rro 38MHOMY rnapy / rrpe�eCTB8HHOe pacnpe'Ae

JieHHe KX B EBporrettCKOM qacTH/. 

IlpH cpaBHemrn KOOP'AHHaT B cvicTeMax ßIM M l) NA cMerqemrn 

3KBaTopa MrHoBeHHoro ITOJIIDCa OTHOCHT8JibHO YCJIOBHOI'O I1p0.ffBJIR8TCR B 

OCHOBHOM KaK CMerqeHHe no OCH 0)" 'T.e. CMerqeHHe CP8'AH8H oocepBa

TOplOI HJIH HaqaJia OTCqeTa 'AOJIPOT. 

---------------
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- ",I(BIDKeHMe rromoca 3eMJrn c 1890. 0 rro I968. 0", lfa,n;. "HayKoBa ,DyMKa",

M8B, 1972.

2 o Annual Report IPMS for 1962-1976 year, Mizusawa.

3. Annual Report BIH for 1967-1978 year, Pariso
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LONGITUDE VARIATIONS OF BOROWIEC SYSTEM 

Summary. 

Marek Lehmann 1/

The results of analysis of longitude variations ·detrmined by 

means of transit instrument (Zeiss 14564) in the period 1972 

April till 1978 March are presented in the paper. Right ascen
sion corrections of FK4 stars of the Borowiee observational 

programme have been computed. The accuracy of determined cor

rections amounts about �5 ms. Spectral analysis of raw obser

vational data oorreoted for determined Ä� and smoothed by 

Kabelao's method was made. The amplitudes and phases of deteo

ted periodical oomponents were computed by least square method. 

The same procedure was applied for observational data correc

ted for .1oe of Billaud' s Catalogue ( 1977) as well as for obser

vational raw data without oatalogue oorrections. The results 

show the slight influence of catalogue errors on periodical 

components other than annual and semiannual ones. The influen

ee of annual periodical oomponent in determined longitude va

riations is oomparatively great. 

1. Introduotion.

Longitude system of Borowiec is defined by determination of

UTO - urc ohanges by means of transi t instrumment observatione of 

FK4 stars. The variations of longitude determined in the years 

before (Moozko 1968, Sehillak 1980) required fUl!'ther rese&2"Ches 

and additional obse:rvations. In the first place determiaation of 

the right asoension oorreotions of the observatienal prog:rarmne 

stara is neoessary. Determined corrections to right aaoension ef 

FK4 oatalogue are big and amount tor some iltars 25 ms. 

For the preaent analysis 715 obaervation• of. determination UTO-UfO 

from period Apr. 01, 1972 till Mar. 31, 1978 have been used. 

---------

1/ Spaoe Research Center of P.A.s., Aatronomioal Latitude Observatory

Borowieo near Poznan, Poland . 
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90 � of these data consists of observations of complete star 
groups. Differences UTO-UTO were used to oompute longitude 
corrections in the ' BIH - 1968 System • by the following formula: 

�).. a RT • UTO-UTC -(UT1-UTC) + x tglf'sinA - y tg'foosÄ 
Using these values of UTO-UTC, the own oatalogue of right ascen
sion corrections 6 OC Bor-FK4 has been worked out.

2. The catalogue.
The determination of L\oC Bor-FK4 are based on classical method

(Podobed 1975, Eichhorn 1974) of the chain method. The standard

error of determination of {lC,C Bor-FK4 amounted on the average

• 5 ms. On the Fig.1 the values of corrections �OC Bor-FK4 as

well as öOC GCA-FK4 (Billaud et al 1977) are shown. The oorreo-·

tions of FK4 Supp stare appearing in the Borowieo observational

programme are framed. 

3. The determination of longitude variations.
At first determined right ascension oorrectione were introduced
to observational values of UTO-UTC. Then values RT have been
calculated. For the comparison of the influence of different ca
talogues, the corrections 6. OC GCA-FK4 have been used too. In

this solution we have 3 different sets of data:· 
1) - RT'S 1

- without catalogue corrections,
2) - RT'V• - wi th corrections A""

t.J """ Bor-FK4' 
3) - RT'A• - with correotions t'.lOC GCA-FK4'

In order to get equidistant and smoothed data, the Kabelac's 
method (Kabelac 1977) has been applied. In acoordance with Kabe
lac's recommendation the smoothing degree has been adopted as 
follows: for RT's• : -2.55; for RT'V• : -2.10; for RT'A• : -2.05. 
The smoothed data of the mentioned above sets in 5 days' spans 
are shown on the Fig. 2. In the turn of 1977 /78 a big jump in /J .A

was observed. In order of its interpretation, the analogical values 
for this period, resulting from longitude observations by the astro
labe in Potsdam - RT'PTA• - have been computed. The similarity.of 
this longitude jump in Borowiec and Potsdam shows that causes of 
this event are not local. 

-
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4. The analysis of longitude variations.
In order to determine the periodical components in observations

of longitude, the spectral analysis by the uae of MESA (Maximum 
Entropy Speotral Analysis) - method (Smylie et al 197), Jaks, 
Lehmann 1980) has been applied. A 25 ¾ and 50 % point prediction
filters were used in the eetimate. Received spectra from sequencies 
RT'S', RT'V', RT'A' are presented on the Figures J, 4, 5. 
Computations of values P maximum entropy spectral power density 
has been carried out for frequenoies from 0.1 to 10.0 CPY. The 
mentioned above Figures shows clear decrease of the value of spec
tral density funotion P begining from the argument of about J.2

CPY. Periode ehorter than 100 days cannot be analysed due to 
following causes: 
1) desoribed above decreasing of funotion P,
2) existing of gaps of observations of order of JO days and more,
J) low accuraoy of TI observations.

In the purpose of finding of amplitudea and phases of periodical 
components by the MESA-method, the method of least squares has been 
applied. The results are given in the tab. 1. Taking into account 
the existenoe of the annual and semiannual components in these 
variations, the annual and semiannual periods were added to the 
set of periods of RT'A• data determined by MESA. They are denoted 
by parantheses. The differenoes of amplitudes of annual and semi
annual oomponents of different sets is olearly seen. It is worth to 
note that introduction of .10C

.:R
"r-FK4 the annual wave in variations

of Bn-rowiec longitude increased. In the order to determine reality 
and appreoiation of influenoe of catalogue errors as well as aocep
ted periodioity, the etatisioal teste have been applied. Statisti
cal analysis were used for every of sequenoies RT'S 1

, RT'A•, RT'V• 
before and after removing from these sequenoies respective perio
dioal components given in the tab.1 • The Fig.6 and 7 presents 
JO - olass distributive series of mentioned above sequencies. 
Compendium of desoriptive oharaoters of these sequencies from per
formed tests of randomness on the significanoe level 5¾ as well 
as Pearson's � 2 is given in the tab.2 .
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5. Conclusions.

A. Right asoension corrections of the Borowiec Catalogue are

in accordance with the correotions of the astrolabe catalogue.

B. Introduction of oatalogue corrections has not explained the

longitude variations.

c. Differnces of amplitudes and phases of annual waves between

RT'V• and RT'A• indicate that own right ascension catalogue

are closly connected with local source influences having

annual period. Separation of them is wery complicated and

should requ.ire special geophysioal examinations.
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Period lin daysl Amplitude lin msl Phaae lin degreesl 

RT•s• RT'V' RT'A' RT'S' RT'V' RT' A'  RT'S• RT'V' 

135) 1405 1353 6.2 5.9 6.1 2)2.4 • .).1 2)5.2 • 4.0

435 425 425 4.1 4.7 4.s 24,.0 4.6 250.4 5.0 

(345) (J68)
' 

[365.24] ()65.24] [365.24] 6.2 a.5 2.7 230.6 3.1 125.5 2.8 

252 254 254 3.5 2.7 3.1 327.5 5.5 339.1 8.) 

2.)0 225 227 3.7 3.9 3.6 334.5 5.1 299.9 5.a

(18)) (181) ' 

[182.6] [182.6] [182.6) 4.4 J.9 1.9 289.2 4.3 327.D 5.8 

12.) 119 118 2.1 2.1 2.3 77.2 8. 5 25.0 10.5 

noiae tor aillplitudesi •. , ••4 ••4

Table 1. Amplitudes and phasee from MESA-method detected period.icitioa. 

(] - received peried; ( } - detected period. 

RT'A' 

225.5 a 4.1 

244.g 5.3 

257.4 9.5 

339.a 8.1 

337.3 7.9 

291.4 1).2 

21.3 10.7

-

\lo) 

-

N 

• , 

• 

• l 

1 , • ~ ~ 

. _.. 

• 
J 

• 

• 
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RT'S' RT'V 1 RT'A' RT'S1 RT'V 1

be:fore removal after removal 

test of randomness 

median -13.9 -14.0 -14.1 .o 

let. A 12 17 22 18 

let. B 12 17 22 18 

series 24 34 44 36 

statist. -2.14 -2.03 -1.93 -2.01

test limit: 1.96 

randomnitY - - + -

Pearson's x.2 test 

max.val. 15.8 22.5 15.7 14.5 

min.val. -43.3 -40.5 -38.6 -14.2

max-min 59.1 63.0 54.3 28.7

lenght 2.0 2.2 1.9 1. 0

mean -13.3 -13.4 -1.3„0 .o 

sigma 10.1 10,8 9.5 4.7 

statist. 75.20 48.88 90.46 26.91 

test limit: 37.67 

normality - - - + 

Table 2. Some results of hypothesis testings. 

-

• 1

28 

28 

56 

-1.80

1.96 

+ 

14.8 

-15.5

JO.J

1. 1 

.o 

5.7 

39.60 

37.67 

-

133 

RT'A' 

-. 1 [ms] 

31 

31 

62 

-1. 73

+ 

18.4 [ms] 

-16.6 [ms]

35.0 [ms]

1. 2 [ms]

.o [ms] 

6.2 [ms] 

J0.28 

+

' 
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0 HEKOlOPHX OllIHBKAX 

ACTPOH0lffltlECKoro OilPFmE1IEHWI BPEMmH H rmrPA�MtlECd JtOJil'OTil 

Pesme 

AH8J[H8 onpe,tteJreBHI BpeKeHH naCCUH!DI XBC'l'pyxeB'POa O(Seep

lt8T 0pBH CJl0B�Koro n0JlHT8XBHqecKoro HHCT KTyTa noxaaHB88T iuu

RKe .nqHHE 0DJK60K • CDIIJJl60K Jl[CX0,ttB0ro K8T8Jl0ra Ba nonpasx• ,tto�

r0TH. HcnpameBHe 8'PlllX 01IDl60K 8Ha"tDT8J[bBO BSMeHaeT �eHKy Jml

He8pH0r0 Tpe.H,1{8 JI nepH0,IJ;KqecKHX C0CTS&JUll�X K0.le68BHSI JIBCT

R0I OTseCHOI JlHHKX. 

SummarY 

The analysie of time obaervations with transit instrument 

made on the Observatory of Slovak Technical University in Bra

tislava shows the influence of personal errors and the errors 

in the star positions on the inst antaneous geographical longit

ude. Applying corrections of this phenomena has ess�ntialy 

changed the estimate both of linear variation and periodic 

atructure of the local plumb line fluctuations. 

PeayJrbT&TH pery,m,psoro onpe,t1;eJ[eHxa J1CeMH:puoro spexesn uaccn
qecKHKH KeTO,IJ;aMH HCU0Jlbayey ,Il;J[Jl paasoo6pasHHr H CCJl8)t0B8HHI. 
00'h8,IJ;HReHHe 8CTp0H0KIAeCKHX o6ceps8TOPHH B Kez,ttysapO.JU!Y:n CJCYZ-
6y- speMeHH BIH npe,IJ;0CTa:e.ue� BOSM0ZH0CTh HayqeHHH sonpocos 
aepOBR0MepH0CT H BpameHHSI 3'811J[JI[ B0Kpyr 0CH. CpaBHeHHe H&Mepe
HHA OT�8J[bHHX CJryz6 speKeHH OTHOCHT8J[bHO CKCTeMH BIH paspe-
----------

l) 06cepB8TOPKSI CJl0B�Koro R0JlHT8XHHqecxoro XHCTHTyTa,
Bp8THCJl8Ba, qCCP 

-
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maeT c;n:e.maTb OU8HKY �OK8.JlbHHX aHOMSJIHA el:IK88HHHX C MeCTOM Ha-

6.m,;n;eHH.R, HHCTpy11eH�o11, ll8�8T8JmlMH H nporpauuoA H86Jfl>,ZJ;8HHA. 

MHOI'He aHaJIH8H 3THX 8HOM8JIHA noICa8lll9'81>T CYIQ8CTBOB8HH8 pa8HOC

TeA aex.zzy- anpmopHOA 7oqHOCTE onpe,D;eJieHHOA BHY'!'P8HHeA CXO,ZJ;H

MOCTD pesy�bT8TOB H anocTepxopHoA onpe,D;eJieHHOA peaJihHHM XCilOJib-

80BSHH8M pesyJihTSTOB B BIH.

0pHtUfH8MH. SBJIBil>'l'CSI 

- H81f8H8HH.R O'TB8CHOA JLHHHH o«5cepB8TOPHH CBR88HHHe C ropHaOH

TSJibHHM �HJIC8HH8M (JIOIC8JibBHM H npoHCXO�.R�HM H8 CMe�eHHA Ma

�epuxa) H H8MeHeHH.R H81U.[0Ha ypoB9HHOA noBepXHOCTH,

- CHCT8M8THqecKH8 01IJH6KH HaMepeHHA.

nJI.R K�IlOJib80B8HH.R onpe,ZJ;8JI8HHA Bp8M8HH B U8Jr..RX HCCJI8,ZJ;O

B8HH.R reo,ZJ;HH8MMqecKHX SBJI8HHI X8JI8T8JibHO B B08MOXHO �OJihmeA 

u:epe HCKJIEtlHTb CHCT8M8THll8CKHe omH6KH HJIH XO'lm 6H 8H8Tb HX 

B8JIHqHHY H xapaKTep. 

Ha 3TOA T'QqKH apeHHH Mbr C71;8JI8JIH 8H8JIH8 H'86JIE,ZJ;8HHA naceax

HHM HHCTpyMeHTOM Ueicca 100/1000 06cepB8TOpHH CJIOBSUKOro nOJIH

T8XHHqecKoro HHCTHTyTa B Bp8THCJI8Be ( BR ) • 

Hcxo,ZJ;HM Ha onpe,z,;eJieHH.R nonpaBKH qacos (UT0 - U'l!.C)8B
Ha o,ZJ;HoA rpynnu co�ep•�DQeA s cpe,D;Heu: 10 asea,ZJ;. nocxe HcnpaB

JieHHs Ha-aa ,ZJ;BHX8HH& n0JIEC8.MH BHtlHCJIHJIH paaHOCTH 

'6i\. = (UT l. - UTC)BIH - (UT 1 - mc)BR 
MaT8M8THll8CKOe crJIS!t8HHe peayJibT8TOB MH BHllOJIHHJIH MeTO,ZJ;OK Ka-

�eJiaqa [ 3]. TllKHM o6paa ou: Ha notlTH 1400 sHaqeHHA M B Fo,z,;ax 

1g71 - 1.g7s MH noxyqJ!JIH crJIBX8HHHe 7il O'T,ZJ;8JibHO ,ZJ;JISI IC'SJl,ZJ;Oro 

H86JI�ST8JIH. Ha MH0rHX BOBM0XBHX HCTO'CIHHKOB CHCT8M8TH118CKHX 

OllIH�OK MH o6paTHJIH BHHM8HH8 H8 BJIH.RHHe JIHqHO-HHCTPYM8HT8JlbH!lm 

OmHC50K K. OmHC50IC npaMHX BCXKOX�eHHA 8B88,ZJ; JICXO�oro K8T8JIOra. 

HHqHH8 OmH6ICH npHCYTC7By�e BQ BC.RKOM saayaJibBOM HSMe

peHHH, B CJiyqae onpe,D;eieHX.R Bpeu:eHH naccSXHHM XHC'l"J)yYeHTOM 

.. ,. 
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SBJIBllTCH O,ll;HKMH H8 rJI&BHHX HCTOqHHKOB HeHa.n;eXHOCTH peayJibT&

�os. OueHKS 8THX ODIH.OOK B08110XH8 JIH60 cpaBHeHHell onpe,n;eJieBHS 

speMeBH aeCKOJlbKHMH H&6JID,D;8TeJISMH, JIK60 senocpe,n;CTBeBHHII H8-

xepeHHeM npH llOMOIIUI CIIeUH8JlbHiiX ycTpOICTeB. �Jlg HCIIOJlb80B8HHS 

acTpOHOIIHqeCKHX H8MepeHHA C ueJID 06HapyxHTb ,n;o.11roBpeMeHHiie KO

ie6aH:wt OTB8CHOA JIHHHH SBJIS8TCS 60.11ee ue.11ecoo6pasHiill B�nOJIHR�b 

B888BHCHMHe HSllepeHHS, H8npx11ep npx6opo• C HCCKyCTBeHHOi asea

ÄOA. Bo speo 8H8JIH3HpyeMoro HHTepsa.11a KSX,D;HA H86JID,ll;8TeJib pe

ryASpHO HaMepHJI CBOD JIHqHyD OIJIH6Ky. noc.11e cr.11axeHHR BJiqKcJieHH 

i•qHHe nonpaBKH ,n;.11s scex onpe,n;e.11eaxi {UTO - UTC )BR•
06pa60TK8 H80JID,D;eHHA npOH8B0,ll;HTC5! B CHCTelle K8T8JIOra J'K4. 

l�s oueHKH eFO CHCT8M8THqecKHX omH60K BH.n;a6x
(X 

IIH npHMeBHJIH

rpynoaoA cnoco(S ypaaHea1u1 nonpasox qacos[l] • rpa4)HK STHX

OIII1460K npirne.ZJ;eH Ha PHC. 1. 5IBHHH nepHO,D; 12 qacos C 811llJIKTy.n;ol

DPHMepHO 0.007 c TpaHc4>opMHpyeTCS B no.11yro,n;osoe KGJ1e68HHe

•aaeCTHOe �JIS 0(5cep88.TOpHll BR TSK!Ce 1(8 (51>J1eT14HHOB BIH.

&/..tJ..

+0.01

0 

C 

-OD1

r 

Pile. 1: O�eHU CXCT8118TKT.18CKJa 01DJ1601t BJl,D;a /yJ. 
(X 

C 

' fl'4 
, 
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ÄJIS HCCJI8,I1;0B81IIUI .-XB811xqecxxx gueHd HY][BK HHtOPK&ItXX O Bpe-
118HIDIX xauesesxsx reorpatnecxol ,I1;0.11roTH ,I1;&HHOA ,c,qxx. noxa:eK

UIUIHHe JIHqBJiDC OUJHt,OIC JI'. OJIIH60IC 8888,I1;HOro JC8'1'8JIOra Ba o�eHKy 
JIHHeapsoro Tp8B,I1;8 H nepHO,I1;KqecKHX COCT8BZSDQHX UP.O�ecca onpe
,1;8Jl8BU /lA • lJyBK'l'XPOK Ba pxeyHKe 2 npe,I1;CT8BJteB rpa$JUC /lA 
(588 yqeTa onxcaBHX CKC'1'8118TJA8CICHX OIDJ160K. O�eHK8 ro,I1;oro JIH
Heapsoro Tpes,n;a npe,I1;c'l'ause'I' +0.0049 c ! 0.0004; c. B cnexTpaJn,
sou aHaJixae M Cno.zyqeaHoY 11eTo,I1;011 uaxc•11aJ1hBOI 8BTponxx [2]) 

oof 

0 

1171 72 73 75 76 

a . 
,. :·: 
• fit • • 

. : :·: \ . ,. :
.. .�-! ..,.

77 

. •: 
.. 

Pxc. 2: a - /l'A. 6eai yqe'l'a cxcTe11aornecx11X OIDJ[(Sox 
� - öA nocJie HCnpaBJI8BHS ODIJI60K IC&TaJiora 

H JIHllHlilX omH60K 

noc.11e BH'CIH'l'&HHa JIHHeapsoA cocTaBJt51I>IqeA npe06Ä:a,I1;al>'l' mnnr mepxo
�OB 0.5, 1.0 H 2.0 ro,I1;a (pmc. 3a). Kcnpas.11eHHe omx6ox xcxo�mo
ro K8T8JIOI'8 H80K88HB88T BJlHSHHe Ha JIHHeapHHA 'l'P8H,I1; HO H8118BSeP

o�eHKY cnexTp8JlbHOA ßJIOTHOCTH {pHe. 36). Oc�aJICH �OJibKO O�HB
88118THHA ßHK ,IJ;JIS nepHo,zr:a ,I1;:JaYX JleT. JfcnpaBJl8HH811 JIJll'IHHX OIIIHC'.fox
(cn.11omHaa JIHHH51 pxc. 2) 11H noJiyllxu o�eHxy TpeH,IJ;a - 0.0005 c
+ - o. 0004i B ro,I1;. IlepHO,I1;Hll8CKHe COC'1'8BJI51�e B 9TOII CJIY1188 Btese�
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qHT8JlbHO K8M8HXJIXCb. 

o.oo81

0 

a 6 b 

PHC • 3: CneK'l'pSJlbHHA 8B8.U!B ß"A 11eTO'AOM 118ICCHll8JibBOA 

eHTpomur noCJie JmitqHTSHH.s: JtHHe,apHoro 'l'peH,D;a 

a - �es yqeTa cucTeMaTHqecxu onm:6ox 

6 - nocJie HcnpaBJieHu onm:6ox KaTaJiora 

B - nocJie yqeTa JIHqB!hIX omH60K H OIIIJ160K np2MHX 

BOCXOX'A8HHI a&eB'A 

Ma npe'A�X HCCJI8'AOB8HHA HBC'l'ByeT, qTo HBllepeHHe JI Hq

HHX omH60K He06XO,l{HMO 'AJIH 60JibmHX HHTepBSJIOB, XOTH 'AHCnepsHB 

O'T'A9JibHHX ßÄ JIHllHHe nonpaBKH, j'IBeJIHtlMJ!l!Sll'n' • .i-1cnp8BJieHHe CHCTe

MSTHqecKHX OmH60K neJIHICOll H8118HH9T oneHKy 'ABD:8HHH O'l'B8CHOH 

Jl!KHHH o6cepB8TOpHH. 

Pea,YJibTSTH BHBYSJlbHHX H8MepeHHH BCeMHpBoro Bpe:ueHH qa:CTO 

HCllOJibBYDTCH 'AJIH r.1106aJibHHX �eKTOHHqeeICHX HCCJ18'A0B8HHA. Ho OT

,D;9JlbHHe o6cepB8TOpHH Hey�HTH&8D'l' B'JIHHHHe o nHC8HBliX OIIIH6om 

& 8H8ll8BHJIX ( UTO - UT.C ) npe'AOCT8BJIH9MHX B Bil:H. 3TO HC'.K8Z88'1" 
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npex�e Bcero npe.ZJ;CTSBJieHHH 0 .ZJ;OJiroBpeMeHHHX SBJieH:UX. RpoMe 

Toro, C:.ZJ;eJIBHUM H8MH 8HSJIH3 IlOTBepx.n;aeT He06X:O.ZJ;V.MOC'l"b 60JI:bme:ro 

q,HCJia o6cepBaTop:�di yqacT.BYDiltHX B HCC:Jie)J;0BS.HHHX H8�8XH0ro onpe

.n;eJieHHH Bpa�eHHH 3eMJIH • 

.llMTe paTypa 

[ 1] 

[2 J 

E'aKyJIMH, IT.11., BJ!KHOB, H.C.: CJiyJ1t6a T'OtlHOI'O BpeM8HH,

HlayKa, MoCKBa 1g,77 

Johnaen, s.J., Anderaen, N.: On power estimation in 
maximum. entropy a·pectral analysis,
Geophysics, Vol. 43, 681, 1978 

Kabelaö, J.: The Use of Gauss Frequency Curve for 
Smoothi� Observed Values q� the 
Geographie Latitude and Time Cv�rections, 
Bull. of Astronomical Inatitutes of 
Czechoslovakia, 21', 143, 1976 

GEODYNAMIC El<'FECTS IN PHYSICAL GEODESY 

Helmut Moritz 

Technical University, Graz, Austria 

Abstract: 

The usual theories of physical geodesy are based on the 

following idealized situation: the earth Js a rigid body and ro

tates with constant angular velocity around an axis which is 

fixed with respect to the earth and passes through the earth's 

center of mass. This center of mass i.s taken as the origin of 

of a reactangular coordinate system, and the rotation axis is 

used as its z-axis. In this way, neither the earth'a figure nor 

its gravity field nor the coordinate system to which the earth 

is referred, vary in time. 

, 
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This simple model is in general accurate to about 10-7 
. For higher

accuracies, geodynamic effects such as earth tides must be taken into account 

and temporal variations of reference frames must be examined more closely. 

The present paper reviews the effect of earth tides on the figure of 

the earth and on coordinates of points on the earth's surface, the precise 

definition of the celestial pole which is required for nutation and polar motion, 

and various possibilities for a global terrestrial cartesian coordinate system: 

Tisserand axes, principal axes of inertia, systems based on the instantaneous 

rotation axis or on the celestial pole, geographical axes, and conventional 

reference systems. 

The text of the paper is Section 55 of the author's book "Advanced 

Physical Geodesy", Herbert Wichmann Verlag, Karlsruhe and Abacus Press, Tun

bridge Wells, Kent, 1980. 

Zusammenfassung: 

Die üblichen Theorien der physikalischen Geodäsie beruhen auf folgen

der idealisierten Situation: die Erde ist ein starrer Körper und rotiert mit 

konstanter Winkelgeschwindigkeit um eine Achse, die mit der Erde starr verbunden 

ist und durch ihren Schwerpunkt geht. Dieser Schwerpunkt wird als Ursprung eines 

rechtwinkeligen Koordinatensystems betrachtet; die Rotationsachse dient als z

Achse. Auf diese Weise unterliegt weder die Erdgestalt noch das Bezugssystem 

zeitlichen Veränderungen. 

Dieses einfache Modell hat i .a., eine Genauigkeit von rund 10-
7 

. Für 

höhere Genauigkeiten muß man geodynamische Effekte wie Erdgezeiten betrachten, 

und zeitlichen Veränderungen der Bezugssysteme muß genauere Aufmerksamkeit ge

widmet werden. 

Das vorliegende Referat gibt einen überblick über den Einfluß der Ge

zeiten auf Erdfigur und Punktkoordinaten, über die genaue Definition eines ge

eigneten Himmelspols, die für Nutation und Polbewegung erforderlich ist, und 

über verschiedene Möglichkeiten für die Definition eines globalen Koordinaten

systems: Tisserand-Achsen, Hauptträgheitsachsen, Systeme, die auf der augen

blicklichen Drehachse oder auf dem Himmelspol beruhen, sowie geographische 

Achsen und konventionelle Bezugssysteme. 

Den Text des Referats bildet Abschnitt 55 des Buches "Advanced Physical 

Geodesy", Herbert Wichmann Verlag, Karlsruhe und Abacus Press, Tunbridge Wells, 

Kent, 1980. 

-
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FLUCTUATIONS IN THE SEASONAL VARIATIONS OF THE LENGHT OF THE DAY 

AND THE EARTH'S WOBBLE 

Abstract 

by 

1) . 2) 
Angelo Poma and Edoardo Proverbio 

Evidence of fluctuations in the amplitude of seasonal components in the 

rate of rotation of the Earth has been recently emphasized by Okasaki and 

Lambeck & Cazenave and attributed in large part to changes in the zonal wind 

circulation. The effect of zonal winds on wobble should be small and other 

possible causes cannot be neglected. The analysis of the Earth's rotation for 

the period 1962-1978 shows the existence of 4 year and to a lower extent of 

7 year fluctuations in the annual variations of the 1.0.d •• These fluctuations 
-1 [ T 

are associated to variation of the energy function 2T 
0 

s2 dt. Oscillations

in the angular moment or in the moment of inertia of the atmosphere could be r� 

sponsable of observed fluctuations. The latter could explain also fluctuations 

of about 7 years in the annual component of polar motion emphasized by some 

authors. 

Resume 

L'existence de fluctuations de l'amplitude des composantes saisonniers 

dans la rotation de la Terra a ete recemment mise en evidence par Okasaki et 

Lambeck et Cazenave at attribuee en gran part a la circulation de vents zo 

nals, tandis que sur le mouvement du p_ole cette action est presque neglige� 

ble et d'autres causes ne pouvant pas etre negligees. En analisant la rotation 

de la Terre pendant la periode 1962-1978 nous montrons l'existence de fluctua 

tions dans la variation annuelle avec periodes de quatre annees et probablement 

de 7 annees. Cettes fluctuations sont associees a des variations de la fun 
-1 f T 2 

ction de l'energie 2T 
O 

S dt que pourraient etre attribuees a des varia

tions du moment angulaire ou du moment d'inertie de l'atmosfere de la Terre. 

Ce dernier pourrait expliquer les fluctuations d'environ 7 annees dans la com 

posante annuelle du mouvement du pole mise en evidence par quelque auteur. 

1) 
Stazione Astronomica Internazionale, Cagliari, Italy 

2> Istituto di Astronomia dell'Universit�, Cagliari, Italy
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1. Introduction

In the last forty years the analysis of series of latitude and time obser

vations carried out with more and more precise instruments has shown up the 

existence of periodic and semi-periodic fluctuations in the motion of the i� 

stantaneous rotation axis of the Earth and in the rotation of the Earth. If 

we disregard annual, semi-annual and quasi-biennal oscillations the causes of 

these fluctuations depending on astronomical and geophysical events are not 

entirely clear. Analogously the variations in amplitude of the annual and semi

annual terms emphasized by some authors are difficult to interpret (0kasaki, 

Lambeck & Cazenave, 1977). The problem become even more complicated when one

wishes to point up a possible relation between these two movements. In a re 

cent paper the authors have show that there esist an apparent relationship b� 

tween changes in the rate of the Earth's rotation and variations in polar m2 

tion (Poma & Proverbio, 1980). The cause of these common fluctuations could

be attributed to non-axially symmetrical forces acting upon the Earth. In any 

case, this conclusion seem to be in contrast with some results reported by 2 

ther authors. 

The theoretical bases of the motion of the solid Earth are the well known 

equations of Liouville which, with the notation given by Munk and Mac Donald 

(1960) and neglecting second order terms, are represented by the scalar equ� 

tions 

(1) 
-1

- ia (]2 Q (l) 2 - (l) 1 1

( 2) (] 

1 
Q

-1
0)1 + (l) 2 ia2

(3) )
-1

ß 
.Q-1 

(l) - .Q .Q = 
0)3

= m 

3 3 

in which the geophysical functions (a =s.Q 
1 

to the astronomical observed quantities 

(]2 
= if.c - A)

.01 
= A/(C - B)

= ia 3

, 0
2 

= -1/ .Q and 0
3 

are related 

where (�, i) are the coordinates of the instantaneous rotation pole referred 

to the reference frame fixed with the Earth, the origin of which in the so-cal 

led Conventional International 0rigin ( CIO), and ( s , 1/ ) the coordinate� of 

the polar axis of inertia with respect to the same reference frame; Q is the 

mean nominal angular velocity of the Earth and w 
3 

the instantaneous angular 

velocity about the.rotation axis. As the instantaneous rate of rotation is re 

lated to the angular momentum of the Earth H and to the mean polar moment of 

inertia C = r
33 

·by the relation ro 
3 

= tt
3

c
-1

,

w -1 
!J x, 

= 

.Q y, 

3 
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we can easily obtain the relevant equation of the motion 

(4) 

or, with the notation 

-1 -1
= ( ,, C) 6_ H

3 
- C 6_ C = m

3 

where L
3 

is an exterior torque component along the axis of rotation acting on 

the solid Earth and 6_ h
3 

a relative angular momentum about the same axis, 

·t
-1 -1 J 

C 6_C +(QC) (
0

L
3

dt -6_h
3

) 

Given the formal equivalence of the torque and relative angular momentum 

approaches it is possible to use in the preceding formula either quantity a� 

cording to circumstances, while 6_ C = 6, r
33 

(t) is the time dependent varia

tion in the mean moment of inertia C. 

2. Effects of torque and relative angular momentum on the Earth's motion

The different mechanism by which the excitation functions �- influence
J. 

polar motion and the Earth's rotation and the difficulty in singling out,case by 

case�he astronomical and geophysical causes of these excitations makes the 

study of the Earth's motion quite complex. In Table 1 beside the different 

types of excitation functions are listed some possible causes capable of influe� 

eing the Earth's motion. Today it appears ascertained that the seasonal varia

tions in the Earth's rotation are mostly caused by fluctuations in the angular 

momentum of the atmosphere and only partially can be attributed to a tidal cau 

ses. As regards polar motion on the other hand, annual variations seem to be 

attributable to oscillations of the Earth's polar inertia momentum (Table 2). 

In Table 3 are summarized the theoretical data calculated by Okasaki (1979) 

and Lambeck & Cazenave (1973) as regards the know periodical terms in the Earth's 

motion. The lack of reliable data relating to the influence that variations of 

the inertia momenta or the existence of stresses or torques acting upon the 

Earth crust may have on the Earth's motion is significant. In reality geophis� 

cal phenomena contributing to _6.r
33

(t) such as solid earth tides and annual

fluc.tuations in groundwater could also explain the discrepancies between the 

calculated exitation functions due to the action of the wind and astronomical 

observations. 
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fable 1. Different excitation functions and geophysical & astronomical ph� 

nomena influencing the astronomically observed motion of the Earth. 

Torques: 

Inertia: 

Atmospheric, ocean & terrestrial tides 

Crust-atmosphere mechanical torque 

Core-mantle electromagnetic coupling 

Electromagnetic interation with interplanetary plasma 

Melting and storage of ice and snow 

Storage of water in the ocean 

Mass transfer in the atmosphere 

Mantle convection 

Meteoric dust 

Continental drift (not significant) 

Variation of the gravitational constant 

Angular Momentum: Variations in the total angular momentum of the atmosphere 

Difference in the two hemispheric angular momenta 

0ceanic circulation 

Mantle convection 

Passive core-mantle coupling (changing the mantle's rate) 

This has almest inevitably led to the indication of the cause of the long

term fluctuations in the Earth's rotation as due to the action of the winds on 

ly. In recent works Sidorenkov (1979�) (1979�) showed in fact that also long 

term fluctuations in the Earths rotation could be due to mechanical action of 

the atmosphere on the Earth's surface. Without detracting anything from the im 

portance of t.hese results, it seems to us, however, that the problem of the stu 

dy of short and long term fluctuations in the Earth rotation and in polar motion 

must be investigated further with the search for more significant correlations 

between observed astronomical data and the geophysical phenomena which present 

analogous characteristics of periodicity as well as has been done in the study 

of seasonal variations in the Earth's motion. 

Table 2. 0bserved periodical components in the polar motion and speed of the 

Earth's rotation 

X y m 

(0'.'001) ( 0 1•1001) ( 10-
9

) 

Semi-annual (C) (C) 3.8 

Annual 103 91 4.1 

Biennal (?) (?) 1.0 
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Table 3. summarized evidence of the influence of different excitation furi 

ctions on the seasonal motion of the Earth 

Angular momentum Torque Moment of Inertia 

-9 
(OVOOl)(OVOOl)(lO )

-9 
(OVOOl)(OVOOl)(lO ) (OVOOl)(OVOOl)(lO-S)

Semi-annual ( C ) ( C ) 2.4 (?) (?) 1.7 (?) (?) (?)

Annual ( C ) ( C. ) 5.2 (?) (?) (?) 27 8 (?) 

Biennal ( C ) ( C ) 0.9 (?) (?) (?) (?) (?) ( ?) 

( c) no significant values

Fo� this reason we have tried in this work, to show up the existence of po� 

sible periodic fluctuations in short-term variations· of.the Earth rotation as 

sociated to known geophysical phenomena. 

3. Evidence for the existence of periodical fluctuations exceeding two years.

Values of the angular velocity of the Earth about its axis or, what is the

same, of the opposite quantity, the lenght of day (1.o.d.), are deduced by com 

paring the astronomical scale of Universal Time (UT) based on the rotation of 

the Earth with an assumed uniform time scale. For the last 25 years the refe 

rence time scale has been established by the Bu�eau International de l'Heure 

(BIH) on the basis of data derived from atomic clocks. At present it is deno 

minated International Atomic Time (IAT). Data of the differences UTl - IAT are 

published by the BIH from which one can derive the variation in the rate of ro 

tation 

�
3 

= m
3 

= 6_ (UTl - IAT) / _6.t

From 1955July to December 1961 the data were provided by BIH for every ten 

days while from 1962.0 to the present for every five days. A small dishomo 

geneity exists between the two data sets; the latter is based on the 1968 BIH 

system· (Guinot et al., 1970) and only this will be used for our analysis. 

The generic trend of the changes in the rate of rotation is shown in 

Fig. 1 where the annual means of m
3 

expressed in ms/day are plotted for the

period 1956-1978. 
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Fig_. 1. Annual means values of changes in the rotation rate of the Earth. 

Apart from a secular deceleration which is estimated to be about -1.SxlO 
-2

ms/day per year attributed almost entirely to the action of tidal forces, th� 

re appears to be a common accordance in almost all the papers on how to consi 

der the two types of variations: seasonal variations, fairly regular and of 

chiefly meteorological origin, and irregular and long-term variations,less well 

explained and suspected to be associated with interaction of the core with the 

mantle. This paper is mainly concerned with seasonal variation; but it is not 

possible, in our opinion, to make estimates of seasonal without discussing the 

other variations. Firstly, and most simply, because analysis over short inte� 

vals may be seriously affected by not well removed terms; secondly, we cannot 

exclude a priori, as noted before, that all there variations may be of the sa 

me nature. 

ms;tt,y 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

<LI 
0.1 .

...
. 

0.0 

185 385 725 1085 1445 1805 2465 2525 2885 3245 days 

Fig. 2. Harmonieanalysis of the Earth's rotation variations 

The harmonic analysis of m suggests that, apart from annual,semi-annual 
3 

and biennal terms, several periodic changes are present in rotation speed; as

shown in Fig. 2 there is evidence of a period near to 4 and 7 years and, less 

1955' 1 1 
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delineated, periods between 2 and 3 years. The same and other periods have al 

so been recently reported by some authors. Djurovic (1979), analysing the data 

of UT2-IAT for the interval 1967 .0-1978. O, found the existence ot� significant 

periods of 7.4, 3.5 and 2.3 years; periods of 2.8, 3.7, 7.0 and 10.5 years are 

also obtained by Emetz and Korsun (1979). 

On the other hand Markowitz (1970) has suggested that non-periodic but su� 

den changes occur in acceleration (and not in speed) with an average interval 

of about 4 years. In a previous work Brouwer (1952) arrived at the same conclu 

sion but his estimate of the average interval between "turning points" was about 

7 years. 

In a recent investigation, however, McCarthy and Percival (1979) shows that 

there is no statistical evidence for discrete values of acceleration over periods 

on the order of five years, but that only random changes occur more frequently 

than once per year. 

We have computed the values of the rotational acceleration of the Earth for 

the interval 1956-1978 by means of the first difference 

with a 0.5 year step for ,6.t equal to one year. 

The result expressed in ms/day per year are shown in Fig. 3 and suggest the 

existence of an apparent oscillation of about a 4 and 7 year period. After fil 

tering by means of 7 year running means the residuals are plotted in Fig. 4 on 

a larger scale. 
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Fig. 3. Mean rotational accelerations derived from annual differences of the ra 

te of rotation. 

In order to interpret the shape of this long term a comparison has been ma 

de with a curve obtained by combining 12 long (greater than 7 year) period terms 

found by Lou Shi-fang et al. (1977) as results from spectral analysis of the dif 

t�erences between Universal and Ephemeris Time for the interval 1820-1970. 

65 70 75 
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Fig. 4, 7-year r-unning means of the acceleration (·) compared with a sum (+)

of 12 long (greater than 7 year) period terms found by Lou Shi-fang et al • 

. 
The fair agreement between the observed and calculated curve suggests that 

probably numerous causes, completely or almost completely unknown, influence 

the Earth's motion and that results from short-term analyses must be accepted 

with caution. 

It is interesting however, to note that, if the long term of Fig. 4 is re 

moved by the values of �
3

, the residual plotted in Fig. 5 exhibits rather 

clearly a periodicity of about 7 years. 

ms/day/yr 

0.2 

0.0 

- 0.2

(/\ 
·, ;

f

\

. -�/\ /\ /� / .  

� J . � i 
1960 lf \ /:._sy \__'.F 70� T 1 

\/ \; 
Fig. 5. Values of the acceleration after removed the lang (greater than 7 year) 

period terms. 

4. Periodical fluctuations in the seasonal variations

With these considerations in mind we took up the study of the annual and

semi-annual variations in the rate of rotation. 

As earlier discussed it is generally accepted that these are caused by gl� 

bal wind circulation and, partly, as regards semi-annual variations, by tidal 

terms (Lambeck & Cazenave, 1973). On the other hand the same authors pointed 

out that year to year fluctuations, apparently irregular, occur in the aroplit� 

-

1 

f 
' / 

I 

- - ---175-1 -
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de of the sesonal terms. Okazaki (1975) who has already investigated in gre� 

ter detail these fluctuations, fou.nd that the amplitude of the annual term 

varies, even though irregularly, with the repeating period of 6 years. He, in 

agreement with Lambeck and Cazenave, attributes these variations as well to 

the effect of zonal winds. 

More recently, a different mechanism has been introduced by Sidorenkov 

(1975) to explain the seasonal term: he suggests the existence of an "inter

hemisphere engine" caused by temperature differences in the northern and sou 

thern hemispheres and having the effect of reducing the angular momentum of the 

atmosphere. As consequence of this hypothesis he also fou.nd that the seasonal 

variation can be expressed by the formula 

(5) m3 = j A + B cos ( ,tJ - fl ) 1 

where � is the longitude of the Sun and the coefficients A, B and the phase 

� are constants. 

This result is very interesting and ever more intersting could be the st� 

dy of seasonal fluctuations by means of the fu.nction ( 5), but, unfortunately, 

we have not read the main original paper on this argument (Sidorenkov, 1975) 

but only a brief summary (Sidorenkov, 1979) and we cannot discuss it in any 

great depth. 

We shall limit ourselves to note that, although, as one can easily prove, 

with a proper choice of coefficients the shape of Sidot-enkov's function is 

in good agreement with the· shape of the observed seasonal variation (Fig. 6), 

its derivative describes less well the acceleration values. 

ms/day 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

_Q.2 

-0.4

_o.s 

-0.8

s 

in days 

Fig. 6. Seasonal variation in the Earth's rotation rate averaged for the inte� 

val 1962-1978. 
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More in general we suppose here that the rate of the Earth's rotation can 

be written in the form

(6) m = f + S 
3 

where f contains all the non seasonal long term variations and S "seasonal 

function" is a quite general function having an annual period and mean value 

(7) S = T-l J: Sdt = 0 

in the interval (O,T) equal to a year. 

So s can be represented by a trigonometric series 

where t is a fraction of a year and, as observational evidence shows, the Fou 

rier coefficients of the other harmonics can be considered small. 

As a consequence of Parseval's equation the "norm" E of the function S is 

given by 

(9) = 

1 k 

We have computed both terms of the equation ( 9) for every year from 1962 to 

1978:the integral on the left side has been evaluated numerically by using 

Simpson's classical formula and the coefficients ak and bk on the right side 

by the least squares method starting from equation (8) •. In order to reduce, as 

well as possible, the influence of long term variations values of the "seasonal 

function" S are obtained from the observed values of m after removing for eve 

ry year interval Tk the mean value of f = fok' namely

From 

Sk(t) 

(6) and ( 7) 

r =
ok 

= m (t) -3k 

it follows 

-1
f 

T 
T m 

3k

fok

(t)dt

Moreover we have corrected the values of E considering that the function 

f should be approximated by a second degree polynominal. It is found that, in 

general, these corrections are small. No source of error should arise from the 

approximation used. 

-

3 

0 
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Cosine (a ) and sine (b ) Fourier coefficients (in ms/day) and
Table 4. k k 2 
"norm" E of the seasonal functions S in (ms/day)

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

-0.376

-0.318

-0.393

-0.262

-0.255

-0.321

-0.271

-0.283

-0.383

-0.169

-0.244

-0.263

-0.231

-0.352

-0.211

-0.383

-0 .116

+0.099

-0.120

-0.068

-0.067

-0.199

-0.072

-0.173

-0.276

+0.058

-0.241

-0.256

-0.183

-0.147

-0.106

-0.122

0.284 

0.302 

0.250 

0.294 

0.356 

0.267 

0.199 

0.307 

0.282 

0.316 

0.216 

0.276 

0.320 

0.248 

0.344 

0.311 

b· 
2 

0.283 

0.427 

0.279 

0.244 

0.241 

0.273 

0.139 

0.232 

0.235 

0.405 

0.207 

0.181 

0.318 

0.268 

0.287 

0.363 

0.315 

0.384 

0.310 

0.219 

0.254 

G.289

0.138 

0.257 

0.357 

0.295 

0.207 

0.244 

0.290 

0.279 

0.280 

0.389 

0.327 

0.365 

0.344 

0.236 

0.275 

0.291 

0.186 

0.283 

0.373 

0.324 

0.241 

0.242 

0.331 

0.295 

0.300 

0.415 

The definitive values of E are summarized in Table 4 and in Fig. 7. We no 

te that ,e is proportional t.o .a mean seasonal kinetic energy. At first sight it 

seems to vary rythmically with period of about f our and, with less evidence, 

seven years. 

It is interesting to note that (if the curve represented in Fig. 5 is cor 

rect and there are no step functions) the maxima and minima values of E are 

reached in the epochs in which mean acceleration vanishes, i.e. in the epochs 

in which mean annual speed reaches maxima and minima values. It is also inte 

resting to note that year to year differences of E ,  which are a measure of 

the dissipated energy, noted here as dp/dt and plotted in Fig. 8, clearly 

show a 4 year cyclic period. 
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Fig. 7, E S dt is2T-1 f T
0 

2 proportional 
2 

p
+ 

is the sarne quantity computed from I: 
to a mean seasonal kinetic energy; 

2 2 

equation. 

ms/dav/vr 

0.1 

0.0 

-0,1 

1960 

dp 
dt 

1 

(a
k 

+ b
k

) accordi.ng to Parseval's 

Fig. 8. Annual differences of E• namely the measure of the dissipation of the 

seasonal kinetic energy. 

Conclusions 

The analysis of the Earth's annual motion has shown up periodic fluctuations 

in rate with a period of about 4, and to a lower extent, of 7 years. As regards 

acceleration the evidence for quasi-periodic fluctuations can be documented by 

the connection found between maxima and minima variations in rate and the Lcros 

of acceleration itself. The changes of angular acceleration seems due neither 

to impulsive torque as held by De Sitter (1927) and Brown (1926) nor to abrupt 

change in the amplitude of torque acting on the Earth. 

The amplitude variations associated with energy variations evidenced may be 

interpreted as the effect of "trermal engines", as suggested by Sidorenkov ( 19 79), 

or as variations in total angular momentum or in momenta of inertia of the Earth. 

The mean variations in the rotation speed from one year to another that we found 

on the order of 5xl0-9 
correspond to energy variation of about 3x10

19 
erg and

25 2 -1 to variations in the Earth's angular momentum of about 3.2x10 kg m sec 

If such a variations are to be attributed to variations in the moment of 

/ 
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inertia of the atmosphere which is about 1.7xl0-6 times that of the Earth we 
-3

see that the former should be vary by about 3x10 , which is well within the 

limits of possibility, if we consider the large long term variations of pre! 

sure over continental masses or fluctuations in groundwater. 

Furthermore we consider interesting to point out that variations in the 

annual components of polar motion of about 7 years were found by Jady (1970) 

and Moczko (1979). If these variations were in phase with the variations we 

found, this could be attributed to existence of a common cause, that is would 

confirm the exibtence of variations in the momenta of inertia of the-Earth. We 

are engaged in a study of this question. 
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state ot Material Inside the Earth and Soma Implications f'or Geogpamics 

H. STILLER, H. VOLLSTÄDT and s. P'IWITCK 1)

Zusammenfassung 

Die Arbeit enthält einen Uberblick über die BedeutuDg von Hochdruckuntersuchungen 

an geophysikalisch relevanten Materialien für das Verständnis der inneren Struktur 

des Erdkörpers und seiner Dynamik. Es werden sowohl experimentelle als auch theore

tische Untersuchungen vorgestellt. Schwerpunkte sind unter anderem Zustandsglei

chungen und Phasenübergänge. Im Schlu.8teil wird die Einbindung dieser Problematik 

in planetologische Fragen diskutiert. 

Peamrn 

HacToJimM pa6oTa co,n;epmT o63op o 3HaqeHHH Hccne,n;oBaHH� reo�HaHqecKIDC BemecTb 

rrpH BlilCOKIDC ,n;aBneHHSDC ,ll;AJI IlOHHMaHHJI BHYTP6HHO� CTPYKTYPl:l 38MHOro Tena H ero 

.iurna.MHKH. IIpe,n;cTaBnH:DTCJI 3KCn:epHM6HTa.IlbHl:le H 1eopeTHtl6CKHe Hccne,n;oBaHM. BrucHble 

TQqKH - 3TO ypaBH6HHJI COCTOJIHHJI H �30Blile nepexo,n;1:1. B 3aKmoqeHHH 06cyllt,ll;ae1'CJI CBJ13b 

3THX rrpo6neM c rrnaHeTonoraqecKHMH Borrpoca.MH. 

1, Introduction 

This paper is concerned with investigations on the physics and chemistry of 

matter relevant for the earth's interior. But there are various possibilities to 

get information about the interior of a planet. Some of these inveatigations are 

often called classical investigations. The most important of them are atudies of 

the earth's interior with help of seismic waves. Using the results of seismology 

(ino-luding normal vibrations) and taking into account also results o:f gravimetry 

one is able to construct so-called mechanical earth modele. In doing thia one haa 

to try to aolve the so-called inverse problem. That means we have certain phyaical 

quantities measured at the earth surtace and try to find their distribution from 

1) Central Barth Physics Institute of' the Acad. o� �niences of the GDR, 
DDR - 1500 Potsdam, Telegrafenberg 

-
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the surface down to the earth's center with temperatures of about 4000°K and 

pressures of about 350 GPa (3.5 Mbar). Similar problems arise in the field of heat 

flow measurements and in interpreting magnetic investigations. 

La.boratory high pressure investigations are one important way to relate mecha
nical earth zoodels to the physical properties within the planet to certain chemi

cal substances in their various physical modifications (phases). So it is very 

important to measure acouctic waves (velocities, an:L.sotropy and attenuation, see 
e.g. VOLAROVICH, 1979), electrical conductivity (W.AO & BELL, 1977) and thermal
conductivity (STILLER et al., 1978; BECK, 1978, SCHÄRM.ELT, 1979) at high pressure
and temperatures. X-ray studies are valuable for detecting structural changes
caused by pressure (e.g. YAGI, 1977). Up to now shock waves (see e.g • .AHRENS, 1972;
KEELER, 1978) are the only experimental method that enables to reach very high
pressures relevant for the earth's deep interior nnd also for the interior of other
planets.

Investigations on the stat� of planetary matter at high preaaures and tempe
ratures may also provide important contributions to the fundamental �roblems of the 
evolution of· our solar system. This is connected with the so-called actualistic 
principle (see ALFVEN & ARRHENIUS, 1976). According to this general principle, the 
improvement of our knowledge on the present state in planetary interiors is a key 
to discover the history of our planetary system. As discussed by STILLER & FRANCK, 
1980, the change of thermodynamic conditions during evolution from the protoplane
tary nebula to the present state influencea not all kinds of planetary matter in 
the same way. Therefore the application of this principle is limited. 

2. Theoretical and experimental methods

Equations of state are the most important theoretical methods for the study of 
the state of materials inside the earth. We know many methode and approximations 
for the equations of state (see e.g. ZHARKOV & KALININ, 1971), but we think that 
they all may be classified according to the echema shown in figure 1. If an 

expression for the free energy F (T, V) ie found with help of continuum mechanics 
the corresponding derivative of the free energy to volume is called phenomenolo
gical equation of state. So-called empirical equations of state (see e.g. o.L. 
ANDERSON, 1966) and the new structure of the equation of state found by ULIMANN & 

PANKOV, 1976, also belong to this group of equations. Phenomenological equations 
of state rnay be used for the description of the compressional behaviour of many 
different materiale if various free pa.rameters a.re fitted. A disadvantage of such 
equations consists in the fact that those equations allow no insight into the 
microscopic proceeses whtch cause the corresponding compressional behaviour. 

Therefore it is favourable to use mic�oscopic equations of state which may be 

derived if one has computed the partition function Z (V, T) within a microscopic 
model. There exist good approximations for the pa.rtition function of gasea and of 
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lattices (see e.g. LANDAU & LIFSHITZ, 1966). Another microscopic equation of state 

may be derived from the statistical theory of the atom devel�ped by THOMAS, FERMI & 

DIRAC (see GOMBAS, 1949). But such approximations neglect all structural effects 

and also the shell structure of the electron distribution. Therefore they may be 

used only in the very high pressure region from about 10 TPa (100 Mbar). 

Semiempirical equations of state may be used for various type of solids (ionic 

crystals, metals, valence end molecular crystals). This method (DAVIDOV, 1956) 

employs empirical expressions (n-m-pot ntials, exponential form) between the lattice 

particles. 

An important task for the theory of equation on state consists in finding rela

tionships between certain types. Another important problem is to find equations 

which describe the behaviour of matter in its various phases. To simulate the 

chemical e.nd physical behaviour of different regione inside the earth there is a 

syetem of high preeeure - high temperature laboratory equipments (see table 1). 

phenomeno logical 
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Table 1. High preesure laboratory equipments 

High pressure equipments 

pressure teohniques parameters 

(GPa) (0c) 

hydrostatio liquid medium 3 600 

gaseous medium 3 1000 

speoial technique 10 room temp. 

static piston cylinder 5 1500 

opposed anvil 30 600/2000 

diam. squeezer JO J00/2000 

belt 15 2000 

split sphere 250 room temp. 

dynamic � 10 000 

They can be used for measurements of certain physical and physico-chemical para

meters under extreme thermodynamic conditions. For the investigation of the beha

viour of the lithosphere and the upper mantle bydrostatic measu.rements are mainly 

used. Very important is to involve the parameter time to investigate the rheolo

gical behaviour. On the other hand petrophysical investigations need more petro

logical experiments to understand the genesis and the chemical state of the litho

sphere. 

Por the inveetigations of materiale which are relevant for the lower mantle 

solid state high pressure chambers are used. With help of belt-type-chambers and 

chambers atter BRIDGJIAN (ooposed anvil type) phase changes are investigated. The 

problem for these measurements is to increase both the temperature and the pressure 

up to for the earth's mantle relevant values. A special opposed anvil type, the 

squeezer, is the best present way to determine structural changes at polyorystals. 

UsiDg diamond anvils the ohamber allows opti al and X-r� measurements in situ. 

l'1nall.7 the atate of the material until l30w oan be investigated by- a split

sphere-apparatus, which arises presaures up to 200 GPa. Experiments on mel ting 

under high presaure need a speoial chamber of a belt-type. 
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3. Lithosphere and upper mantle

The struoture and the phase behaviour of the lithosphere and the upper mantle 
(asthenosphere) is very oomplicated and IDal'.JY groups in the world are invest:i.gating 
in detail regional parts of this important layer. Our knowledge about the global 
struoture, the composition, end the different physical fields of the lithosphere is 
derived from the combination of different sources, e.g. from the comparison of labo
ratory measurements of elastic veloci ties, densi ty, electrioal and thermal conduo
tivi ty with data of seiSJOOlogy, gravimetry, me.gn.etic and heat flow investigations. 
Besides the geological observation good results of petrologiot}l investigations and 
high pressure experiments about the phase behaviour of typioal mineral systems have 
been contributed to the present state of our knowledge about the lithosphere. 

Some problems ooncerning the upper regions of the lithosphere seem to be more 
clear because of the aystematio experimental investigations and the exact observa
tions: There e.xists a good fundus of petrophysioal data on different rocke under 
normal and extreme p,T-conditions; there are reliable results about the phase equi
librium of mineral systems, especially of silicates and suffioient ideas about their 
occurrence in the lithosphere. Our present knowledge about the pressure distribution 
in the crust and the upper mantie is qui te good. 

But there are a lot of unsolved questions concerning the origin, evolution, and 
dyna.mics of the lithosphere, inoluding the role of processes in the underlying 
asthenosphere and the deeper parts of the earth. In the table 2 only some open pro
blems are listed. 

-

Table 2. Open problems in studying the lithosphere (aelection) 

- satisfactory explanation for the causes and mechanios of
the plate motions

- intraplate volcanism, deformations and earthquakes

- mechanism of subduction processes

- exact properties of the major discontinuities (e.g. micro-
structure, phase boundaries)

- complex interpretation of low velocity zones, anisotropy,
attenuation, and phase oha.nges to fo:rmulate a complex
model of the lithosphere

- mechanism and history of differentiation (esp. formation of
the continental lithosphere)

- thermal modele of the anoient and recent lithosphere

- differenoes between continental and oceanic lithosphere

( 
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A special problem is t�e dependence of temperature from the depth. In present 

time the temperature - de.,th functions of different·authors vary considerable, 

considering the regional differences. There is one field for laboratory meaaure

ments to improve the results and the models. Figure 2 shows the large range of the 

geotherms and the possibilities for the formation of rock melts in the lithosphere. 
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Another dificile problem representa the complicated stability field of the 

large numer of multiphase systems of silicate minerais (see fig. J). It is 

obvious that the genesis and the metamorphism of rocks is influenced by the 

amount of fluid compounds, especially water. 

Concerning the state of the upper mantle we have some good ideas owing to the 

fundamental e:xperiments o:f RINGWOOD and co-workers. The consequent uae of high 

pressure laboratory experiments lad to interesting resulta about the phase dia

grams op upper mantle relevant systems. 
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Therefore we need in future - and this is also one of the a.ims of the new Inter

national Programme - in the same way more systematic high pressure experiments under 

conditions and at substances relevant for the lithosphere. Table 3 gives a selec

tion of important problems which can be more clarified witr. help of laboratory 

investigations under extreme p,T-conditions. 

Table 3. Petrological investigations and high pressure laboratory 

experiments for the lithosphere (selection) 

strengthening of high pressure/high temperature experiments 

in cloeed systems with volatiles (esp. H2o, co2)

experimental investigations of migration mechanism (radioactive 

ones, metals) 
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- investigation ot the melting behaviour ot the lithosphere

relevant m:ineral systems

- speQial petrophysical investigations (esp. thermal, elec

trical, elastic) at extreme p,T-conditions and its complexe

interpretation (viscosity, detormation, ect.) with other

geophy'sical branches

4. Iower mantle and core

Besides the so-called 400 km - discontinuity which is caused by the olivine

spinel-transition there are also seismic discontinuities at about 650 km and 

1050 km depth. The transtormation at about 650 km is believed to be connected with 

a transformation :from tetrahedrally boruled Si to the octahedral coordination. This 

transformation may be considered as an example for the transition of a configuration 

with strong non-central forces to a configuration where only central forces are 

important (nearly isotropic conditions within an octabedron). 

The influence of non-central forces on the GrUneisen parameter has been dis

cussed e.g. by STILLER & FRANCK, 1979. They firul that non-central forces are much 

more important than :f.i. temperature and that they may cause a considerable lowering 

of the GrUneisen parameter. So one can mak:e plausible why � -quartz has a rather 

low value (
,y

-.w 0.75) but the high pressure form stishovite has a greater one

( 'f' � 1 • 52). 

The nature of the core-mantle bourulary (CBM) is one of the most important pro

blems in geo- and planetary pbysica. The hypothesis of a chemical boundary at the 

CMB and an iron core is supported for instance by the occurrence of iron in meteo

ritea. But there are certain difficulties in explaining the formation of mantle 

and core by using the iron-hypothesis (see e.g. VITYAZEV et al., 1977). Therefore 

some scientists favour the so-called li>DOCHNIK0V-RAMSAY hypothesis (U>DOOBNIK0V, 

1939; RAJ4SEY, 1948). They proposed that the high density of the core could be due 

to pressure-induced transformation of magnesium-iron silicate into a high-dense 

phase. Against this hypothesis it has been considered unlikely that such a density 

change of about 70 % could take place during the phase transition of the CIIB. 

This shortcoming is removed e.g. within a modified bypothesis proposed by 

ARTJUSlll{0V, 1970. According to ARTJUSlll{0V the lower mantle near the CMB consists 

of two materiale which are called metallogen and nomnetallogen. Ketallogen ie 

assumed to have a much higher density than nonmetallogen and only metallogen 

makes the phase transition to the liquid metallic state of the outer core. So the 

density change during the phase transition of metallogen needs to be only about 

20 %. The inner core boundary (ICB) is usually assumed to be the solid-liquid 

boundary of the core material. DOORNBOS, 1974, has publiahed a distribution of the 

attenuation coefficient of seismic P-waves within the earth's core. He firuls a 
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sharp peak at the ICB and rather high values within the imler core. STILLER et al., 

1979, showed that the data of DOORNBOS may be explained very well (that means also 

quantitatively) with help of the temperature clistribution of HIGGINS & KENNEDY, 

1971 (see fig. 4). The results lead to the conclusion that the whole inner core is 

very near to i ts mel ting point (Tm - T QI 15 deg wi thin the center of the earth) and

therefore the atteJlllation of seismic waves is so high. 
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Attenuation coefficient of seismic P-waves in 
the earth's core. 1: data of DOORNBOS, 1974, 
2: calculated model with temperature clistribu
tion of HIGGINS and KENNEDY, 1971, 3: calcu
lated model with temperature distribution of 
STACEY, 1977, 4: contribution from attenuation 
in inhomogeneous matter (see STILLER et al., 
1979) 

Using the different equipment for generation of very high static pressure or 

ahock waves a lot of different substances have been investigated which are rele-

vant for the lower mantle (e.g. AHRENS, 1972). With that have been found the 

transition of spinel into oxides and a correlation with inhomogeneitis in the mantle. 

Some laboratories in present time are strengthening the experiments to reach the 

metallic state of such compounds to be able to support the ideas of RAMSEY and 

IDDOCHNIKOV. There are also a number of interesting calculations to support and 

interprete the experimental results for the lower mantle state (KOPYSTYNSKI & 

BAKUN-CZUBAROV, 1978). In figure 5 are shown the calculations of phase equilibrium 
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curves for the spinel-stiahovite + periclase decomposition. 12b considers com

pressibility and thermal expansion, 13b negleots this influence, 14b neglects the 

compressibility and thermal expansion too, assuming that entropy of transformation 

is constant. 

On the other hand there is a group of scinetists investigating the Fe-Ni-S 

system which can be relevant for the state of the core (KEELER, 1978; VOLLSTÄDT et 

al., 1978). There by the solid solution of the monosulfides in the Fe-Ni-S system 

seems to be suitable to explain some peculiarities in the behaviour of the outer 

core. Figure 6 shows the transition from a semiconductive to a meta-llic state of 

a MSS sample (29,8 wt:% Fe, 33,B wt% Ni)� 

Fig. 6. 
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Experimental investigations of melting behaviour und high pressure condition are 

very rare. The effect of preasure on melting temperature has been investigated 

above all on metals (BOYD & ENGLAND, 1963; LIU, 1975; BOSCHI et al., 1979). The 

problem is to find ways for extrapolating the melting curves up to pressures much 

higher than those at which the experimental data are available (at about 20 GPa). 

....___.___ .. ____ _ ........-..... _ ___ ~ 
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Ver:, important is the knowledge of different parameters as a function o:f melting 

pressure, e.g. the relative change of volume V/V8, the entropy of melting. Finaly 

we need for the discussion of the state of core material values about the conducti

vity at the melting temperature under high pressure conditions. 

5. Phase transformatione and mantle convection

The lithospheric plates of plate tectonics are created from hot mantle rock at 

ocean ridges and descend into mantle at ocean trenches. The plates are by de:fini

tion, part of mantle convection alle. 

The influence of phase transformatione on mantle convection entere in the 

following problem: Extends mantle convection only to depth of about 700 km (spinel � 

post-spinel boundacy) or tak:es place whole mantle convection? 

If the influence of cha.nges on mantle convection is considered in somewhat 

greater detail (cf. SCHUBERT et al., 1975) you may find both stabilizing and desta

bilizing effects. Phase boundacy distortion , absorption of latent heat o:f transfor

mation and thermal contraction may be destabilizing (positive buoyancy forcea). 

Release o:f latent heat and thermal e:xpansion may stabilize mantle convection. 

So we arrive at a problem that should be aolved in high presaure physics. Up to 

now the thermodynamic conditions during the spinel.+ post-spinel transformations are 

not clear enough to mak:e ultimate assertions. 

The predominance of compressional focal mechanisms in deep eex'thquak:es between 

500 and 700 km and the abeence of earthquak:es at depths greater than 700 km support 

the view that the spinel � post-epinel phase boundary is a barrier to convection 

and that there is no whole mantle convection. 

6. Concludine; remarks

Considering the state o:f matter inside the earth it is also important to con

eider the earth as a planetary body and to diecuss certain problems not only in 

relation to the earth but also to other planets. On principle our remarks concer

ning the inverse problem are also valid :for the other planets of the solar eyetem, 

although there are available much lees observational data for the other planete. 

An interesting phenomenon occuring not only on the earth out also at other 

planets is the magnetic field. It ie generally accepted that planetacy and stellar 

magnetic fielde are generated by a certain kind of dynamo. action. Tlds � 

• 

• 
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action is based on the rotation of the planet or star and on the convection of 
fluid material with high electrical conductivity (see e.g. STIX, 1977). Such con
ditions ma.y be re lized on various ways. For example in the earth there is convec
tion of fluid iron compounds or fluid metallized silicates while in Jupiter me
tallic hydrogen and also semiconducting molecular hydrogen (SMOLUCHOWSKI, 1979)

convect. In the sun only the convection of metallic hydrogen is relevant. 

In our opinion such comparative studies on the state of matter inside the earth 
and the planets will become very important in the following yea.rs when space probes 
will provide a lot of new information on the subject. 
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The observationa obtained with PZT Zeiss at Ondtejov observatocy 

in the yeare 1973 1978 were used to improve the mean places and 

proper motions of 304 stars. In order to obtain the proper motione 

with higher accuracy, the PZT observations were combined with 

the posi tions of the stars in AGK2 and AGK3 catalogues. All the PZT 

obaervations f'rom the yeara 1973 - 1979 were uniformly re-reduced 

in the eystem of the new catalogue. It is shown that the results 

ere in better agreement wi th the BIH 79 system than wi th the old 

BIH 68 aystem. The stability o� the new reeults with respect to BIH 

both in time and latitude iF> substantially higher as compared with 

the stability of the results in the system of the old star catalogue. 

Pea10Me 

Ha6JID�eHMR Ha �3T B ÜH,D;p�e�ose ae 1973 - 1978 rr. ÖhlJIH HCilOJlb80B8H& 

��H yToqHeHMH cpe,D;HHX MeCT l1 COÖCTB8HH�X ,D;BH�eHM� 304 8B88,D;. Ha6J110,D;eHHß 

Ha �3T KOMÖMHMpoaa�MCb C noJio�eHHHMH aeea,D; MS K8T8JlOros ArK2 H ArK3 

tITOÖbt noJiytU1Tb 60JlbllzyD TOqHOCTb co6CTB8HHblX ,D;BHJleHMi. Bce H8ÖJl.IO,D;eHMß 

c 1973 no 1979r. ÖWIH aaTeM BHOBb o6pa60T8HbI s Cl1CTeMe no�yqeHHOrO KaTa

�ora. DOKa88HO, qTO peay�bTäT� cor�acymcg �yqwe C CMCTeMO* MBB 79 qeM 

CO CTapoA CHCTeMo� MBB 68. CTa6M�bHOCTb HOB�X peay�bTaTOB no OTHOWeHßD 

K MBB no speMeHH H WMpOTe cy�eCTBeHHO BliIDe qeM CTa6WibHOCTb peayJlbT8TOB 

s cHcTeMe cTaporo aaea�Horo KaTaJiora. 

------------------�--�---

l) Astronomical Institute of the Czechoelovak Aca demy of Sciences,
Bude�ak� 6, 120 23 Prague 2, Czechoslovakia
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1 • Introduction 
-�--�----.. ---

The regular observations wi th PZT Zeiss begen at Ondi"ejov

observatory in 1973• The observations obtained during the first two

years were used by Webrov, and Weber [ 4] to determine the mean poai•

tions of 192 stars, their proper motions being taken over from SAO 

catalogue without change. The resulting catalogue will be further

referred to as PZT75• In 1977 the new reduction method [2] was adopted 

and in 1978 the observing programme was enlarged by adding 11 J fain ter

etars (up to eleventh magnitude). At the same time 8 stars had tobe 

excluded. The mean positions of these stars were determined relatively

with respect to the stars contained in the same group during the 1978

campaign, their proper motions were taken over from AGK2/AGKJ• 

The corresponding catalogue was given the neme PZT7;a. 

Since the beginning of 1979 the new observing programme is used. 
It consists of 16 groups each of which contains 14 stars. With the 
exception of only one atar, all these stars were selected f'rom the stars 
observed within the preceeding six yeara. Du.ring 1979, the positione 
end proper motions :from the tentative catalogue PZT75a were used. Since 
the positions and proper motions of PZT75a were not homogenous, 
it was decided to use all the observations obtained during the years 
197J - 1978 to improve both mean positions end proper motions. The time

span ot six years, covered by our own observations, being too ehort 
to give the proper motions with sufficient accuracy, the PZT observa
tions were combined with the positions of the respective stars in AGK2 
and AGKJ catalogues. The procedure used has recentl.y been published 
in detail in [J] , thus only a short outline will be given here.

All the observations ( more than 15 thousands transits of stars) 
were reduced by the method [2]. As a by-product, the values of lati
tude and time correction for each individual star were calculated. 
The whole interval of six years was divided into four subintervals 
(1973/74, 1975/76, 1977 and 1978), in each of whic-h the corrections 
to declinations and right ascensions of individual stars were found 
together with the adjusted values of latitude and time correction for 
each night by the method of least squares. In order to avoid the singu
larity of normal equations, the conatraint that the sum of corrections 
to declinations and right ascensions be zero for all the stars f'rom 
the original P'ZT75 catalogue was impoaed. The average rms errors in 
declination and right ascension of a single observation of a star 
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( calculated from the residuale a:fter adjuatment) are 0.14" end 
& 0.0lJ, 

respectively• 
Then for each star six observational equatione (:f'or the :f'our P'lT 

subintervals, AGK2 and AGKJ) were :f'ormed with the :f'ollowing unknowns:
i) for each star the correction to its meen poaition end proper

motion (for the epoch 1950.0),
ii) for each o:f' the four subintervals of P'lT observation a constant

shift of all the positions. I:f' the equinox, equator end the sys
tem of proper motiona of the initial catalogue PZT7 5 were iden
tical with those of AGK2/AGKJ, these unknowns should be zero.

Tbe weights of the PZT observations were put equal to the number of 
plates :f'rom which the corrections to coordinates in the correeponding 
subinterval were derived, the weights 2 end 1 were aesigned to the posi
tions taken from AGK2 and AGKJ, respectively. Then the system o:f' normal 
equations was formed and solved. The results showed that there existed 
large discrepency both in equinox and equator between PZT75 end AGK2 / 
AGKJ with a slow dritt (+0�06J1+0!0002 6(t-1950) end +0�064+0�1 0019(t-l950) 
respectively), ref'l.ecting the fact that the system of PZT75 positiona 
end proper motions was baaed on only one group of SAO stars. On the 
other hend, the difference between the new catalogue end AGK2 /AGKJ 
both in position and proper motion averaged over all the J04 atara 
is zero. The average rms errors of the new catalogue ( called PZT78) are 
lese for the stars that were observed during the whole interval of six 
years then for those observed in 1978 only. In general, the rms error 
of the position at epoch t cen be expreeeed ae 

mi = m� + �� (t-t0)
2 • 

The conetents m
0

, �o end t
0 

for both
of stars are given in Tab. 1. 

Table 1. 

Stars 
observed declination 

in mo fJ-o to
1973 - 1978 0�1 026 O!OOJJ 1974.6 

1978 0.054 0.00JJ 1971.J 

coordinates and both groupa 

right ascension 
mo �o to

0 ! 0024 O�OOOJO 19 7 4. 6 

0. 0050 0. 00 0J 1 l 971 • )

' 
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2. !l!!-H!§�ll§_Q�l!!�!9-!!�h-�l'I§_g!!!l2S!:!

The PZT78 catalogue is in current use since January 1980. In order 

to keep the new system of the instrument close to the previous one, 
d - -oh. 59m oss. 621 t the conventional longitude has been change �i-om o 

-011. 59,,. os!550 and we ceased to subtract 0.1" from all our latitude re

sults (the practice which was used since the very beginning in order 

to keep the results in accordance with the originally reported mean 

latitude of the inatrument). 
All the existing PZT observations were re-reduced with the new PlT78 

catelogue and the reoults of individual groups compared with both BIH68 
and BIH79 system (BIH Annual Reports, Tab. 6A for the years 1973 - 1978, 
BIH Circular D for the year 1979). It should be noted that, uaing the 
new reduction method, we succeeded in reducing several ten e of plates 
the results f'rom which were not originally sent to BIH �r IPMS. Thie 
holde especially for the firet two years of obeervations. Harmonie 
analysis of the individual residuale for each year seperately was .tul

filled end, following the practice of BIH, the residuale expresaed by 
means of the formulae 

R= a + b sin 2 1t t + c cos 2 1C t + d ein 4 Jt t + e cos 4 x t 

S= a'+ b'sin 2 '.it't + c'coe 2Xt + d'sin 4Xt + e'cos 4.Xt 

The coefficients a, b, c, ••• are displ93ed, together with the coeffi
cients calculated by BIH in the system of our old catal.ogue PZT75 and 
BIH 68 ( BIH Annual Reports, Table J) , in Tab. 2. In the column headed 
"diff." the following notation ia uaed: I :for PlT75-BIH68, II for 
PZT78 - BIH68 and III for PZT78-BIH79• In the lowest three rows of 
the table, the arithmetic means of the coecficients are given. 

The agreement of the PZT results with either BIH68 or BIH79 
eystem can be considered if the values of coefficients in the loweat 
two rows of the table are compared. Adopting for the "measure of 
:fitnesa" the eum of squares A= b2 

+ c 2 + d2 + e 2, we obtain for the 
ratios ABIH6a/A81879 the valuea 1.8J end 1.07 in caae of latitude 
and time, respectively. This means that the PZT results are in better 
agreement with BIH79 than with BIH68, eapecial.ly in case of latitude. 

The stability of tho resulte can be, according to Feissel [1] , 
considered in terms of the expreesion 

"' 
1 1

"' 

,:i Qn= 4<ai- 8n) + 1 ? [ (bi- bnJ + (ci- 0nf + (di- �f + (e
i
- en>

1
] ' 

where 8n through e0 are the ari thmetic means of the individual coef

:ficients over the period of n eucceaive years. In the present stu�, 
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Table 2. 

yeer dif:f. R (in 0.001") s ( in o! ooo 1)

a b C d e a' b' c' d' e' 

1973 I +18 +24 -49 + J -11 -155 -)4 -241 -11 6 -69
II +65 + 2 -54 +20 -55 -J5 + 8 -109 -24 -J7

III +65 -11 -J5 +26 -58 -J5 +12 -104 -25 -44

1974 I +J0 +29 -15 - 8 +14 -20 +64 +1 6 +21 -14

II +56 - 7 -J8 - 8 + 4 -15 +15 +2) +J8 - 5
III +56 -20 -19 - 2 + 1 -15 +19 +28 +J7 -12

1975 I +74 +26 -29 -15 +2J + 1 +47 - 9 -J 1 -25
II +89 -22 -62 - 8 + 8 +14 +18 - 9 -21 -16

III +89 -35 -43 - 2 + 5 +14 +22 - 4 -22 -23

1976 I +62 +41 -47 -22 -J5 +17 +42 -21 -19 +J 1
II +79 0 -74 -26 -47 +32 + 5 -12 -10 +25

III +79 -lJ -55 -20 -50 +)2 + 9 - 7 -11 +18

1977 I +111 +27 -39 -23 - 8 +10 +2) -37 +J2 -lJ
II +1J8 + 2 -34 -25 - J +15 - J -23 +41 -21

III +1)8 -11 -15 -19 - 6 +15 + 1 -18 +40 -28

1978 I +141 +48 -10 - J -19 -24 +14 -10 2 -26 -16
II +125 + 8 -47 -11 -20 -J0 -18 -119 -21 -42

III +125 - 5 -28 - 5 -2) -30 -14 -114 -22 -49

1979 II +80 -15 - 8 -53 +19 -11 + 6 -9) +)7 0 
III +80 -28 +11 -47 +16 -11 +10 -88 +J6 - 7

f 7)/78 I +73 +32 -32 -11 - 6 -28 +26 -66 -23 -18
73/79 II +90 - 5 -45 .;.1 6 -13 + 1 + 4 -49 + 6 -14
7)/79 III +90, -18 -26 -10 -16 + 1 + 8 -44 + 5 -21

the comparison o:f Q 6 
(:for the years 197)/1978) in the system o:f PZT75

and PZT78 catalogues is taken into consideration. The ratio 
QPlT-75/QPZT78) 1 shows the increase in stabili ty o:f the reeults. 
The values calculated .from the data in Tab. 2 are 1. 50 end 3. J8
in caae o:f latitude and ti me, respec tively.
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3• Conclusions 
-----------

The posi tions and proper motione o:t the stars in the catalogue P'lT78 
were deri ved combining PZT observations wi th AGK2 an d AGKJ catalogues, 
The equinox and equator as well as the system o:t proper motions of the 
new catalogue aro very close to those of AGK2/AGK3 and hence of .FK4, 
The average rms errors of the derived posi tions will not exceed 
the limit o:t ±0.08" within the next decade. The new catalogue ensures 
higher stabili ty o:t the resul ts wi th respect to BIil. Besides, 
the results based on the catal.ogue · PZT78 are in better agreement with

the newly adopted BIH79 system than with the elder system BIH68. 
All the reeults were submitted both to BIH and IPMS. We hope that 
the new catalogue will for m a good basis for our cooperation in the 
coming MERIT campaigns. 
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�aH o6sop COBpeMeHHOI'O COCTOflHIDi npo6JieMbl ycT8HOBJI8HHfl OCHOB

Hb!X KOOp,D.MHaTHhIX CHCT8M, npHM8Hfl8MbIX B I'eO'AHHaMMKe. PaccMOTpeHbl

nepcneKTHBH HCITOnb30BaHHa HOBblX MeTO,D.OB H cpe,n.cTB Ha6nro,n.eHHH ,IVIfl

perneHHH 3TOH npo6neMH. 

Abs tr a c t  

Ya.S.Yatskiv "On the basic reference coordinate systems for Earth 

Dynamics" 

Current state of establishing the basic coordinate systems for 

iarth Dynamics is reviewed. The possibilities of new observing 

method.S and techiques are considered for solvi.Dg this problem. 

I. Bae,n.eHHe

HpH npoae,n.eHHH BblCOKOTO'tffiblX I'eO,IJ,HH&mtleCKHX HCcne,n.oBa.HHH BaJK

HOe MeCTO 38HHMaeT Bbl6op, 3�aHHe H Ilpa.KTHt18CKOe TIOCTp08HHe OCHOB

HblX KOOp,D.HHaTHbOC CHCTeM, K qHcny KOTOpbIX OTHOCRT: 

I) H8Bpa�aJOmyIOCfl B npoCTpa.HCTBe CHCTeMY He6eCHblX Koop,n.HHaT (HCHK);

2) 38MHyIO reoQeHTpHqecRyio CHCTeMY KOOp,D,HHaT (3CK).

Tpe60BaHHfl' TIP8'A'bßBJI88Mble K onpe,n.eJiemm H npa.KTHqecKOH pea.mt3B.4HH 

H.C.~KMB 
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yKa38.HHblX cHcTeM Koor�HHaT, mHpoKo o6c�aJIHCb Ha KoJIJIOKBHyMe MAC

J 26 n06 onopHbIX CHC'l·eMa.x: KOOp,IJ.HHaT p.;IH. reO,IJ.HHB.MHKH" ( Topyttb, 1974) 

[15], paccMoTpetthl B pa6oTax E.TI.�e,n.oposa [7] H H.C.HQKHBa H 

B.C.ry6B.HOBa [8], ony6JIHKOBB.HHbIX B Cil0QHaJibHOM C60pHHKe CTaTe�, 

rrocBmqeHHoM IOO-JieTmo eo ,!Via poJK,IJ;eHHH. A.H.OpnoBB., H ,n.pyrmc ny6Jm

KaqHmc [2,6]. B HacTomqee BpeM.f.l B8,IJ.eTCH. no,n.rOTOBKa BToporo KO�

JIOKBJiYMa MAC, 56 no paccMaTpHBaeMOH npo6JieMe, KOTOp� COCTOHTCR 

B ITOJibme B C8HTR6pe 8TOro ro,n.a. 

D03TOMY 3,IJ.8Cb MhI ,IJ.�HM TOJibKO KpaTKyIO xapaKTepHCTHKY COCTO.RHHß 

pa6oT no 3�8.HHIO H IlOCTpoettmo OCHOBHbIX KOOp,IJ,HHaTHbIX CHCTeM, npH

M8HH.8MbIX B reO,IJ,HHaMHKe, H OCTattOBHMCH. Ha T8H.IJ-8HqHH pa3BHTHR HC

CJI8,IJ,OBaHHH no 8TOß npo6JieMe B CBR3H C npHMeHeHHeM HOBhlX M8TO,IJ,OB 

H cpe,IJ,CTB Ha6JID,IJ,8HHß. 

2. ITpHHQHIIhl 3�aHHß H IlOCTpoeHHH. OCHOBHHX CHCTeM
KOOp,IJ,HHaT 

ÜCHOBHhle CHCT8Mhl KOOp,IJ,�HaT HHqeM He OTMeqeHhl HH Ha Ke6eCHO� 

cipepe (nepaaa CHCTeMa), HH Ha noaepxHOCTH 3eMJIH (BTOpaH. CHCTeMa), 

a MaTepH8JIH3Y8TCß B BH,IJ,e CTIHCKOB H8KOTOporo tWCJia 06öeKTOB Bce

JI8HHOH HJIH COOTB8TCTB8HHO IlyttKTOB 38MHOH TIOBepXHOCTH, KOOp,IJ,HHaThl 

KOTOpbIX 3a,D.8.Hbl B 8THX CHCTeMax. KaK H3B8CTHO, B acTpoMeTpHH Heno

cpe,IJ,CTB8HHO H3Mep.RIOTCH. TOJibKO yPJihl, a He pa.CCTOJIHHa, ,IJ,O y,n.a.n:eHHHX 

06öeKTOB BceJieHHoa. AcTpoMeTpM He pacnonarae'l' B03MOJCHOCTbl) CBSl

aa'l'b Ha'tlBJio ROOMHffaT •C 8THMH o6öeKTSMH H aaaTu 'l'aKHM o6paaoM ero

,I\BHJt8HH8 • IlpHXO,I\H'l'Cß HCßOJib30B8.'1'b ,D,Jia 3�aHHß aaqa.na nepooa CHC

lfeM!i KOOp,I\HHaT 'l'eJia CoJIH8'CIH0'1 CHC'l'ew, a AJIH 38.ABHHH. Hanpa.BJ18HHR 

ee oceä - BH8rMaKTH'Cl8CKHe HCTOtlHHRH (,I\O H8,I\aBHero BpeMeHH 3B83Ahf). 

B To !te BpeMH. ,IV,IH pemeHHJI MHormc aap_aq reO,I\HHBJ,UfKH MO.lltHO orpaaHtm -

1111 
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TbCß CHCT9MO� KOOp'AH}iaT, B KOTOPOM 3�Hbl TOJibKO HanpaBJieHHH oce� 

H sce nocTpOeHHß BlffiOJIHßlOTCH B npocTpaHCTBe H306pruiteHH� - Ha no

sepXHOCTH BCilOMOraTMbHOM c�epbl (I,5,6]. TaKOH CHCTeMOM KOOp�HaT

HBJiß8TCß �yH,IJ,8M9HTSJibHM CHCTeMa, no CYII\8CTBY peSJIH3YJO�a.fl HeBpa

�ax:mzy10ca CHCTeMy He6ecHhIX Koop,rµ1HaT, a He HHepQHaJibHYJC), KaK STO

qaCTO OTMeq8.JOT B pyKOBO'ACTBax no acTpoMeTpIDI.

B OTJIHqHe OT nepsoM, ocHOBHOH cHcTeMbI (HCHK) KOOP'AIDiaT, seMHM 

reoQeHTpHqeCKM CMCTeMa KOOP'AHHaT (3CK) CBß3blBaeTCH TOJibKO C TeJIOM 

3eMJIH, a HM9HHO, HanpaBJI8HH8 ee oceH sa'AaeTCH no OTHOmeHmo K COBO-
OTB8CHb[X 

KynHOCTHY.ilHHHH B pasHbIX ToqKax 39MHO� noBepXHOCTH MH no OTHOmeHmo 

COBOKyTIHOCTH onopHbIX 6as Ha 3eMJie. Haqa;ro 3CK COBMe�aeTCß c �eHT

poM Macc� 3eMJIH. 

IlpH 38P-8.HHH H IlOCTpoeHHH OCHOBHWC CHCTeM KOOp.IJ.HHaT HCTIOnb3yYOT

Cß reoMeTpHqecKHe H 'AHHru.mqeCKHe npHHQHribl, OilHCaHHe KOTOpbIX 'ABHO B 

,- ] L? ,e .

3. CospeMeHHM TOqHOCTb IlOCTpoeHHß OCHOBHbIX
KOOP'AHHaTHbIX CHCTeM 

J. I. HeBp�8.IO�MCH CßCTeMa He6ecHbIX KOOp,II.HHaT (HCHK).

B HaCTO�ee speMH B KaqecTBe HCHK HCilOJib3YJOT cpe,II.HJOD 3KBaTo

PHaJibHyIO CHCTeMy KOOp,II.HHaT onpe,II.eJieHHOH 3Il0XH, KOTOpM MaTepHSJIH-

3yeTCß B Bff'A8 �yli)J_aM8HTa.JlbHOPO KaTa.JIOra IlOJIO�eHHH H COOCTB0HHb1X 

�BvDKeHHH sses'A. B xaqecTse MeiK,II.yHapo.n.aoro CTBH,II.apTa np�T xaTa

JIOr F K 4 . B npHHQHne ,IJ.OCTaTOqHO 3HaTb IlOJIOJKeHHff ,II.Byx 3Be3,II. B 

KaTanorei l= K 4 , �oobl s�aTb HanpaBJieHHe oceH HCHK. 0,II.HaKo lila-sa 

OillHOOK co6CTB8HHbIX ,II.BID!CeHHM 3THX 3Be3,II. OCH TaKo� CHCTeMbl KOOp,II.HHaT 

OYlJYT M8HßTb CBOe HanpaBJieHHe no OTHOilleHmo K OCHM �HeIJqHaJibHOä 

C�CT8Mhl OTCqeTa. BoJiee Toro, CHCTeMa, CBR38.HH8Jl TOJibKO C ,II.ByM8 

3Bes.n.ru.ra, He MO�eT 6�Tb npHMeHeHa B mHpOKHX MacmTa6ax Ha npaKTHKe. 
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IlpHXo,n,HTCH ,II,JIH 3ap.aHHH HanpaBJieHHH ocei1: HCHK HCTIOJib30BaT h KaTaJiox

Hb!e ilOJIOJKeHHH M HOrl1X 3Be3,n,. ß STOM CJiytiae roBopHT O CHCTeMe KOOp

,Il,HHaT, 3�aBaeMo� KaTaJioroM. Ee OTJIHq11e OT H,n,earrbHOt1 MOJKeT 6hlTb 

on11caHo MaTpHI.�eli BpB.lllemm R 11 c11cTeMaT11tieCKMM11 yKJioHeHmrM:11 Aoi-

11 A 4S' , KOTOpble noKa3hIBa.IOT, qTQ KaTaJIOf', HCTIOJih3yeMbiti ,Il,1Ifl sa,rr.a.HHR 

HCHK, He ßBJiß6TCR BHyTpeHHe corJiaCOBa.HHbIM. 06blqHO CHCTeMaTH�eCK:Me 

yKJioHeHlUl AOL l1 A O OTIHChIBa.IOT H8KOTOpbIMl1 rpyHK�11m.rn, saBHC.fil1l�1-

MH OT TIOJIOJKeH.ml 3B83,Il, Ha He6eCHOH cqiepe, 3Be3�0H B8JIYitrnHbl 11 ,rr.p., 

a OTJimrne HanpaBJI8Hl1i1 ocei1 (He,n,11arOHaJibHbie sJieMeHTbl R ) CtU-1:TaIOT 

H83Hatn1MhIMl1. C11cTeMaTI1tl8CKl18 yKJIOHef-Ivl.fI A,.o/., !.1 A O ' B CTporoM 

CMhICJI8 3TOI"O CJIOBa, onpe,n,eJIHTb HeB03MOJKHO. IlOSTOMY HaxO,n,RT MX OQ8H

Kl1 no pe3yJibTaT8.M cpaBH8HHß KaTB.JIOrOB. KpoMe Toro, TOtlHOCTb IlOJIO

�eHHß 3B83� B KaTBJIOrax saBHCHT OT CJiyqaHHbIX om1160K HaOJIIO�eHHH, 

o6yCJIOBJI8HHbIX BJIHRHH8M Ha np:>Qecc H3MepeHHH, HaOJIID,D,aTeJIR l1 HHCTpy

MeHT Q8J!Of'O PMa HeKOHTpüJIHpyeMbIX qJ8.KTOp0B. C�eCTBYIDT pa3JIHtffihl8 

TIO,IJ,XO,JJ,hl K TOtlHOCTl1 TIOJIOJKeHMM 3B83,Il, B KaTarrorax. ß ,IJ,aJibH8Hlll8M Mbl 

6y�eM npM,II,ep��BaTbCß KJiacc11qecKoro no,n.xo,II,a K sToti: npo6JieMe 11 np11-

se,n,eM cpe,n,HMe 1rnap,paT11tieCKH8 OIIU16K11 TIOJIOJK8Hl1H 3B83,Il, B KaTanore 

(no o�eHRa.M fle,n,ep.11e [13]) oT,n,eJibHO ,D,JIH cesepHoro 11 IDJKHoro no�y

rnapl'ltl He6a. HanpaBJieHl'le ocei1 HCHK, 3�asaeMoti: KaTanoroM ,= K 't , 

6nH3KO K HanpaBJieHmo OC8M ,Il,HHa.Mit1qecKo� CHCT8Mbl KOOp,Il,HHaT, 3aiIJ.aBa

eMOMY op611TaJibHbIM H Bp�aT8RbHbIM ,Il,BIDK8HHHMl1 3e.MJIH. Ilo OQ8HKBM,TIO

JiytreHHbIM B rAO AH YCCP �.Il.)]yMoM H ero coTpy,n,HHKaMH, pacxoJK,n,eHHe 

Hy-Jih-IlyttKTOB KaTaJiora F K 4 H ,Il,HHaMHqeCKOM CHCT8Mbl KOop,n,11HaT coc

TaBJIHeT �olo = +0.20" ± 0.0b" 11 .d � = +0.02" ± 0.02". KpoMe 

Toro, TOtlHOCTb nocTpoeHHR HCHK saBHCHT OT OI.Ul160tIHOCTl1 IlOCTOßHHO� 

npeQeCCHH, npHHHTO� B KaqeCTBe OCHOBHOß, ��a.MeHTaJibHOH TIOCTOHH� 

HO� acTpoHOMHH. B HOBO� CHCTeMe acTpoHOMJ.NeCKmc IlOCTORHHhIX - MAC, 

1976 OIIIl16Ka cToneTHero sHaqeHHR o6�eH npeqeccHH B ,n,onroTe Ha 3noxy 
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]2000 04eHHBaeTCH 6nH3KOH ±o�I. Ta:KMM o6pa30M, CyMMapH8.H omH6Ka 

nocTp08Hl1R HCHK ,IJ,JIR COBpeMeHHbIX 3IlOX COCTaBJIHeT OKOJIO 0�2, 'Q'.TO 

Ha �Ba nopflP-Ka npeBbllllaeT Tpe6yeMYJO. 

Ta6mu�a I 

Cpe�HHe KB�paTHqecKHe oura6KH IlOJIOMeHH� 3Be3A 
s KaTaJiore F K 4 ,IJ,JIH pasirntnihlX 3nox 

llp�e CKJIOH8HHH 
önoxa BOCX0�8H:rul

/V ! s /V s 

!925.0 ±0�04 ±o�oe ±0.04 ±0.05 

1950.0 6 9 5 9 

1975.0 II 18 8 15 

185 

,iJ,rrR pemeHHR HaytrnbIX 11 npaKTHtl9CKHX s�aq acTpoH0Mm1, KOCMH'Q'.8-

CKOH I'80'A83HH H reO'Al1H8.M11KH HYJKHO 3HaTb Koop�11HaThl B03MOMHO 60Jib

rnero tU1CJia He6eCHhIX o6WKTOB B CMCTeMe 'PYH�a.MeHTaJibHOI'O KaTa.nora, 

B qacTHOCTH pacrrpocTpa.H11Tb STY CHCTeMy Ha CJia6�e 3B83,IJ.b!. ÖTOH 4e

Jll1 CJiy,KaT CBO�Hble KaTaJIOI'H 3B83A. YIHcpopM�HH O HeKOTOpblX H3 HHX

np11B8'A8Ha B Ta6JI.2, B KOTOpOM ,II,JIH cpaBH8HHH AB..HbI CBeAeHHH O 'PYH

'AaM8HTaJihHbIX KaTaJiora.x F I< 4 H N 30, a TaIOKe O CBOAHhIX KaTa.norax 

SR S H K s Z , pa6oTa no COCTaBJieHHIO KOTOphlX B HaCTO�ee BpeMS Be

A8TCH. Kax BH,IJ.HO H3 Ta6JI.2, CJiy-tiruiHa.B: OIDH6Ka TaKHX pacnpOC'l'pa.HeHHWC 

KaTSJIOrOB R8.K SAO, He I'OBOpH O pacxo)l():\eHHH CHCT0Mbl 3TOI'O Ka'l'a

JIOI'a H F K 4 , COCTaBJIH8T OKOJIO ±Q • 5". Ta.KHM o6pa30M, H8CMOTplt Ha 

orpoMHblH TPYA, saTpa'tleHH�H MHOI'HMH IlOROJI8HHHMH acTpoMeTpHCTOB, 

AOCTHI'ttyTaJI TOtlHOCTb nocTpOeHHlt nepBOH OCHOBHOH CHCT0Mbl KOOp.zµfHaT 

He YAOBJieTBOpaeT COBpeMeHHblM sanpoca.M HayKH H Ilpa.K'l'HKH. MbI 3AeCh 

He KaCaJIHCb CJIO�HhlX BOnpocoB onpeAeJieHHH HaqaJia OTCqeTa STO� CHCTe

Mbl KOOP'AHHaT H IDK8Jlhl paccTOltHH� B acTpOHOMHH, KOTOpble o6c�aJIHCb

B [7] . 

--
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Ta61rnqa 2 

Cpe,D,HHe KBBiD,paT.t{t:(0CKHe onrn6KH IlOJIOJK0HHti 3Be3� B 

KaTaJiorax (B CJiyqa�HOM OTHOIII0HHH) 

t 
Cpe,IJ.HHH 'ffiCJIO 3B03� Cp. KB. OIIIH6JCH KaTaJior ! arroxa Ha6Jiro- B ThI cmtax 

f ! )J.8HHH T .,,,_ T1n. 1975 

FK4 1916 I.5 ±0�04 ±o�'II 

N30 1932 5.0 9 22 

AGK3R 1958 2I.5 II 16 

AG-K3 1960 180.0 20 25 

SAO 1963 259.0 50 51 

SRS 1970 20.0 I0 IO 

kSZ 1967 4I.0 10 10 

3.2. 1130MHM11 C1"lCTeMa KOOP'AHHaT. 

ECJIH OhI 3eMJIH 6bIJia a6cOJIIOTHO TBep'AOß, TO nocTpOeHHe BHCOK�TO'tl

HOti u3eMHOi:i 11 CHCT0Mbl KOOP'AHHaT, B KOTOpoi1 ITOJIOJKeHHH nyHKTOB 3eMJIH 

He H3MeHHIOTCH BO BpeMeHH, He BhI3hIBaJIO OhI saTpy�HeHHH. B c.nyqae 

pea.nbHOß 3eMJIH Heo6xo�HMO ytI1"lThIBaTI:, TaKHe HBJI0Hl1H KaK yrrpy:rHe 'A0-

�OpM�HH ee MaHTHH, OTHOCHT0JlbHbl8 rrepeMe�eHHß OJIOKOB 38MHO� no

BepxHOCTH' 'ABIDK8HHH B �e 3eMJU1 H 'AP· n3eMHa.R" CHCTeMa KOOP'AHHaT 

B HaCTOffiI.!80 BpeM.fl pea.nHsyeTCß B BH'Ae CITHCKa cpe,D,Hmc npHMoyrOJibHhIX 

KOOp�IDiaT CT�H� Ha orrpe'AeJieHHYJO anoxy. BpeMeHHble H3M0H0HHH 3THX 

KOOp,IJ,HHaT, sa HCKJiroqeHH8M H8KOTOpbIX xopomo H3B0CTHbIX reO'AHHB.MHqe

CKHX aqxpeKTOB, npHHHMaIOTCH paBHbIMH HYJIIO. ÜCI:, Oe H TIJIOCKOCTb ey

Jl8BOI"O M8PH'AH8Ha 3CK B�6Hp8.IOTCH TaKHMH, KaK B H3B8CTHblX CHCTeMax 

MeJK,IzyHapo,D,Horo yCJIOBHoro ttaqa;ra - C I o H MeBC,II,,YHapo,D,Horo 610po ape

MeHH 8 r H I968. B Ta6JI. 3 nIJH Be'AeHhl cBe'AeHHH o tmCJie CTB.HQHi'i, 'tlHCJie 
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HHCTpyM8HTOB H nepHO,IJ,ax Ha6JIIO,IJ,0HHH, HCilOJlb3OBaBilIIDCCfl npH CO3,IJ.a.HHH 

l1 IlOCTpü0Hl1H 0TIDC CHCTeM. 

Ta6JI�a 3 

C11cTeMhl oTctieTa C IO 11 BIH 1968

HaHMe-
HOBa-
Hl18 

CIO 

81HI968 

l,:faCJIO I 1o6cepBa 1 
!TOpHl1 I ! !

5 

5I 

tfuCJIO HHCTPYM9HTOB IJepHO,IJ, 
Ha6JIIO,IJ,8Hl1� l.lliipoTa BpeMH 

5 1900.0 - I906.0 

39 48 1964.0 - I967.0 

PaccMOTpHM BO3MO*Hbl8 HCTOtlHHKH OIIU160K IlOCTpoeHHH 3CK. ÜpHeH

T�HR Cl1CT8Mhl B TeJie 3eMJIH saBHCHT OT TOtlHOCTH IlOCTpO8H11R M cox

paH8H:11R CTa6t1JihHOCTH CHCTeM CIO M BlH 1968, OCYll!8CTBJIR8MbIX Me*

,IzyHapo,D,H1:iIMH CJIY7K68.MM ,IJ,BIDK0HHH IlOJIIOCa H onpe,n.e.neHM BpeMeHH. Ms

HCCJI8,IJ,OE8.HHH, BhlilOJIH8HHbIX B rA0 .AfI YCCP, CJie,n.yeT, tITO yKa3aHHhle 

CMCT8Mbl He o6JI�aIOT rrpeHtqtqeCTBa.MH nepe,n. CHCTeMoti, y ROTOpoM OCb 

0 2 npoxO,D,1-IT qepes cpe.n,ttHtl TIOJIIOC 0IlOXM Ha6JIIOAeHHti' T. H. nomoc 

Op.,10Ba [5] • 3Ta CHCTeMa 6hIJia npHHRTa B [I9] sa CTaH,IJ,apTHYIO, no

OTHOI118HIDO K He.n ObIJIH orrpe,IJ.eJieHbl xapaKT8pMCT11KvI H8CTa6vIJibHOCTv! 

cacTeM CJO 11 BIH I968 ( CM. Ta6JI .4). l{aK BM,U,HO, c11cTeMa c I o 11s-3a 

H8O0JihlUOI10 tfl1CJia CTa.HqIIJ:ti Ha6.JIIO,IJ,8HHM TI0,IJ,B8PJK8Ha 3Ha'tlIIJ:T8JibHbIM JIH

H8MHbIM H rrepHO,IJ,M'tl8CKHM H3M8H8HHRM HanpaBJieHHti ee oceti no OTHOill8Hmü 

K ,n,pyrHM CHCT8MaM. 

Ta6m1qa 4 
HecTa6ruioHOCTb CHCT8M OTCtI8Ta CIO 1903 H BI H 1968 

cro 1903 ßtH 1968 

10 cM/ro,n. 

ITepHO,IJ,HqecKH8 H3M8H8HHR (,..., 24 ro,n,a) ±IQ8 CM 

KopoTKonepMO,IJ,HqecKaR I,f CJiyqaHHM 
COCTaBJIHIOlltJ.18 ± 27 CM + 30 CM 

l -----r------, 
! 
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COBMe�eHHe HaqaJia 3CK C reo�eHTJ?OM ocy1qeCTBJIHeTCH AHHB.MMqe

CKHMH MeTO'AaMß no AaHHbIM HaonDAeHHH MC3, ]yHbl H .n.p. B ttacTo.Rll.iee 

BpeMH TOQHOCTb TaKO� npHB83IG1 COCTaBJißeT �ß nytm1IDC pe8�M38.4H� 

3CK HeCKOJibKO AeCHTKOB C8.HTHMeTpOB(15]. 

ToQHOCTb TIOCTpoeHHH 3CK C KaJK,IJ,hIM POAOM TIOBhilIJaeTCß. EcnH Ha 

nepBOM 3Tane pa6oT no C03A8.HHIO o6�eseMHbIX CHCTeM OTHOCMMOCTH no 

tta6�roAeHIDIM HC3 ROOPAHHaThl cTal-lll;HH onpeAeJiarrHCb c MeHbmeM TOtmo

CToro, qeM HanpaBJieHVJß KOOPAHHaTHbIX oce� B TeJie 3eMJIH, TO B ABJib

HefulieM CHTYarJ;HH H3MeHHnacb. OmHoKH orrpeAeJieHHH KOOPAHHaT CTaH�H� 

CTaJIH cpaBHHMhlMH C OlliHOKaMH opHeHTarJ;HH oceH 3CK. BosHHKna 3a+J.aqa 

COBMeCTHOY,O ynytnIIeHHH KOOpAßHaT H opHeHTarJ;HH 3Cl{. TipH 3TOM CHCTe

Mhl C JO Wrn BfH 1968 HCilOJib3YfilTCH KaK VJCXO,IJ,Hhle Cl1CTeMhl Ha nepBOM 

3Tane pa60TbI no TIOCTpoemuo 3CK. 'l'a.RMM o6pasoM' OhlnO COCTaBJieHo 

HeCKOJibKO CBOAOK KOOPAHHaT CTaHQH�, 38.,IJ.aJO�IDC pasJIH'Cllihie peaJIH3�HH 

3CK, HanpHMep, CTaH,IT,apTHaH 3eMmi lli, N W i.. - 9 H AP. CpeAHee sHaqeHHe 

OlliHOKH onpeAeJieHHH KOOPAHHaT CTaHQHM, xapaKTepH3yro�ee BttyTpeHHIOD 

cornacoBa.HHOCTb TaKHX CHCTeM, npH6JIH3HT8JlbHO paBHO ±IM. ÜAHaKO 

Me1K,Ily OTAeJibHbIMl1 CHCTeMa.MH HMeIDTCR OOJlblliHe CHCTeMaTHQeCKHe pa3JIH

'tillß • .Attä.JIH3 TOtniOCTH onpe�eJieHHH napa.MeTpOB opHeHTpOBB.HHH OTAMh

HbIX peaJIH3aQHM 3CK Il03BOJIReT CAeJiaTb BhlBOA, QTO B HaCTO�ee BpeMH 

MOJKHO IlOCTpOHTb CBOAHbß1 KB.TMOr KOOp)J.HHB.T IlyHKTOB 3eMJIH, 38.,IJ.B.l>IqKR 

3CK C TOtlHOCTbD AO HeCKOJibKHX 'A8CßTKOB Ca.HTMMeTpOB. &.ro Ha 0,1\HH 

nopß,D.OK HHJCe TOtlHOCTH, Tpe6yeMOH .IliJiß reO'AHffa.MHtl8CKHX HCCJI8A0B8.HHR. 
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4. IIepcneK'l'HBJ:l nOBJ:llll8HWI TOllHOCTH peaJIHaaqHH

OCHOBHbDC CHCT0M ROOp,D.HHaT 

4. I. HeB�B.IOIItaJICSI CKCTeMa KOOp,D.HHaT ( OilTHtl8CKaJI acTpoMeTpiUI) •
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IIo pemelfflIO MeJKJJYHapo,n_Horo acTpoHoMJ.tqecKoro COD3a c 1973 r. B 

rettn,eJibOepre (�Pr) IlOA pyKOBOACTBOM npo�. B.�pHKe B8A8TCH pa6oTa 

no COCTaBJieHmo HOBOI10 �YH,IJ_aM8HT8JibHOro KaTaJio:ra FK 5 , KOTOpbIB 

6yAeT npHHHT c !984 r. B KaqecTse MeJK,D,yHapo,{Vioro cTattAapTa. oTOT 

KaTaJIOr 6yAeT COAePJKaTb OKOJIO 4 TblC. 3B83A AO 9 3B83,IViO� B8JI�HHbl 

[IO]. TipM ero COCTaBJI8HHH 6yAeT MCTTOJlb30Batta HOBM CHCTeMa acTpo

HOMIB18CKIDC llOCTOHHHhIX, a Taue npHHHThl M8pbl no YTOtrneHmo ffYJlb-nym<

TOB M y-MeHbill8HHID CHCTeMaTMqecKmc OlliHOOK. no rrporH03HhIM OQeHKa.M 

TOtn-lOCTb KaTaJIOI'a F KS Ha anoxy Ha6JIIOA8HHH COCTaBHT CKOJIO ±0�105, 

B TCM qMcJie B CJIY1{a�HOM OTHOlli8HMM ±o�OI - ±0�02. B03MO�HOCTb AaJih

ttetimero yJiytruI8HMR �YH�aMeHTaJibHO� CHCT8Mhl KOOPAHHaT no Ha3eMHbIM 

HaOJIIDA8HHRM B OITT:ITTI8CKOM �HanasoHe cneKTpa H3J.IY1{8HMM npo6JieMaTH'tlHa. 

M3 pesepBOB Ha3eMHOM acTpoMeTpMM CJI8AY8T OTM8THTb opraHH3aQH� Ha6-

JlhlA8HHM B nyHKTax C xopOlliHMM acTpOKJIHMaTHqecKißili ycJIOBHRMH, C03Aa

Hl18 BhlCOKOilpüH3BOAHT8JlbHbIX aBTOMaTHqecKIDC MHCTpyMeHTOB, TO'lliblH 

yqeT HHCTpyMeHTaJibHhIX norpemHOCTett H BJIHHHHH aTMOC�epw, M, HaKOHeQ, 

pa3pa60Tey M8TOAHKM C03Aa.HHR O,D.HOPOAHOM Ha BCeH He6eCHOH ccpepe 

CHCT8Mbl KOOPAHHaT. ÜT Taro, B KaKOH Mepe YAaCTCR B 6y,IJ.yllleM MCOOJib-

30BaTb 3TH pesepBhl, 3aBHCHT püJib HaaeMHOtt OITTH'li8CKOH acTpoMeTpm1 

B l13yqeHHl1 reoMeTpHqecKIDC H KHH8MaTH'li8CKHX xapa.KTepHCTHK BceneHHo�. 

4.2. HeB�8JOlqaJICH CHCTeMa ROOp,IJ,HHaT (pa,n,111oacTpOM8Tpru1). 

B IlOCJI8,D.HHe PO,IJ.bl HaMeTHRCß nepexo,n, R HCITO�b30B8HHIO HOBbIX MeTo

,IJ,OB IlOCTpoeHHH HCHR, Be�ee M8CTO CpeAH ROTOpbIX 38.HIDdaeT MeTO,IJ, 

,II.JIHHH06B.3HCHO� �HOHHTeppepoMeTpHH (PC)JJ3). 06�eKT&m H8.6RD,Il,8HH� 
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MeTOAOM PC;J.B B nepBYJO oqepeAb ßBJiflIOTCR KOMTiaKTHbie BHeraJiaKTHqe

CKHe P�HOHCTOtlliHKH (IrnaaapbI, sr,n_pa I"B.JiaKTMK), co6CTBeHHbie ABIDKe

Hfü! KOTOpbIX O'tleHb Ma.JThI. H03TOMY TaKMe o6öeKTbI ßBJI.rIIOTCß 11,n,ea.JibHbI

Mß penepa.MH ,IT,JIR 38ill,aHHR HanpaBJieHHR oceM HG.HK, TIOCTpoeHHe KOTO

pblX B PBiIJ.HOacTpoMeTpHH BO3MO�HO ABYMß rrpHI-IQHITHaJibHO pa3HbIMH MeTO

A�= 

a) HCIThITaHHbIM B OilTHqecKOM acTpOMeTpHH MeTOAOM a6COJIDTHbIX onpeAe

JI8HHM KOOPAJ-iHaT;

6) crreu;HaJibHbIM MeTOAOM H3MepeHHM ,Izyf' Me�y HCTO'tlfiHKaMH [3,12].

ITpJ1 rrpHMeHemrn rrepsoro MeTOAa He06XOAHMO TII(aTeJibHOe irnyqeHHe

Bpa!48HHR 3eMJIH H onpeAeJieHJ1e KO3qxp�H8HTOB B pasJio�eHMRX ee npe

u;ecCHOHHO-ttyTB.QHOHHOI"O ,IJ,BIDK8HI1ß. RpoMe TOI"O, orrpeAeJieHHe MeTOAOM 

PC,l.lp HaqaJia OTcqeTa np.RMbIX Bocxom,n,eHH� BCTpeqaeTCR C p.ff,II,OM Tpy,n,

HOCTeM [2]. TI00T0My B cosAaHHbDC He,n,aBHO KaTanorax noJiomeHHM pBiIJ.HO

HCTOtmHKOB HaqaJio OTcqeTa npRMbDC BOCXOJKA8HHM COBM8II(8HO C HaqaJioM 

rrpfilvl:hIX BOCXO!f{A8HHM B KaTa.rrore �k4 rryTeM 1oTorpaqiHqecKOM rrpHBR3-

KH OT,IT.8JihHbIX KBa3apoB K 3B83,IJ,aM ,= k 4 [I6 J . BHyTpeHHRR TOqHQCTb 

TaKHX KaTaJIOI"OB COCTaBJIReT B JiyqmeM cnyqae OKOJIO ±o�OI, B TO Bpe-

MR KaI{ paaJn1q1,1g MeJK,D,y OT,D_eJibHbIMH KaTa.JIOI"8MI1 AOCTv'!I"aIOT C8KYHA .IJ.Yf'H. 

Tiapa.MeTpbI npeu;ecCMOHHO-HyTaQ}iOHrfOI"O ,IJ,BIDK8HMR 3eMJH1 B 6y.IJ.YII(eM 

MOI"YT Ob!Tb orrpeA8JI8HbI MeTOAOM PC)i,B C BbICOIWti TOm-IOCTbR), B qacT

HOCTH rro a6COJIR)THbIM tta6JIIDA8HH.RM CKJIOH8HHH. ÜCHOBHhIM Of'pa.HHqeHHeM 

paccMaTpHBaeMoro M0TOAa IlOCTpoeHHR HCHK HBJIBeTCH He06XOAffldOCTb 

TO'tffiOPO yqeTa BJIH.HHHR HHCTPYMSHTB.JlbHhlX H MeTeopOROf'HQ0CKKX <pa.KTO

poB Ha pesynbTaT� Ha6nID�0HHH. 

Bo BTOpoM CnY1-1ae, eCJIH AOilYCTHTb BO3MO*HOCTb peaJIH3au;HH TaKoro 

MeTo,n_a H3MepeHH�, npo6JieMbI IlOCTpOeHHR HCHK � H3yqeHHR CJIO�Horo noc-
3eMJIM 

zynaTeRbHO-Bp�aTeJibHOPO �BroKeHHR�CTaHOBRTCR He3aBHCHMhlMH. M3MepeH-

H�e ,rzyrH Me]l(,I1,,Y �HOHCTO'tlHHK&rn, pacrrono�eHHID1J1 6onee HJIH MeHee 
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paBHOMepHO no BCe� He6ecHOß cipepe, MoryT 6�Tb ypaBHeHbI B 8,IJ.HHO� 

aBTOHOMHO� CHCTeMe KOOp,IJ.HHaT, HanpaBJieHHH oceH KOTOpo� MOJKHO Bhl-

6pa,Tb npo H3BOJibHO. Bce me npe,n.noJiaraeTcH, 'tlTO Ha nepaoM aTane 

C03,IJ,8.HIDI TaKOß CHCT8Mhl KOOp,IJ,HHaT ee HYJib-IlYHKTbl 6y)JYT COBMe�eHbI 

,IVIR y,IJ,06CTBa C HYJib-TIYHKTaMH KaTaJIOra F K 5 . )].aJibHeHIIIee y.nyqme

HHe pa,n,HoacTpOHOMH'tleCKO� HCHK He 6y,n.eT 3aBHC8Tb OT �YH,IJ.a.MeHT8Jib

HOM CHCT8Mhl KOOp,IJ.HHaT. 

Mo,n.eJibHhle pacqeThl, a Ta:EOKe BhlTIOJIHeHHhle B nocJie,II,HHe ro,IJ.bl aK

cnep11MeHThI CBH,D.eTeJibCTBYJOT O TOM, tlTO C TIOMO�bIO MeTo,n.a PC)],B MOJK€T 

6�Tb TIOCTpoeHa HCHK c TOqHQCTbIO, 6JIH3KO� K ±o�OOI (3,II,I2j. H3

'APyI'HX M8TO,IJ.0B pearrHsa�HH HCHK CJie,rzyeT OTM0THTb O't18Hb nepcneKTHB

HHti npoeKT HI PPA Rcos, npe,IJ,JioJKeHHhlti Eaponei1cKHM KOCMI-NeCKHM 

areHTCBOM ,IJ,JIH onpe.n.e.rremm BbICOKOTO'tlHbIX OTHOCHT8JlbHbIX IlOJIOJK8Hlll� 

3B83)). H HX naparrJia:KCOB [15] .:.. 

4.3. 113eMHa.H 11 CßCTeMa KOOp,D,HHaT (HOBbI8 MeTO,II,hl). 

ri [I5] peKOM8H)J.Y8TCf! MaTepmWivl30BaTb 3CK B BH.n,e CilHCKa cpe.n.

HHX npHMoyroJibH� KOOp.D,HHaT H8KOTOporo tlHCJia CT�Hi1, 3a,n.aHHbIX Ha 

onpe,n.eJieHHYIO snoxy To , C yKa3aHI1.8M HX I13M8H8HHi1 BO Bp8M8Hl1. TipH 

3TOM npe,IJ,IlOJiaraeTCR, tlTO npe,r;c1msyeMbI8 nepl10,[l,Vltl8CKM8 H3M8H0Hl1H no

JIOiK8HH½ CT�J.111' H8.11pI-fMep rrpHJU1BHOPO npo l1CXOJK,Il,8Hl1.fi' ,[l,OJDKHhl MO,IJ,eJrn

po saTbC.R H YtiHTbJBaTbCR C TO'tlHOCTbIO OKOJIO I CM. 

).j,T.rR npaKTH't18CKoro MCTTOJib30BfiliMR TIOCTpoeHHOM TaKHM o6pa30M 

3CK Heo6xo,n.11MO HMeTb TTOCTOHHHO ,n.eMCTBYIOIIJYIO CJiy,K6y Bp�eHHR 3eM1I11, 

KOTOpa.H onpe,n,eJrn:eT Koop,n.11HaTbl IlOJIIOCa l1 BCeMHpHoe speMR. B Ta6JI. 5 

npHBe,n.eH� ,n.aHHble O TQqHOCTl1 onpe,n,eJieHHR napaMeTpOB Bp�eHMH 3eM

JUt c�eCTBYJO�l1Ml1 M nJI8.H11pYJOtql1Ml1Cfl K C03,IJ.a.HHIO CJiy,K6aMJ.1: 

r PM s - Me)K)]Yttapo,n.HM CJIY)K6a ,IJ,BIDK8Hl1.fi TTOJIIOCa' acTpOHOMH'tleCKHe

Ha6JIIO,IJ,eHl1R.

81 H - Mem,n,ytta.po,n.Hoe 610po BpeMeH11, acTpOHOMH'tleCKHe Ha6JIIO,[l,eHMR. 
�orrITJieposcR11e Ha6JI10,n.ett11a MC3. 
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DMA TC. _ CJIYJK6a ,n.BIDKeHl1.H noJnoca Tonorpaqi�ec1rnro L\eHTpa BoeHHO

Tonorpa.qJHqecRoro ynpaBJieHM.H ClliA, 'AOnnnepoBCKMe tta6n�,rr,e

HM.H MC3.

S L R - JlaaepHan JIOKaI�M.H HC3.
L. \. R - Jia.aepHM JI0KB.L\11.H JlyHbl.

V L & 1 - )],rrHHHo6a3HCHa.H p�MOHHTepcpep)M8Tpm1 •

Ta6Jrnl.\a 6 

TOqttOCTb onpe,n.eJieHM.H ,lJ,BIDK8HMR ITOJI�ca 11 
HepaBHOMepHOCTH apa�eHMR 3eMJI11 / no BHYTP8HHeti CXO,IJ,I1MOCTM/ 

G.nY'1t6a BpeMeHHoe Bre�eHMR 
8MJI11 pasperneH�e 

IPMS 0.05 ro,n.a 
8IH 

5 CYTOK

Ot,\ATC 5 CYTOK 

SL.R I CYTKH 
l. L. R. -"-

\/i.-?>l -"-

r,p 
V • KB. onm6KM

1Ifo o p,n.i,n,:a TH nomoca 
' B M. 

+ 0.5 

+ 0.5

+ 0.2 

llporH03Hbie oqeHKir1 

±0.02 - ±0.05 

±o. o 5 - ±o. I o

± 0.05

UT1/ B MC.

± I.O 

± O.I 

± O.I 

l{aK B�,IJ,HO' Tpe6oBaHfülM, npe,n."E>RBJIR8MbIM K T0qtt0CT11 IlOCTpoeHH.fl 

3CK y,n.oBJI8TBOp.moT cJiy-AC6bI' 6a311pym�Y1€CR Ha JI8.38pHblX Ha6JIIO,JJ,eHH.flX 

JlyHhI H Ha6JIIO,D,€H�RX c PC,n;B. B HaCTORU\ee BpeM.H npe,n.np11Hl1Ma.JOTC.R no

ITulTKH ,JJ,OCTIDK8HH.R yKasaHHOH TOqHOCTM B 8KCnep11MeHT8JlbHOM nopß,D.Ke, 

ttanpmv1ep, B npoeKTax PO LA R i S [9 l , cpasocTa6MbHOro IDiTepcpepo

MeTpa NR Ao [II]11 B nporpa.MMe ER o L D [14} . tfao 1<acaeTcR 

�asepHhDC Ha6JIIO,Il.8Hl1� ½C3, TO 3,IJ,€Cb oco6�e HaJJ,8JK,n.bl B03JI8.I18IOTCR Ha 

Ha6JI10,n.em-u1 cnyTfüiKa THna Jlareoc. 11epa�e pesyJn:,TaTbI Ha6n10,rr,eHH� sTo

ro cnyTH�Ka, KOTOphle B8�HCb ro)}Aap�CIG!M qeHTpoM KOCMHqecKmc none-
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TOB Ha Ö CT�HflX C TOtlHOCTbID OKORO ±IQ CM, IT03BORHJIH Onpe�eRHTb 

KOOp�HHaThl CTaHQHM c TOtlHOCTbro OT ±20 �o ±50 CM H 5-TH cyTotlHble 

KOOp�HHaT� noRroca C TOtmOCTbID, cpaBHHMOH C TOtIBOCTbro pe3yRbTaTOB 
� �

BIH �I?� . Onpe�e.neHHe BceMHpHoro BpeMeHH rro nasepHbIM Ha6nro�e-

HHHM MC3 saTPYA8H8HO Hs-sa BnHRHHR omH60K rpaBHTati;HOHHOro nonR H 

H9TO'tlHOCTH �eTa npHnHBOB. 

B nepcneKTHBe npeAilOnaraeTCR, qTo Ha6nro�eHHR c TTOMO�bID CTa4Ho

ttapHhlX ycTa.HOBOK ARR nasepHbIX Ha6nro�eHHH Hyttbl H �C3, a TaJOKe KOYill

neKca MHorosneMeHTHOro MHTep:pepoMeTpa oypyT CRYJKHTb �nR H3yqeHHR 

rno6aJibHblX reOAHHaMHqecKIDC RM8HHM H 38ill,aHHR 38MHOM reo�eHTpHqecKOM 

CHCTe� ROOp�HHaT. nasepHbI8 H pap.HOHHTepqiepoMeTp�qecKHe ycTa.HOBKH 

nepeABIDKttoro THna, a Ta.K�e pasnHm-roro POAa AOITnReposcKHe H APyrHe 

CHCTeMH H3MepeHHM OYlJYT HCITORb30BaTbCR B nporpa.m.1:ax HsyqeHHR �BM

�eHMR 6nOKOB 38MHOM KOIJf>I, ROKaRbHbIX reo�HHaMHqecKHX RM8HHH, a TaK

*e P�R CP�8HHR onopHOM reOAHHa.MHqecROH C8TH CTafil\HH. 
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